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Read This First!
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Time is an investment. If you spend it wisely, it will give you

ENoOrRMOUS returns.

Invest your time in this book.

It covers exactly whatyou need to know to use yourHP 17Bu effectively

—and quickly. If you have time to use this machine, you have time to

learn it first (it doesn’t take that long). And you've already finished the

toughest part of this Course—getting started—so just keep going.

In this book, you’ll see many applications in financial analysis. But as

you read, keep in mind that the goal here is not just to memorize a set

ofkeystrokes and formulas. You're also going to get an understanding

of the fundamentalprinciples, so that whenever you encounter a new

problem, you’ll be able to analyze it and solve it confidently. That skill

is the most valuable asset of all.

Read This First! 9
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1. LooriNG UNDER THE HooOD



What’s In This Machine?

Your HP 17B11 is a loyal and friendly calculator engine—congratula-

tions on a great choice! It represents a new generation ofcalculators,

with more power and flexibility than ever before. It can do all sorts of

things for you, from analyzing investments to remembering appoint-

ments to customizing formulas.

You simply need to tell it what to do.... And that brings up the next

question....

What’s Not In This Machine?

As sophisticated as technology is nowadays, it still hasn’t progressed

to the point where the machine can speak to you in your own language.

For now, you must “speak” its “language,” translating your everyday

calculation problems into forms it can understand.

Ofcourse, this means you must define each problem correctly for your-

self first (often the hardest part). Don’t overlook that very important

step. But once you've set a problem up so that you understand it

clearly, it’s quite simple to translate it for yourHP 17Bi1. Infact, learn-

ing to operateitis a lot like learning to drive a car: It all seems strange

at first, but after some training and practice, you’ll be doing things

quite automatically—without even thinking much about them.

That training and practice is what this book is going to give you.

What’s In This Machine? 11



What’s In This Book?

This book is indeed your Drivers’ School for the HP 17B11. After learn-

ing about your machine’s controls and buttons, you’ll take it through

the Course for extensive “road training.” There you’ll encounter lots

of explanations, diagrams, quizzes and answers. Once you complete

those, you’ll be ready to drive anywhere your vehicle can go (and that’s

a lot of places).

What makes the Course Easy is the fact that you can choose your own

speed and route. So don’t worry about how fast you’re moving. It’s not

a race; you can go over the same stretch of road again and again until

you’re comfortable with it. You’ll also get some rest areas to stop and

review where you’ve been, and some alternate “routes,” in case you

already know certain things and don’t need to practice them.

What’s Not In This Book?

You won’t find equal time given to everything, because some things

just don’t need as much explanation. Anyway, if you want a complete

description of everything, you already have it right there in your

Owner’s Manual. That’s what it’s there for—as a reference manual to

let you conveniently look up keys, functions, and quick examples.

But this book is not a reference manual. It’s an entirely different ap-

proach, a tutorial approach meant to be taken as presented. So start

here and “stay on the road!” Then, when you finish, a good reference

source like the Owner’s Manual will be much clearer and more useful

to you.

12 1. Loorine UNDER THE HoobD



A Few Words about the Example Problems

  

 

   
  
 

 
You may be more interested in, say, real estate lending than in leasing,

or in securities rather than personal finance. Well, there are example

problems in each ofthese areas in this Course. But do yourselfa favor:

Don’t skip over the ones that aren’t in your favorite area.

“Why not?”

Because you're going to find that most financial problem-solving boils

down to the same basic concepts—just expressed in different words.

There are often far more differences in the terminology of the various

financial disciplines than in their underlying calculations.

So don’t skip over the problems that don’t seem exactly fitted to your

most immediate everyday work. That would be cheating yourself out

ofpart ofyour investment. Every financial problem has something to

teach you about the Time Value of Money, and the more practice you

get with it, the more fluent you’ll become in its language, and the more

skilled you’ll soon be in every area of financial problem-solving.

What’s In This Book? 13
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2. IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT

  
 



Turning the Key

You probably know how powerful the HP 17B1is, so here’s the first

question that you probably want to ask.

Question: “Is it complicated to use?” Answer: Not at all.

The Button

Turn the machine on. The (ON)button (also marked (CLR)) is at the lower

left of the keyboard.

The Butiton

Now turn it off, by pressing fOFF). That is, press the gold ) key, then

the key.

The gold@keyis the “shift” key, which,like a shift key on a typewriter,

you must pressfirst in order to perform any ofthe functions printed (in

gold) above the other keys. The only difference between theikey and

a standard typewriter shift key is that you don’t need to hold down the

@ key while you then press another key.

(If you’re already familiar with the keyboard and the display, you can

skip ahead now to page 21.)

Turning the Key 15



A Good First Setting

At this point, there’s no telling what might be in the display. So to be

sure you're starting from the same point as this Course, you’re going

to do a few preparatory keystrokes.

Don’t worry ifyou don’t understand these yet—you will soon. But you

can’t very well learn until you get the machine ready to learn with. So

turn your machine on, and...

 

Do This: Pressthegoldikey, thenthe key. Nowpress ), then

the key.

Next, press the key, then the upper-left key (just un-

der the display), then (2) and (INPUT).

Finally, press ), then the (=) key.

Ifyou’ve done everything right, the machine will probably

beep, and then you’ll see this:

 

 

ERROR: <8
_FINEUZUM[TIME|ZOLVE     
 

(If this doesn’t work the first time, just try it all again.)
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The Display

Even when things are going wrong, the display usually tries to tell you

what’s going on. When in doubt, look at the display for clues.

(Ifyou already know all about the display, what it’s tellingyou and how

to adjust it, then skip ahead now to page 19).

The Viewing Angle

Can you see and read the display comfortably? It’s hard to read if it’s

aimed at the wrong angle, but you can adjust that angle.

 

Try It: With the machine on, press and hold down the (ON)(CLR) key.

Then press and hold the or the(=) key and watch how the

viewing angle varies. Play around with it until you find a

comfortable angle.

 

Messages and How to Clear Them

The ERROR: <8 is a good example of a message—usually telling you

of an error or asking you for something. A message just temporarily

covers part of the display. To get rid ofit, simply press the () key.

Do that now ((«)).

The Display 17



The Calculator Line

Now your display should look like this:
 

 

    
B. 80
TRBLT
 

 

The display has two full lines. For numbers (and messages), it usually

uses the upper line.

 

Try This: Keyin a number—say, 123.45. Press(1]2)3]-J4)5]INPUT).

See how the number keys work? When you’re doing cal-

culations, the upper line is shows the arithmetic, so it’s

called the Calculator Line.
 
 

123.43
[FIN |EUZ |SUM|TIME[SOLVE       

 

The Menu Line

The lower line is the Menu Line. Each of the selections on the Menu

Line is associated with the key directly beneath it. Whenever you

want to make a menu selection, you simply press its key.

The Menu Line is the best way to tell “where” your calculator is. For

example, the menu you’re seeing this right now (above) is the MAIN

Menu, the “home base” starting point. (After all, it only makes sense

to start a “Driver’s Course” from home.)

18 2. IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT



The Keyboard

Now look at the keys (ifyou already know the basics ofthe keyboards,

go ahead and jump now to page 21).

The Arithmetic Keys

Look first at the lower five rows ofkeys on the keyboard. Thisis where

you’ll find the keys for your arithmetic and other number-oriented

operations. The digit and math keys are here, as are and («),

which you’ve seen already.

The Other Keys

Look next at the upper two rows of keys. These keys are mostly for

moving and selecting the numbers and operations in your HP 17B11.

Also, asyou’ll soon see, you can use them to spell out words and names,

very much like a typewriter.

And of course, you've already learned that many keys have second

(“shifted”) meanings too—again, just like a typewriter.

Take a closer look now at the “shift” key....

The Keyboard 19



The Ke

As you know, the gold key on the keyboard is the shift key (shown here

as{§). It’s no coincidence that each key’s “shifted” meaning is printed

in gold right aboveit.

 

Try This:  Press the ) (shift) key. What happens? The _+ annun-

ciator appears (a little signal up there in the Annuncia-

tor Area), telling you that the next key you press will

produce its gold operation.

Press) again. The _» disappears. [ is a toggle key,

because it alternates its meaning.

 

Keep these things in mind about the shift key:

Unlike a typewriter, you don’t hold it down while pressing the key

you're “shifting.” Just press and release the) key, then press the key

you want. The _» will always tell you when the {§ is in effect.

But the _» is cancelled after every use; you need to re-press the {§ for

every gold character you want. That is, i is not a “Caps Lock” key.

20 2. IN THE DRIVER’s SEAT



Pop Quiz

This is just a quick little stop-and-check point. Things move pretty

slowly here at the beginning, but that doesn’t last very long. Be sure

you know these things before you go on.

The answers are on the next page, but don’t look until you need to.

Along with those answers, you’ll find page numbers for re-reading,just

in case. Take your time—who cares if you re-read? It’s your Course.

1. What’s a toggle key? Name one such key.

2. How many lines does the display have? How are they used?

3. What’s an annunciator?

4. What’s a message? How do you get rid of it?

5. What will happen to your calculator if you forget to turn it off

before leaving for Nepal?

Pop Quiz 21
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Pop Answers

A toggle key is like a light switch: hit it once to turn something

on; hit it again to turn it off. ) is one such key (see page 20 for

review).

Thedisplay hastwo lines. The upper line is called the Calculator

Line, because it shows you numbers (and messages, sometimes).

The lower line is the Menu Line, which tells you your current

calculation choices (to review all this, see pages 17-18).

An annunciator is a little signal, a status indicator that appears

in the Annunciator area, above the Calculator Line, to keep you

informed of the current “doings” of the machine.

You generally can’t and shouldn’t do anything about it—just

understand what it means. For example, the shift annunciator,

-+, means that any key with a gold operation written above it will

now produce that operation if pressed (page 20).

A message is a phrase or question that appears temporarily in

front of the Calculator Line, to notify you of an error or ask you

todo something. Whenyouwant a message to go away,just press

(«) (page 17).

2. IN THE DRIVER’s SEAT



5. After about 10 minutes, it will turn itself off. Then, when you

come back and turn it on, its display (and memory) will be the

same as when you left—so don’t lose any sleep overit.

Pop Answers 23
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look at that line....

upperdisplay line). So turn your machine on (ifit’s not on already) and

Warming Up the Arithmetic E
.

Ready to “crunch” a few numbers, then?

ngine

As you know, most arithmetic happens on the Calculator Line (the
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Clear For Departure?

You’re startingwith some numbers already in the display. Do you need

to clear anything before starting a new calculation?

 

Try It:

Again:

Nope:

Press 2]5)@iX) and see the result: .88

That 123. 43 didn’t mess up anything, did it?

What if you now want to find /495,616? Do you need to

clear away that 3. 88 first?

Full speed ahead: (a]9)5)6)1)8)liX), (ans.: F84.88). The

9. B8 was just “bumped” out of your way.

Anytime you finish a calculation, the machine knows it.

And it will automatically “bump” that result up out ofyour

way when you begin the next calculation. Youdon’t need to

clear anything!

 

You don’t need toclear thedisplay ifyou’vejust completed a calculation.

26
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OK, But:

Two Ways:

#1:

Or, #2:

Whatifyoudecide to scrap a calculation midway—when

it’s not complete?

Suppose you're trying to find+/495,616, as you did on the

previous page, but you mistakenly key in 496561... and

right then you discover your goof. How do you fix it?

To back the wrong digits out, just use the (@) key. It’s a

simple backspace key, so...

First, back out the wrong digits: («]«]«]e).

Now key them in correctly: (5]6]1]s)...

...and finish the problem:

To simply start over, you can clear the entire Calculator

Line in one “swell foop:” Press (lower left corner).

 

Now that you know how to clear things if necessary, you're ready to

start “driving around....”

Warming Up the Arithmetic Engine 27



How Many Digits Do You Have?

As you begin, notice that the display is showing exactly two digits past

the decimal point on every number. Since the HP 17Bi1is a financially-

oriented calculator, this simply makes good “cents.”

But is this the best precision you can get?

Not by a long shot.

In fact, every number has 12 digits, no matter how many you can see

at the moment. For example, that 784. 88 youjust computed is really

784 . B30000000.

(Count ’em—there should be a total of 12 digits.)

You just aren’t allowed to see beyond those first two zeros right now.

28 3. LEARNING TO DRIVE



Ah, but...

 

Notice This: Keyin (2]1)o)-J9]8)7)8]5)4)3]2) 1), then press(INPUT)
(the key simply tells the machine that you’ve

finished keying in a number).

Here’s what you’ll see: 218,99

“What gives? Why did the number change?”

It didn’t change. The calculator merely changed its

presentation to you.

The entire 210.987654321 is still in the machine, but

the display has been instructed to show you only the

first 2 decimal places, rounded like this, to represent

the number as accurately as possible.

Therefore the display rounds the number 210.987...

up t0210.99. But if the 7 had been a 4 or smaller, the

number would have been rounded down to 210.98.

 

Again, the point of all this is: It’s the display doing the editing—for

your eyes only. Your machine will always do all your arithmetic with

12 digits in each number.

 
Warming Up the Arithmetic Engine 29



How Many Digits Do You See?

Here’s how your display probably looks right now:
 

 

218.99
|FIN[EUZ|UM[TIME|SOLVE      

Now, how do you tell the display to change its “editing policy?” What

if you want to see 4 decimal places rather than 2?

 

Say the Word:  Press the key. Here’s what you’ll see:

 

 

SELECT DISFLAY FORMAT
Pfatt].1.      

When in doubt, look at the display for clues as to

what to do: You want to FIX the number ofdecimal

places at four. So press the key under IGEH,

Now you get another set of directions:

 

 

TYPE #DIGITS (B-11);
PRESS [INPUTI      

You want4 digits past the decimal point, so press

(4]INPUT).... Voila.
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Your display now shows this:

 

 

  
218, 9877
[FINEUZ20K[TIME[ZOLVE
   
 

 

Just For Laughs: Set your display to show you ALL the decimal

places that aren’t merely trailing zeros.

Solution: Press then IfMM. Here’s the result:

 

 

218, 987634321
IECHEENTRRAT   
   
 

Now you see ALL decimal places except any un-

necessary trailing zeroes. The 218.9877 re-

veals its true identity.

 

(Now go back to dollars and cents format, by FIXing 2 decimal places.

You know how, right?)
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Simple Arithmetic: A Matter of Choice

At this point, you have a choice to make. As you probably know, the HP

17BI1 offers you two different ways to do arithmetic.

 

Do This: Press JMODES). Among other menu items, you’ll see these

two choices: and IR

Try each one: First, press (notice how your display

then echoes your choice: ALGEBRAIC MODE).

ALGebraic arithmetic uses the (=) key. For example, to add

2 and 3, you would press (2)+)(3)(=)(doit now).... Asyou can

see, this method imitates the way in which you might say

the problem to yourself: “Two plus three equals...”

Now try the other method: Press {moDes)IHIA

(your display now echoes this choice: RFN MODE).

RPN stands for Reverse Polish Notation, so-named for the

Polish mathematician who developed the efficient logic it

uses. In this “reverse” method of arithmetic, you give the

operation last, thus eliminating the need for an (=) key.

To add 2 and 3, for example, press (2)(ENTER)(3)(+) (in RPN

mode, the (=) key acts as the key).
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So, why the choice—and which way is best for you?

Long ago, HP calculators adopted the less conventional RPN style of

calculation, becauseit’s simply more efficient (for series ofcalculations

it requires fewer keystrokes than the ALGebraic method—and no pa-

rentheses). So most users who took the time to learn RPN soon “swore

by it” and became loyal to HP calculators as a result.

However, many other persons prefer to do arithmetic in the “left-to-

right”ALGebraic method. And since, for alongtime, HPbuilt only RPN

calculators, these persons missed out on the many other great features

of HP machines.

Then, whenHPdid build some ALGebraic machines (as part ofits new

generation of calculators), the situation became reversed: RPN users

began to wish that they could enjoy the latest technology and features

—but without having to switch from their beloved RPN.

Well, you know the rest ofthe story: HP is now offering a choice within

the same machine—so you don’t have to “un-learn” the method of

arithmetic you're now using. It’s that simple.

So choose the way that’s easiestforyou (press f[MODES), then eitherNl

or [lIZN). ...

...And then, once you’ve made your choice:

If you chose Iiiill, go now to page 40; otherwise, just turn the page....
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Arithmetic with the (=) Key (ALGebraic Mode)

This method of arithmetic doesn’t take much practice to learn. The

basic rule of thumb is: “saying it = doing it.”

Here’s a good set of examples (and remember that you can use the (@]

or keys to back out or clear any mistakes):

 

Example:

Solution:

Calculate 342 -173+13

Press 342173V3)(=) Answer: 182,88

See? You just press the keys just as you would say the

problem to yourself—left to right. And as you proceed,

you automatically get intermediate results (do the prob-

lem again and watch what happens after you press the

key). Then the (=) key gives your final result.

 

Example:

Solution:

Find 101.00 -47.50%2

Press o)1)H@75)X2)(=) Answer: 187,068

This left-to-right rule works even when you mix multi-

plication (and/or division) with addition (and/or subtrac-

tion)! And notice that you don’t need to key in any trail-

ing zeroes (i.e. 181,84 is just 181).
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Example:

Solution:

What'’s 342-(173+13) ?

Press(322)5([07R)HEEDI(E) Answer: 136,68

If parentheses appear in the written problem, you use

them in your calculator, too. And notice how {173+13

changes to 186. 88 when you close the parentheses.

 

 

Example:

Solution:

Calculate 101.00-(47.50%2)

64 -(25x3)

BEXEDE
([Te(9BERSNEA)E)

 

Answer: B.13 (Reminder: This is just the first two

decimal places, with the second digit rounded. To see

more digits, you know how to adjust the display, right?)

Notice that the keystrokes include an extra set ofparen-

theses (around the entire denominator of the problem).

After all, that’s what is meantby that big horizontal line

between the numerator and denominator.

Notice also that at the very end, you don’t actually need

to close a parenthetical expression with the right paren-

thesis. The(=)key says that you’re finished, so the calcu-

lator closes all the open parentheses for you.
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Changing the Sign ofa Number

 

Try This: Find 34 x (-19)

Solution:  Press(3]4)X)(=[1)9)(=) Answer: -646.80

This is the simplest way to key in a negative number.

And again, you do it just as you say it: “34 times negative

19 equals...” (the parentheses in the problem statement

are simply for clarification—they’re optional).

 

But there’s another way to do it, also.

 

Like This: Suppose now that you want to change that -646. 88

into 646. 88,

Solution: Press the(+/-Jkey.

That’s the “change sign” key. It changes the sign of

the number you're working on. Notice that this

key is a toggle key—with alternating meanings.

 

So there are two ways to make a number negative in ALGebraic mode,

the (-) key and the key.
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Playing the Percentages

Do you realize how easy it is to do percentage calculations on the HP

17Bu? Yes, even these—everybody’s least favorite math problems—

are a breeze.

 

Watch: What’s 25% more than 134?

Solution: E[AH@E)%)(E=) Answer: 167.38

 

Whenever you want to increase or decrease a number by some known

percentage, you just add or subtract that percentage—again, just as

you would say it.

And how do you find an unknown percentage of any given number?

 

Example: What'’s 40% of $21.95?

Piece of Cake: Press (21o]5)X)o]%)(=) Answer: 8.78

 

To increase or decrease by a known percentage, you add or subtract. To

simply take a percentage of a number, you multiply What could be

easier? Try a few more problems on your own....

Notice in all cases that the machine evaluates the percentage as soon

as it can—just as it does with parentheses.
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The History Stack

By now, you're probably wondering something: When you start a new

problem, your previous results simply “bump out of the way”—but

where do they go?

 

Do This: Press(1)(=)2)(=)(3)(=)(4)(=). There—you havejust “finished”

four arithmetic problems, one after another.

Now notice the arrow keys, (o) and (¥), and also the

and keys. You can use these keys to make those four

most recent results “roll around” or change sequence. The

calculator holds them in its History Stack—a “history” of

the four most recent results. Try them....

Now rearrange them back to their original order and press

(5])(=). Can you now roll five results around? Try it....

Nope. The History Stack holds only the last four results.

Butittrulyisa “stack” ofyour recent calculating History—

and regardless whether you can see all four of those num-

bers, they’re still there.

 

So the History Stack will let you see the results of previous calcula-

tions.
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Problem: Your gross incomes and total taxes for the last three

years were as follows (not really—just suppose):

Gross Income Total Taxes

$ 81,500.00 $ 28,525.00
96,850.00 39,708.50

103,700.00 38,887.50

In which year were your total taxes highest in propor-

tion to your income?

Solution: To find this out, you’ll need to do three separate calcula-

tions, one for each year:

(2]8)5)2)5)(=)(8)1)5)0]0)(=)
(Result: B.33—the fraction you paid three years ago).

Next, press: (3]9]7)oJ8)-Js)(=J(e)e)&[5o)(=)
(Result: 8.41—two years ago).

G E0000080008u000
(Result: 8.38—last year).

 

 

Just by looking through the History Stack (using(a)and

(v)), you can see that you paid the biggest fraction two

years ago, right?

 

Skip now to page 46.
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Arithmetic with the Key (RPN Mode)

This method of arithmetic takes a little practice to learn—but the

rewards are definitely worth the trouble.

Here’s a good set of examples (and remember that you can use the («]

or keys to back out or clear any mistakes):

 

 

 

Example: Calculate 342-173+13

Solution:  Press (3J4[2)ENTER)()73)DI
Answer: 182,88

Gettheidea? Whenyoukey in the numbers you’re going

to combine, you separate them with the key (also

known as the (=) key). And the operation comes last.

Another: What’s 2 x(101.00-47.50) ?

Solution: A7)EH2)X Answer: 187,80

Notice that you can use the (INPUT) key as an (ENTER) key

also—just for convenience!

And notice also that youdon’t need to key in any trailing

zeroes (i.e. 181,08 is just 181).
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But the most important point to notice is this: You don’t needparenthe-

ses, because you do the calculations inside the parentheses first.

 

64 + (25 X %)

Solution: (4]7-J8)INPUT)(2](0]J(X)
BINPUT)(4)D(2]5IX)(6] 4)(H)

=

Answer: 29,33 (Reminder: Thisisjust the first two

decimal places, with the second digit rounded. To see

more digits, you can adjust the display, right?)

See how you work from the inner parentheses out-

ward? And notice how—although you couldn’t see

it—your intermediate result (the numerator) simply

“floated up above” in the History Stack until you were

ready to use it.

Bear in mind the purpose of (INPUT)): It allows

you to separate numbers that you are keying in “back

-to-back” (i.e. without any arithmetic operation be-

tween them). But when an operation has been per-

formed between numbers, you must not use

(INPUT)). For example, in the above problem, you need

(INPUT)) only two places: between the 47.5 and

the 2 and between the 3 and the 4.
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Changing the Sign ofa Number
 

 

Try This: Find 34 x (-19)

Solution:  Press(3[4)INPUT)(1)9)+/9X) Answer: -646. 080

That’s how you make a positive number negative—with

the key.

 

But if it’s already negative, then...

 

Hmmm: Suppose you now want to make that -646.88 into a

646,68,

Guess What: Just press the(+/-)key.

Like the shift key, the (“change sign”) key is a

toggle key—a key with alternating meanings.
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Playing the Percentages

Do you realize how easy it is to do percentage calculations on the HP

17Bu? Yes, even these—everybody’s least favorite math problems—

are a breeze.

 

Example: What’s 40% of $21.95?

Piece of Cake:  Press (2]1)-)9]5] Answer: 8.78

 

The operation needs two numbers, just like other arithmetic. The

first number you key in is the “whole;” the second number is the “part”

—the percentage of the “whole” that you want to find.

 

Watch: What’s 25% more than 134?

Solution: Answer: 167,28

 

Notice how the calculation leaves the “whole” intact afterwards—so

that you can conveniently add it to the “part” if you wish. What could

be easier?

Try a few more problems on your own.
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The RPNStack

By now, you’ve probably noticed how your previous and intermediate

results simply “bump upwards.” What’s happening here?

 

 
Do This: Press (1)(INPUT)(2)(INPUT)(3)(INPUT)(4}—to pretend that you've

just done some arithmetic problems, one after another.

 

Now notice the arrow keys, (a) and (¥), and also the

and keys (they’re the “shifted” parenthesis keys, but

since parentheses are not used in RPN mode, you’ll get

and even without pressing the i key).

You can use these keys to make thefour most recent results

—the History Stack—“roll around” or change sequence.

Try them....

Now arrange them back to the way they started and press

(5). Can you now roll five results around? Try it....

Nope. The Stack holds only the last four results. But notice

that regardless whether you can see all four of those num-

bers, they’re still there.

 

So the History Stack lets you review and re-use the results ofprevious

calculations....
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Problem: Your gross incomes and total taxes for the last three

years were as follows (not really—just suppose):

Gross Income Total Taxes

$ 81,500.00 $ 28,525.00

96,850.00 39,708.50

103,700.00 38,887.50

In which year were your total taxes highest in propor-

tion to your income? What was the difference between

this highest fraction and the lowest?

Solution: To find this out, you’ll need to do three separate calcula-

tions, one for each year:

80888EER008006
(Result: B, 33—the fraction you paid three years ago).

Next, press: (3]9]7]oJ8]Is)ENTER)(8)6]8]5)0)(]
(Result: B.41—two years ago).
 

And: (3]8)8)8]7)-5)ENTER)(1]0)3]7)0]0)(=]
(Result: 8.38—Ilast year).
 

Just by reviewing the History Stack (using (a) and (¥)),

you can see that you paid the biggest fraction two years

ago and the smallest fraction three years ago, right? To

find the difference, rearrange the Stack and subtract:

RIXXY[=). Result: 8.86 About 6% of your income.
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More Math IfYou Want It

At this point, you may well be satisfied with your level ofarithmetic on

the HP 17Bm:

— clearing the display and changing its number formatting;

— addition, subtraction, multiplication and division;

— negative numbers;

— percentages;

— moving around the History Stack a little bit.

Ifthat’s enough for you, skip now to the quiz at the end ofthis chapter

(page 50)....

 

On the other hand, you may be interested to know about some of the

other, “higher math” operations this machine offers you. If so, “stick

around” and work through the next few pages (the examples will have

both ALGebraic and RPN solutions).
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Scientific Notation

 

Try This:

Solution:

What’s 2,000,000 x 2,000,000 ?

Press (2]0)oJoJoJoJo)(X)(2J0]oJo)o)oJ0)(=) (ALG mode)

or (2]0]oJoJo)oJoJ(iNpuT)(2)0J0]0]00]0)(X] (RPN mode)

Answer: 4.88E12

As you may know, this shorthand way of writing very

large (or very small numbers) is scientific notation. You

would read this as “four-point-zero-zero times ten to the

twelfth power.” The E means “...times ten to the...”

 

Notice the little gold E above the(+/-)key. It’s there so you can also use

scientific notation when you key in numbers.

 

Go For It:

Solution:

Find “two million times two million” once again—but this

time, you’re not allowed to use the (0] key.

Press (2JJ)(E]s)X)E]6)(=) (ALG mode)

or (RPN mode)

 

Saves a few (0's, doesn’t it? Anyway, whether you like this notation or

not, just be sure to recognize the E when your calculator uses it.
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You might be surprised at the useful things you can do with some other

MATH functions in your HP 17B11....

 

Try One: A bank account earns 6% per year, compounded con-

stantly. Ifyou put $100 into this account and let it grow

for 6 months, how much would you have then?

Solution:  The formula for continuous compounding is

Ending balance = (Beginning balance)(e"),

where r is the yearly rate (in decimal form) and ¢ is the

number of years. The other number, ¢, is the natural

logarithm base. You will also see e” written as exp(rt),

1.e. the “exponential of rt.”

In this problem, r =.06 (that’s 6%, written as a decimal)

and ¢ =0.5 (half a year). So, compute (r7):

B00NRB06 (the ALGebraic way), or

(the RPN way).
Result: 8,83

Now exponentiate this: Press A

Thisise” (or exp(rt)). Sonow multiplyby yourbeginning

balance: (X]J(1J0oJo)(=)(ALG), or (1]o]J0o)X)(RPN)

Answer: 183,65
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Did you notice that the Iff#l function doesn’t care whether you’re using

ALGebraic or RPN arithmetic? That’s truein general: Whenyou select

an operation from a menu like this, it simply operates on your current

number—no matter how that number got there.

 

Try Another: The answer from the previous problem is not exactly

$183.83. Prove this to yourself—press SHOW)....

See? It’s really 183.845433393. Your display is
€rounding its presentation of the number—*“for your

eyes only,” because you've set a FIX 2 display setting.

By contrast, to round (i.e. actually change) the num-

ber—to matchyour current display setting—press

Nothing much seems to happen, right? Ah, but now

SHOW full precision (fSHOW)), and see 183, 83.

That’s a different number than before: there are no

more hidden digits out past the second decimal place.

 

Again, notice that it doesn’t matter which kind of arithmetic you use.

The function simply operates on the current number.
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Arithmetic Quiz*

Solve these on your HP 17B11. As usual, the solutions are on the next

pages, with some page references for review (and you’ll see new twists,

too). In some problems, it won’t matter whether you use ALG or RPN

arithmetic—the keystrokes are the same either way. But (as is the

case throughout this book) for any problems where the two methods do

have different keystrokes, both solutions are given (ALGebraic first).

| 100/,

ind 6T(34X (<19))

(25%64)+ (34 X (-19))
100

75

Then find by two different methods. 

Which is greater: % or —6% ?

4.88E12 is “4 trillion” (a very large number). How much is

4.88E-12? How would you key this in?

*For more practice with RPN arithmetic specifically, see also Appendices D and E in your HP

Owner’s Manual.
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4. Suppose that this year’s income is 35% more than last year’s, but

next year’s will be only 85% of this year’s. If last year’s was

$25,000, what will next year’s be?

5. Calculate (-19) X (-19) by three different methods, two of which

don’t use the key.

6. Compute V4096 two different ways. Then find %/4096.

1-1.17°
 7 Find ( +100)(1.1’°)
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52

Arithmetic Quiz Solutions

 

(1]oJoJINPUT]7]5]+]2]5JINPUT]84]X)3]4JINPUT]1]9]+/—]X]+]+]

Answer (to 8 decimal places): 8.88139762

The easiest way to solve the second part is to “flip” the first

answer with the key, taking the reciprocal of the current

number. Answer (to 2 decimal places): 713,28

Of course, the other way is to start from scratch:

]I64+BaX=D=eo=)7]5]=) (ALG), or

(2]5INPUT] 6]4]X)(3)4 INPUT] 1]9] +/=]X](+) (1]oo JINPUT] 7]5]+]=]

(To review basic arithmetic methods, re-read pages 32-45).

To compare, find both answers: (4]+]7]=) (ALG), or (4]INPUT]7]+

and (6]-2]8]J(=)(1]1)(=) (ALG), or (6]-L2]81JINPUT1)1]+).

If you're looking only at the first two decimal places, they look

identical (B.397). But ask the DISPlay to FIX more than three

decimal places, and you’ll see the difference: % is greater (see

page 30 to brush up on FIX).

This is “four timesten to the negative twelfth power,” or “fourtrillionths.”

Written out fully, it would be 0.000000000004. To key this in, you

would press (4 E]-]1]2).
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4.  (EJJIHEEHX)EIE%)(=) (ALG), or
(2]5) 0]0]0] Answer: 28,687.50

(See page 37 or 43 to review calculations)

 

5. (a) ex~)XE19)(=) (ALG), or 8)J+/-)INPUT]X) (RPN)
Answer: 361,688

(b) (8-8X3. The key squares the current number.

(c) (O+-yX[2)=) (ALG), or (1)o)+/=]INPUT2JIY¥]) (RPN).
The y*)key raises a number to a power. (—19)2is “negative

nineteen raised to the second power.”

6. (a) (4]o]9]s)@). The key operates on the current num-

ber. Answer: 64,88
 

(b) (4]0o)s)-5)(=) (ALG), or (a)o))eiNnPUT-5 Y™
The “square root” is the one-half (.5) power.

(c) (a)oJol Y12 Yx]=) (ALG), or
(4]0) o)&JINPUT1]2)IY®) (RPN).

1

R/4096 is the same as 40962. Answer: 2.88

7.
RO@Y*I)(=)(ALG), or

JiNneuT)(1)@YXX) (RPN) Answer: 273.31
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Road Signs: Menus and Their Keys

So much for arithmetic and math. The good news is: Most ofthe time,

you won’t need to do “manual” arithmetic on your HP 17Bi1, because it

has so many built-in formulas. But you do need to know how to use

those formulas.*

Up to now, you’ve just been “driving around the block.” That is, the

Menu Line has generally looked like this:

IECHRNETENTS

This is “home”—the MAIN Menu. But now you're going to leave home

and drive off for the road training you've been waiting for.

With the driving analogy, it may seem strange to be talking about

maps, roads, and then menus, but it does make some sense: On the

freeway, those big green signs showing lanes and exits are indeed a

kind of menu. And how do you use these freeway menus? You choose

the proper lane and exit—and you rememberthem for your return trip.

So you can think ofthe MAIN Menu on your HP 17B11 as the “freeway,”

from which you may exit to, say, the Il or “highways.” From

those, you can exit onto still smaller “routes,” and so on. Reaching your

destination—the formula you want to use—isjust a matter ofreading

the “road signs” in the calculator’s Menu Line.

*Ifyou already know how to find these formulas and tools by navigating back and forth through

the menus, then skip over now to page 61.
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A Menu Map

___________

 

.......................................................

 

..............................................................

 

................................................

-------------------------------------------------------------

 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————  
 

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

......................................................... 
 

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘

------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Try This:  Look at the map above. This is one “major route” (the

TIME Menu)—and its “suburbs.” Use this map to guide

you on a quick trip to the “place” called [If{f}—starting

from the MAIN Menu.

Solution: Press See what happens? isacalcu-

lation that gives you the date and day of the week.

 

Notice that some menu selections are merely exits to get you onto a

different “road.” The selections at the ends ofthe roads are your actual

destinations—where the HP 17B11 does its calculations.
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Next Question: How do you get “home” again?

Next Answer: You can retrace your road route—or you can “fly.”

Toretrace your route, use the key. Every time

you press this key, you retrace your route back to

the previous EXIT. Thus, you press to go from

 

 

      

 

 

here =

DRTENDATER]DY36003650|TODRY

to here =

      
and then once more to arrive “home” at the

MAIN Menu.

To demonstrate howyou can “fly” home, first go out

to again.... Now press MAN).

 

is the quick way home—the “When-All-Else-Fails-And-You-

Can’t-Figure-Out-Where-You-Are” key.

So never fear—no matter how lost you think you are, there’s always a

way to get back to a familiar route.
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Pages in a Menu

A word about the “road signs” in the Menu Line: Sometimes there’s

just not enough room to list all the choices. What then?*

When this happens, the menu becomes more of the restaurant kind,

because then it has more than one page.

 

Try This:  Look at the menu map on the opposite page. Starting

from your MAIN Menu, “move” through this map until

your Menu Line looks like this:
 

 

ISATTST     
 

Solution:  Press MAN)IETN,[0, thenEIA.... That EIdis an ex-

traitem—a “turn-the-page” key—that appears on every

page of any multiple-page menu.

 

*Traffic engineers just use smaller writing on their road signs, but your HP 17Bi11 can’t do that.
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rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 
 

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

 

—————————————————————

 

4PiINT£PRINiBAL/i NEXT/TABLE:  
 

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

  

..........................................................................  
 

 

.........................................................
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MAINRoutes vs. Side Trips

One more thing to notice about navigatingthrough menus: Sometimes

you can be working at one menu and need to take a short trip to do a

“side calculation” at another menu—to get a number or adjust some

mode, etc. But thenyou want to go back to the first menu and continue.

 

Like This: Suppose you're working in the TVM menu (so you've

pressed ETHETE. But, once there, you realize

that you want to do an exponential interest calculation

like the kind you did on page 48.

Easy: Just go right to the MATH Menu: Press MATH. And

once you're done with that menu, just press and

voild!—you’re back at the TVM Menu directly—not at

the MAIN Menu. The machine remembers where you

were before your EXP calculation.

 

Moral of the Story: Except for and (EXIT), any operation that’s

available to you on the keyboard (i.e. not via menu keys) is regarded as

a temporary “side trip.” So while you do arithmetic, use the Stack,

change the DiSPlay setting, use the PRINTER or MATH Menus, etc.,

your HP 17Bi11 doesn’t forget “where you were” in the menu system—

and it returns you there when you finish with the keyboard.
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Playing “What-If?” with Menu Keys 61

And your calculator will show you the answers.
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goes up by $100?” “What if that interest rate were 2 points higher?”

making good decisions. You can ask questions like “what if the rent

“What-If?” game that’s so useful inThis means that you can play the

vary them—one at a time—to see the effect on your answer.

them. And since each variable has its own key on the menu, you can

complicated formulas—which often have several different variablesin

But the real beauty ofmenu calculations is how they let you play with

already used the key to give you the date and day of the week.

keys that can give you answers—hard numbers. For example, you've

But of course, menu keys are not just “traveling keys.” They’re also

So now you know the basics of moving around in the menus.
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Watch This:

Solution:

From the MAIN Menu, press IEEl and then EX]:

 

 

    ILRIETE
 

 

And here’s the problem you want to solve:

The retail trade per square foot in one shop was $75

this year. Last year it was $64. By what percentage

did this trade increase in a year?

Related question: What ifyou were looking for a 20%

increase? What level of trade would that have re-

quired this year?

(6]A5)CEENIS

Answer: %CHAMGE=17.19

That was the actual percentage increase in the per-

square-foot retail trade.

Now specify the 20% target increase: (2]0)ELR

And find what the NEW trade (i.e. this year’s) would

have had to be in order to meet that target: LTI

Answer: NEW=Y6.868
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The General Idea

See the basic pattern?

With the first calculation, you specified known values for two vari-

ables, OLD and NEW, and calculated the unknown variable, %CH.

Then, for the second part, you specified your desired %CH and OLD

values and calculated NEW instead.

You can calculate any one of the three values

—if you know the other two.

 

And Notice: You canreview the current values in each ofthe vari-

ables—anytime you want.

Here’s How: Press and see: OLD=64,88

Press (RCULEM and see: NEW=76.88

Press([RCL)IERN and see: #CHANGE=28. B8

 

You use the key to ReCall values from variables. There are act-

ually three storage registers built into the machine, registers named

OLD, NEW, and %CH. This is where the calculator stores the values

you give it when you'’re playing “What-If?”
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That’s the heart of it, then: You store values in all menu variables

except one, then calculate that one. And you can play this “What-If?”

with any of the menu variables.

Nowpress(EXIT) to back up one level to the BUSiness Menu... and try

some more examples....

 

If:

Solution:

A broker buys a property for $12/ft> and then sells it for

$15/ft2. What'’s the markup as a percentage of cost?

What is the markup as a percentage of price?

From the BUSiness Menu, press EIEM. This is the

“MarkUp as a % of Cost” Menu.

So use it: Press (1]2)[HBll and (1]5)T3

Then calculate: EEd

Answer: MARKUFXC=23.68

To find the markup as a percentage of price, go back to

the BUSiness Menu (EXIT)) and press EIEd.

Then press IEEA.

Answer: MARKUPZP=28. 08
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Question: Why didn’t you need to key in the and [J3 in the

MU%P Menu,as you did in the MU%C Menu?

Answer: Simple: The and [{ilf3 variable registers in the

MU%P Menu are the same as in the MU%C Menu. They

are shared variables—shared between more than one

menu. Since you had already stored the 12 and the 15in

the COST and PRICE registers, those values were still

there, ready to calculate either IZEd or IZEH!'

And they’re still there now—which you can prove by

recalling them:

Press and see COST=12. 08

Press IR and see PRICE=15. 68
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One More:

Solution:

If the appraised value of a property decreased by 36%

this year and 25% last year, what was its total percent-

age decrease in value over these two years?

From the BUS Menu, choose the EXd option. Then,

since you don’t have the actual values to work with, just

start with a convenient number—say, 100—to represent

the property’s value two years ago: Press

One year later, the value was 36% less than that. That

is, the %CH was -36. So press EZN

Now solve for the NEW level: [Ef.... NEW=£4 .88

So ifthe value was 100 two years ago, then it wasjust 64

one year later.

Now do the second year. The NEW value from the first

year is the OLD value for the second year, so you would

press IMA. Next, you key in the value decrease in

the second year: XN, and solve for the NEW

(and that’s the current) value: [EZN....HNEW=48, 8@

So, what was the percent change for the two years? Your

NEW level is now correct, but your OLD level needs to be

100 for the entire two-year period, right?

Press (1)o] o)IRIETH

Answer: %CHANGE=-52.88

The property’s value dropped 52% over two years.
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* Even short quizzes can be helpful....

store the value you want to use in the formula.

system. Each variable is matched with a register, where you

* You can play “What-If?” with the formulas you find in the menu

“page” for that menu, by choosing BIH.

¢ When there are more than six menu items, you’ll find a second

¢ You can always “retrace your steps” (toward Home) with ([EXIT).

* Youcanalwaysget“Home» tothe MAIN Menu quickly, via MAIN).

you your current menu choices ’ error messages, instructions, etc.

¢ When in doubt, look at your d1splay. It w111 orient you, showing

your HP 17B11. Just keep 1

That’s what you need to know about menus and “moving around” in

nmilnd these few important things:

Review



Menu Quiz

Take a “solo drive” with some percentage problems and with some

“What-Iffing.” Try these (the answers are on the next page, as usual):

68

There’s a calculation key called [{ilf3 in the E[d Menu. Your mis-

sion: Starting from the MAIN Menu, find it (don’t bother to cal-

culate with it), then report back to the MAIN Menu ASAP.

Using what you know about menus, see ifyou can figure out how

to set the correct time and date in your calculator.

Ifyou’rein the middle ofan arithmetic problem and you suddenly

decide to change menus (“move”) for some reason, what happens

to your calculation?

A holder of a note wished to sell it and offered a 10% discount off

ofthe face value. The buyer then turned around and re-sold the

note by adding 10% to the price he hadjust paid forit. Did he sell

it for face value?
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5. The most severe drop in the history of the U.S. stock market

occurred in the period between September 3, 1929 and July 8,

1932. During that time, an industrial stocks average fell from

452t0 58. Ifthe same percentage drop happened with abeginning

average level of, say, 2735, where would the bottom level be?

6. Afootball field is 100 yards long. Ifit’s 45 yards wide and you in-

crease both its width and its length by 9%, by what percentage

would this increase its area?
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70

Menu Quiz Answers

From the MAIN Menu, press IRKEECMAEITA, and there on the sec-

ond page of the BOND Menu, you’ll see the choice called [Ji3.

Noticethat, asusual,ifyou press[fl{d at this point, you’ll flip-flop

between the pages of the BOND Menu (see page 58 if you don’t

remember this). Then press to “fly home” again.

From the Main Menu, press HIZA (obviously), and then (be-

cause you want to set the time and date). That brings you to an-

other menu. Now, just pressing or lilfA on that menu won’t

set the correct time or date in the display. What do you do?

Ask for [[IT}! ...See? It shows you how to key in the number to

represent the correct time and date. For example, if today is

February 28, 1990, and it’s 2:25 p.m., press

[Tid, then (then[ ifnecessary) and to get 2:25

in the afternoon. Now set your correct date and time, and watch

the information in the display change.

Absolutely nothing happens to your calculation-in-progress. Try

it: Press (2)(+)(3) (or (2]ENTER[3), for RPN), change menus (e.g.

[EXIT)), then (=) (or (4), for RPN), to finish your addition.
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4. Use the MU%P Menu and, say, a $100 note: Press PRIE|

(o)CEAED. ... Result: C0ST=94, B0
 

That’s what the buyer paid for the note. Then he resold it simply

by adding 10% to this figure. That is, he used the MU%C Menu

and, since the 98, B8 was already stored in the COST register, he

did this: (1)o)BEMGIE.... Result: PRICE=99, 88

That’s not the face value.

5. Thisis a %CHG problem. From the BUS Menu, press EXJd, then

(A5MM()LNEXN. Result: <CHANGE=-87.17

That’s the percent change of the 1929-1932 crash (negative be-

cause the change was downward). Now key in the hypothetical

high level, KM@, and calculate what the corresponding

low level would be: [EEM.... Result: NEW=338, 95
 

6. You need a %CHANGE calculation, so go to the %CHG Menu.

Then start by computing the area before the enlargement:

(4a15)X)(1JoJo)(=) (or (a]sJiINPUT]1]0]o)X] for RPN)

Answer: 4,988,808 Press [l@—this is the OLD area.

Next, you need to find the dimensions of the enlarged field:

((eIo)He=DIXA45H)%)(=) (for ALG), or

(1)oJoJENTER[9%I+4]SJENTER[9]%]+]X]  (for RPN)
Answer: J3346.43 This is the NEW area; press [I%.

Finally, gives you the increase in area: 4CHAMGE=18.81

(If you had decreased it, the %CH would have been negative).
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Where Do You Want To Go Next?

You’ve come to a fork in the road.

Since you now know the basics of arithmetic and menus on your HP

17B1, it’s really up to you now to decide where to read next.

Of course, the recommended choice is to keep going, straight through

the book. Each topic takes only a short amount oftime to cover, but it

teaches you a lot about the calculator and how versatile and powerful

it really is.

 
But granted, you may not be interested in all the topics, so here’s where

you can read the road signs and make your own choice.

(You’ll find similar “forks in the road” at the ends oflater chapters, too,

so you’ll have this kind of choice through the rest of the Course....)
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Problem Understanding = Problem Solving

Now that you know the basics ofmath and arithmetic, it’s time to start

on financial problem solving. But first, consider this:

“You never really understand something

until you can explain it to someone else.”

This is certainly true for solving problems on your HP 17B11. To get it

to solve your problems, you must explain the problem to it—in the

“picturelanguage” it understands. And ofcourse, that means you need

to figure out that picture for yourself first. To repeat:

You must understand and define a problem

for yourself before you can possibly “explain”

it to your calculator.

This Course trains you to do exactly that—understand and define

problems. That makes the actual button-pushing very easy—almost

an afterthought. So don’t be too impatient to start hitting keys here.

Just park your calculator for a moment, sit back, and consider care-

fully the details that surround even simple finance calculations.

And don’t skip over this part! Even if you’ve seen some of this before,

it will pay you to review it now....
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What Is TVM?

TVM, of course, stands for the Time Value of Money.

TVM assumes that money earns interest simply through the passage of

time. When you’re not using it yourself, you're renting it out (loaning

it) for someone else to use. Therefore, when you ask “Howmuch money

do I have?” you must also ask “What time isit?” UnderTVM’s assump-

tion, the first question is meaningless without the second one.

So for the purposes of calculations, the old cliché is very useful:

Time is money.

Thus, even when amounts ofmoney differ, they may still be equivalent

because of the time difference between them. For example, if $1.00

today earns 10% annual interest, it will be worth $1.10 this time next

year. And you can say this with an “equals” in it:

“$1.00 now equals $1.10 next year.”

Time adds the extra Value to the Money. So (assumingthat 10% annual

interest rate), you could correctly view the face value ofa dollar-bill as

being any one of these equivalent amounts of money:

$1.00= $1.10_ = $2.59
next year ten years from now
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How Does Interest Behave?

OK, so borrowed money earns interest over time. Everybody knows

that. But how, exactly? If you were to watch the pennies of interest

accrue in your bank account, what would the pattern look like?

It all depends on what kind of interest you’re earning.

Basically, there are two forms of interest: Simple and Compound.

Here’s how they differ:

Simple Interest is the less common method: The amount of money

earned periodically as interest is defined as a set percentage of the

amount originally loaned.

 

Example: Suppose you earn Simple Interest at 1% per month in

your bank account (not bad). And suppose you deposit

$100.00 there for 12 months. How much interest will

you earn over the entire 12 months?

Solution: There will be exactly $12.00 in interest, because you

earn 1% ofthe original $100.00 every month. That’s $1

per month for 12 months. Simple to calculate—just like

the name—Simple Interest.
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Compound Interest, on the other hand, is much more widely used:

The amount ofinterest earned per period is defined as a set percentage

of the amount owed as of the beginning of that period, including any

past interest that has been earned but not yet paid.

 

Example: Take that same $100.00 for 12 months, earning 1% per

month, but this time it’'s Compound Interest. How

much is earned over 12 months?

Solution: The first month is easy: 1% of $100.00 = $1.00

So after one month, the total amount owed is $101.00.

Now comes the second month: 1% of $101.00 = $1.01

So after 2 months, the total owed is $102.01. Etec.:

After Amount Owed

Month 3 $ 103.03

Month 4 $ 104.06

Month 5 $ 105.10

Month 6 $ 106.15

Month 7 $ 107.21

Month 8 $ 108.29

Month 9 $ 109.37

Month 10 $ 110.46

Month 11 $ 111.57

Month 12 $ 112.68

Soifit’s not paid immediately, Compound Interest earns

more than Simple Interest.
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Again, here’s the difference between the two types of interest:

With Simple Interest, no matter what month you’re talking about,

the interest earned in that month is always based upon the original

amount—the amount owed at the beginning of the loan.

With Compound Interest, the interest earned in any given month is

based upon the amount owed at the beginning of that month. There-

fore, interest is earned not only on the original amount but also on all

other interest already earned (but not yet paid). Hence the name,

Compound Interest.

(Don’t worry—you’re going to put these ideas into practice injust a few

more pages. Just grin and bearit for now; it’s very important to cover

these things first.)
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Here’s a pictorial summary of the behaviors of each of these types of

interest:

 

Interest .

 
 

Time

Compound Interest

Interest

 

 
 

Time

Asyouknow (and isillustrated here), Compound Interest grows faster

than Simple Interest. That’s why Compound Interest is used much

more widely—and on your HP 17BiI1.

So you won’t hear much more about Simple Interest here; anytime you

see just the word “interest,” it will mean Compound Interest.
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Again, all this may seem obvious. But don’t overlook these subtleties:

Subtlety #1: In either form of interest, there is only one time

period which is the Defined Interest Period (D.I.P.),

and only one Defined Interest Rate (D.I.R.) corre-

sponding to that period. No other numbers can be

used to calculate compounding interest. Don’t be

mislead by quoted annualized values! They may be

nominal—not effective—rates.

The examples with the $100.00 for 12 months stated specifically that

interest accrues at 1% per month. Therefore the D.I.P. is 1 month, and

the corresponding D.I.R. is 1%. But it’s conventional to quote interest

rates on an annual basis, using a simplified, “thumbnail” approxima-

tion, called anominal rate. For example, abankwould quote the above

rate as “12% A.P.R. (Annual Percentage Rate).”

That’s the nominal rate. But now ask the bank for your effective (i.e.

your actual) interest earned on $100.00 over 12 months. They do not

simply multiply yourstarting $100.00 by 12% A.P.R. (that wouldbe sim-

ple interest). Instead, they divide the quoted A.P.R. by the number of

D. I. P’s per year (12), to get the D.I.LR.* Then they go through exactly

the same compounding calculation as you did on page 78—one period

at a time.

To put it succinctly: A nominal rate is a simple-interest annualized

approximation often used to quote interest rates. The effective rate it

stands for is then calculated—by compounding the D.I.R. for a year’s

worth of D.I.P’’s.

*Canadian lenders do it slightly differently. The Appendix shows you how to convert between the

Canadian method and the U.S. method—which is used by the HP 17Bi1.
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Subtlety #2: Inyour12-monthaccountproblem,youneverstopped

to ponder how much interest you had earned after,

say, 2.5 months, or 5.79 months, or 9.61 months.

And why not?

Because you weren’t given any rules.

The D.I.R. and D.I.P. define only what the loan balance will be at one

point in each period (the end). There must be other definitions to

determine how that balance goes befween points.

That’s why the points on the graph on page 80 aren’t connected with

lines. Knowing only the D.I.R. and the D.I.P,, nobody can tell you how

those lines should be drawn. For all you know, those lines might be

drawn like this:

Interest . ——]

  
Time
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Or maybe interest might accrue like this....

Interest o

  
Time

...Or who-knows-what-else. All you know is the balance at one point

in each Defined Interest Period.

“Then how do Ipicture my $100.00 compound-interest

bank account—ifI can’t draw a nice smooth curve of

some kind?

“And what ifI deposit into—or withdraw from—my account

during those 12 months? How do I include that information

in the picture?

“And how does this apply for other kinds of investments?”

Funny you should ask.... =
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Getting the Picture Right

Whether it’s a note, mortgage, lease or another financial scenario, the

underlyingTVM principles are the same. But each financial industry

may use its own set ofterms, so it’s best to omit the words altogether—

draw a picture—to analyze the scenario. The picture must show:

* The numerical value of the transaction;

¢ Thedirection ofthe transaction (paying or receiving the money),

usually shown with (), or %, or a debit/credit designation.

* The time of the transaction. Time adds value to money!

There are many ways to “draw the picture.” Here are two of them:

Using a T-Bar

Suppose you invest $100 now, then $10 more at the end ofevery month

for 6 months. In return you receive $40 at the end ofmonth 2, and then

your original $100, plus $30 more, at the end of month 6. Here’s how a

T-bar—a chronological table of cash-flows—would represent this:

 
Month (m) $Cash-flow

0 (100.00)

1 (10.00)

2 (10.00) + 40.00

3 (10.00)

4 (10.00)

5 (10.00)

6 (10.00) + 100.00 + 30.00 
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To be sure you build a correct T-bar, follow these rules:

1. “Either a borrower or a lender be!” When buying money

market shares or putting moneyinto a savingsaccount, you're

alender. Ifyou're taking out a mortgage to buy or build a piece

ofproperty, then clearly you're a borrower. The same scenario

will look different, depending upon which view you take. So

pick one perspective and stick with it.

2. The signs (negative vs. positive) of the cash-flows denote the

directions of the transactions. Apositive amount means that

you receive money; a negative amount means youpay money.

3. The cash-flows proceed forward in time from top to bottom in

the chart—and the same period oftime separates each cash-

flow. This period must be the D.I.P. (Defined Interest Period)

to match the assumptions of your HP 17Bi1.

4. When multiple transactions occur simultaneously, you com-

bine them into one net transaction. For example, these two

scenarios are entirely equivalent:

  

  

m $ m $

0 (100.00) 0 (100.00)

1 (10.00) 1 (10.00)

2 (10.00) + 40.00 2 30.00

3 (10.00) 3 (10.00)

4 (10.00) 4 (10.00)

5 (10.00) 5 (10.00)

6 (10.00) + 100.00 + 30.00 6 120.00
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Using a Cash-Flow Diagram

A cash-flow diagram is a good way to represent and understand an

investment scenario visually. For example, observe how a cash-flow

diagram would represent this same T-bar scenario:

 
Month (m) $Cash-flow

0 (100.00)

1 (10.00)

2 (10.00) + 40.00

3 (10.00)

4 (10.00)

5 (10.00)

6 (10.00) + 100.00 + 30.00 
30 #

100 4

 

40

Month

  
100 
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Ofcourse,just as with T-bars, there are certain rules for drawing cash-

flow diagrams—and you’ll notice a lot of similarities:

1. “Either a borrower or a lender be!” In drawing the diagram,

pick one perspective and stick with it.

2. The cash-flows proceed forward in time from left to right on

the diagram—and the same period of time separates each

cash-flow. This period must be the D.I.P. (Defined Interest

Period) to match the assumptions of your HP 17Bi1.

3. Thedirections of the vertical arrows denote the directions of

the transactions. An upward arrow means that you receive

money; a downward arrow means that you pay money:

30 A

Receive 100 4

40

 

  
100
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4. Whenever multiple transactions occur simultaneously, you

can net them together. This:

30 %

100 |

40

 

  

 

 

Month

1 2 3 4 5 6

l | |
10 10 10 10 10 10

100

is the same as this:

120

30
Month

1 2 3 4 5 6

10 10 10 10

100

Whichever method you choose—T-bar or diagram—use it! You can’t

solve a problem if you can’t describe it correctly first.
  

The first thing to do in any financial calculation is to

Get the Picture Right.

Either create a T-bar or draw a cash-flow diagram.
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Discounting Cash-Flows

One ofthereal values ofTVMisthat you can use it to make the scenario

simpler—actually adjust cash-flow amounts to get a clearer picture of

the situation. Think back to your $100.00 sitting in the bank account

for 12 months (page 78). Ofcourse, you can withdraw your money from

the account at any time, but suppose you want to see your options for

withdrawing at the end ofeach ofthe first six months. Here’s howthose

six options look on T-bars:

   

  
  

  

 
 

 

m $ m $ m $

0 (100.00) 0 (100.00) 0 (100.00)

1 101.00 1 0.00 1 0.00

2 0.00 2 102.01 2 0.00

3 0.00 3 0.00 3 103.03

4 0.00 4 0.00 4 0.00

5 0.00 5 0.00 5 0.00

6 0.00 6 0.00 6 0.00

m $ m $ m $

0 (100.00) 0 (100.00) 0 (100.00)

1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00

2 0.00 2 0.00 2 0.00

3 0.00 3 0.00 3 0.00

4 104.06 4 0.00 4 0.00

5 0.00 5 105.10 5 0.00

6 0.00 6 0.00 6 106.15

Each of these withdrawal amounts is equivalent to any other, consid-

ering the time involved. This is indeed the Time Value of Money.
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And here’show these same sixvariations look on cash-flow diagrams—

it’s like playing “What-If?” with your withdrawal:

 

 

 

 

Month 106.15 “Here’s the amount if1
1, 2 38 4 . 5 6 ,

- ' - ' ' withdraw my money now...
l 100.00

Month T105-10 “But whatI wait
1 2 3 4 5 ,

* ’ 5 ’ only until now?
lwo.oo

Month 104.06 “..or now?...
1, 2 3 . 4

T 1 I

l 100.00

Month 103.03 “..or now?...
1 . 2 . 3

I T

l 100.00

Month 10201 “_or now?...
1 2

100.00

Month 101.00

i ...or now?”Q

100.00  
The point is, each of these scenarios is entirely equivalent. You are

really just “sliding” one cash-flow (your proposed withdrawal) across

time. The earlier in time the cash-flow’s position becomes, the smaller

its amount becomes. This process is called discounting, and it’s one

of the fundamental tools offered by TVM analysis.

To repeat: You can slide any cash-flow across a cash-flow diagram (or

up/down the list ofa T-bar) and retain complete accuracy as long as you

adjust it according to the prevailing interest rate. If the cash-flow is

sent forward in time, it increases in amount; if it goes back in time,it

decreases (and is said to be discounted).
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So here’s what you know about the Time Value of Money so far:

¢ You know the difference between the two types ofinterest. Rates

are often quoted with nominal (simple-interest) annual values

but calculated via effective (compound-interest) periodic values;

e You know that the HP 17B1r’'s TVM uses Compound Interest;

* You know how to draw T-bars and/or cash-flow diagrams;

¢ You know that you can slide cash-flows along the timeline and

keep the picture entirely accurate, as long as you adjust those

cash-flows according to the prevailing interest rate.

What you don’t know (yet) is how to draw a diagram for your HP 17B11.

After all, it’s supposed to do the calculating. How can the machine

possibly “see” or “understand” a picture that you’ve drawn on paper?
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Drawing the Picture for Your Calculator

Time to rev up your machine. From the MAIN Menu, choose these

menu selections: FLRETE

You’ll see something like this:

 

 

    
12 P/YR END MODE
ITITTT
 

 

(Change the display setting back to FIX 2, also)

This is the TVM Menu. The first five selections here are the keys you

use to draw a cash-flow diagram for your calculator:

N
EE
I

Number of Defined Interest Periods (D.I.P’s)

Interest % rate per YeaR

Present Value

PayMenT

Future Value

You’re soon going to be very adept with these keys.
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The keys form a picture frame over a cash-flow scenario:
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The first thing to look for in this picture is a pattern of steady, regular

cash-flows—one per D.I.P.—throughout the timeline. Ifyou have un-

even or irregular cash-flows along the timeline (except for the ends),

you can’t use TVM (as shown above, the cash-flows may be $0.00, but

they must be level and regular throughout).

The reason for this restriction is TVM’s (PayMenT) key. When de-

scribing a cash-flow scenario to your calculator, you must put this

steady, level cash-flow amount into the PMT register on theTVM Menu.
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And here’s what the other four TVM keys mean to your picture frame:

N represents the Number of periods (D.I.P.’s) from one side of the

picture frame to the other.

PV is the Present Value, which is the net cash-flow (if any) that occurs

at the left side ofthe picture frame besides any PMT cash-flow that may

also occur there.

FV is the Future Value, which is the net cash-flow (if any) that occurs

at the right side of the picture frame besides any PMT cash-flow that

may also occur there.

So, for example, to describe the diagram under your picture frame on

the previous page (your $100 bank account, assuming you wait until

after month 6 to withdraw), here’s what you would tell your HP 17Bir:

N = 6

PMT = 0.00

PV = -100.00

FV = 106.15

Notice again that anytime you have a cash-flow paid out, you show it

on your diagram with a downward arrow, and you tell it to your calcu-

lator with a minus sign (remember the key?). By opening your

bank account, you loan the bank $100.00, so this is an outflow of cash

(downward) on your diagram—a negative 100.00 in your calculator.
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But what about I%YR—the fifth key on yourTVM Menu? The interest

is the “glue” that holds the picture frame together.

All you really knowis that the D.I.R.is 1% per month, right? But notice

that item on your menu. Press it. Here’s what you’ll see:

 

 

12 P/YR END MODE
SEEET      

This is the second page of the TVM Menu. Here you can vary certain

parameters that affect the outcome ofTVM calculations.

For example, notice the message: 12 P/YR YourHP 17B1is telling you

its current assumption about the picture you’re “drawing” for it: 12

payments per year.

Is this correct for your bank account problem? You don’t really make

any PMT’s (withdrawals or deposits), do you? No, but there are 12

PMT’s per year, nevertheless—because the number ofpayments per

year is always the number ofperiods (D.1.P’s) peryear. There’s always

one PMT per period—even ifit’s zero; that’s what you meanby a PMT—

that steady, level, once-per-period cash-flow.

Since the D.I.P. is one month, there are indeed 12 payments per year—

no need to change that message (which you could do by using the IZi{d

key).

Now to return to the TVM Menu.
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OK,so there are 12 PMT’s per year. How does this help you determine

the interest rate in your “picture frame?”

It helps alot: It meansthatyoucankeyinthelI%YRasanA.PR. (recall

the discussion on page 81). That is, I%YR is the annualized approxi-

mation you use to conveniently specify the interest rate. And, just like

the bank with its quoted, nominalA.P.R., the calculator knows thatit’s

supposed to divide the I%YR by the number of PMT’s per year to get the

actual D.L.R. to do its compounding:*

Therefore, saying that A.PR. + D.I.P’s/Year = D.IL.R.

...1s really saying that I%YR + PMTS/YR = D.I.R.

And in this problem, that’s 12% + 12 = 1%

 

Seem complicated? The point is, all you need to key in is the 12%—the

I%YR. Then, as long as the machine knows the right number ofPMTS/

YR, it knows how to convert the annualized I%YR to the actual D.I.R.

*Just like a U.S. bank, that is. For a Canadian mortgage, you need to perform a quick conversion

to arrive at the correct A.P.R. to match the HP 17Bir’'s U.S. assumptions. See the Appendix.
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So now you know all five TVM variables in the picture of your bank

account—the scenario where you withdraw after the sixth month:

N I1%YR PV
6 12.00 0.00

P
T

-100.00

EV
106.15

And here’s the completed picture frame around the scenario:

$
 

A PV

1% YR =12.00

m

0

1

2

3

4

5

6 Y FV

Q R
%

% YR =12.00

| |
1 1 INPV = 100.00 ~N | ,

PMT = 0.00

A
R

R
O
R
O

M
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(100.00)

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

106.15

 

PMT

FV = 106.15T
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Of course, normally, you need the calculator to compute one of these

five variables for you—afteryou tell it the values for the other four. But

you can always test your calculator to see ifit agrees with these values.

Do that now: Give it any four of the five values and see if it comes up

with the missing value—the missing piece of the “picture....”

 

Verify: Try solving for Future Value. That means you need to key

in the other four TVM values. From the TVM Menu, press

Q]N
(2=
8003F
(OEZIMEE.... Result: FY=186.13 Right on.

 

Things to notice and remember:

1. Remember that pressing a menu key can mean either to store

or to calculate—depending upon what you didjust previously.

2.  Youcould have keyed inthe N, the I%YR, the PV, and the PMT

in any order—just so you have them all in there when you ask

for the FV. You may solve for any ofthe five variables, but al-

ways specify the other four; never ignore a variable or assume

it’s zero. The machine will use whatever value it happens to

find in that variable’s register; that value had better be right.

3. The machine obeyed its own sign convention: Since your PV

was negative (meaning cash out ofyour pocket), it figured that

FV must be the payoff—when the cash comes back—and
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therefore, positive. Infact,the machineinsiststhat PVand FV

be of opposite sign—to keep this idea of investment and re-

turn. Ifyougiveita PV and FV ofthe same sign (when solving

for PMT, for example), it beeps with a MO SOLUTION message,

because youmust have at least oneinvestment and one return

in any meaningful TVM problem.

4. Most importantly, now that you have all the parameters in

the TVM registers, you can play “What-If” simply by changing

the number of months you leave your money in there. For

example, by pressing (1)IZINIEM, you change the analysis to

the case where you withdraw your money after 1 month. By

pressing (2)IEEMIEMA, you do the 2-month scenario, etc. You

use the TVM keys to “slide” a cash-flow (your withdrawal) up

and down the timeline—just as you did on paper (page 90).

So, what ifyou let your account grow for a full 12 months? How

about 50 years (600 months)? The answers to each ofthese are

merely variations on the same procedure. You're varying one

parameter (N, the number of periods), preserving three oth-

ers, and checking to see how this affects the fifth parameter

(Future Value). And remember: as with all menus, you never

need to re-key in any number once it’s stored in a TVM Menu
’
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A Typical Mortgage Problem

Now it’s time to put TVM into practice with something more exciting

than a bank account. After all, what’s life without a good mortgage?

 

Like This One: You're buying a $110,000 property by paying down

$10,000 and financing the rest on a 30-year mort-

gage with monthly payments. The quotedA.P.R.is

12.00%. What is the monthly payment?*

Solution: You can’t solve this problem until you fill in some

details that aren’t specifically spelled out:

Is the monthly payment at the beginning or at

the end of the month?

What is the D.I.P.?

What is the D.I.R.?

Why do you care about these things?

 

 

*Ifyou already know how to solve this, go to page 108. Note: Laws for quoting mortgage rates in

Canada differ slightly from the U.S. To use the HP 17B11 under Canadian rules, see the Appendix.
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BEGIN or END?

Does it make any difference whether the payment is at the beginning

or at the end ofa month? After all, isn’t the beginning ofone month the

same as the end of the previous one? Compare the two scenarios:

 

   

  

1 100,000.00 BEGIN mode m $
(“annuity in advance”) 0 1100.000.00+(PMT)

1 [(PMT)

2 (PMT)
Month 3 (PMT)

1 2 3 4 ( 356 357 358 359 360

TT e
NN ST 359 (PMT)

PMT

} 100,000.00 ENDmode m $
(“annuity in arrears”) --

0 {100,000.00

1 |(PMT)

Month 2 (PMT)

1 2 3 4 (356 357 358 359 360 3 (gm::-_)

' ' S) | (PMT)
vy v l l l l l l . |(PMT)

AT 360 (PMT) 
As you can see, in the first case, a payment is due at the beginning of

the loan—right when you sign the papers. This reduces the balance

sooner, so there is less interest to be paid on the borrowed money. With

less interest to be paid, the PMT amount (which covers both principal

and interest) will be less; indeed it does matter whether the payment

is at the beginning or at the end of the month.
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So what about your mortgage? Which is it—BEGIN or END?

In a real contract, it would have to be stated, of course, but for this

problem, just assume the more common case—the EMD of the month.

So, how do you tell your HP 17BI11 to assume this too?

 

Like This: From the TVM Menu, press and see this again:

 

 

  
12 P/YR END MODE
PiF |EEG |END |
   
 

Notice the two keys, there, il and TN

Press them alternately and notice the change in the

message in your display (but be sure to leave it in END

MODE for this problem).

 

Don’tforget to set this mode to match the specifications ofthe loanyou’re

computing. And remember to check this for each new TVM problem.

Except when you first arrive at the TVM Menu, you can’t usually tell

which of these two modes your calculator is using.
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Next detail to clear up:

What’s the D.I.P?

The problem says 12% A.P.R.—and it’s compound interest, ofcourse—

butit doesn’t sayhow often thisinterest compounds. Isit yearly? After

all, A.P.R. does stand for Annual Percentage Rate.*
 

Well, yes and no: Yes—that’s what A.P.R. means, but no—the com-

pounding isn’t yearly. It’s monthly.

Howdo youknow? Because the payments are specified as monthly, and

unless told otherwise, you can assume that the payment period is the

same as the compounding period (and vice versa).

Thus, the Defined Interest Period (D.I.P.)—the period over which int-

erest actually compounds—is a month. And now you need to tell your

HP 17Bi1 this detail also....

 

Clue It In: From thesecond “page” ofthe TVM Menu (use toget

there), press (1]2)[#d. (Your display probably already

shows 12 P#YR, but do this anyway, just for practice.)

Now back to the TVM Menu.

 

*Rememberthat Canadian quoted rates mustbe converted to an equivalent U.S. A.P.R., which will

be different than this 12%. For details, see the Appendix.
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And so what’s the D.I.R.? What’s the monthly rate ofinterest that cor-

responds to an A.P.R. of 12.00%?

It’'s “12% divided by 12 months/year,” or 1%/month (recall the discus-

sions on pages 81 and 96). You may sleep better tonight knowing this,

but you don’t need to tell your calculator—it will assume it.*

The nominal A.P.R. used to compute a loan payment

is exactly what I%YR means to the HP 17B11.

That is, to arrive at the actual interest rate to use in its calculations,

a bank would take this nominal A.P.R. and divide it by the number of

compounding periods in a year.

So whenever you see a nominal A.P.R. specified for the purposes of

computing a payment or a balance, just make sure that your P/YR is

set properly and then use that A.PR. as your I%YR.*

*It’s this assumption that forces Canadian lenders and borrowers to do a little interest conversion

before supplying the HP 17Bu with an “A.P.R.” Again, see the Appendix for details.
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The Typical Solution

Finally, you're ready to solve this mortgage problem. Here’s the scen-

arioin diagrams again. Notice how it takes your perspective—the bor-

rower. The loan amount is shown as positive (you receive it), and each

PMT amount is negative (you pay it).

A

  

100,000.00

1% YR = 12.00 APR

Month

1 2 3 4 ( 357 358 359 360

TST
PMT  360

$

100,000.00

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

Simply by looking at the picture, you can read offthe values you need

for the TVM registers:

 

Read ’em Off: At the TVM Menu: (3]oJx]1]2])=) (ALG) or

(3]oJiNpuT]1)2]%) (RPN)I

(1)(2)ST (100]oYo

J

o]N(o)M.
Then press to calculate the payment.

Answer: PMT=-1,828.61

 

Note how the HP 17B11 knows that this PMT must be negative (a cash

outflow). It obeys the sign convention.
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Question: How did you know that FV (Future Value) was zero?

Answer: The problem didn’t specifically say there’s anything left

topay at the end ofthe 30 years, so you can safely assume

there isn’t. Thatis, the payments completely amortize

(literally: “kill”) the loan in 360 months.

If it were otherwise, the problem would have specified

an amount then due in a lump-sum payment—called a

balloon payment—at the end of the 360-month term.

 

So you know that FV is zero. But even so, don’t ignore it. Zero is a

numberjust like any other, and your calculator always uses four TVM

numbers to solve for the fifth. If you had forgotten to specify your FV

for this problem, your machine would not have assumed zero. It would

have used the numberitfound in the FV register—no matterwhat that

value was or when it was put in there.

Remember! Anumberin the continuous memory ofthe HP 17B11is like

a budget deficit: It won’t melt back to zero just because you ignoreit.
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The Typical Mortgage Checklist

Review in your mind the checklist of all the little invisible steps you

took to actually calculate the payment on that $100,000 mortgage.

1.  You got a verbal description of the loan.

2. Youdecided on the annuity mode. In other words, do the pay-

ments come at the END of the month (also called “annuity in

arrears”) or at the BEGINning of the month (also called “an-

nuity in advance”)?

3. Youinterpreted the terms ofthe loan in order to arrive at the

proper D.I.P. and thus the D.I.R. You set the P/YR accordingly

so that the A.P.R. given in the problem could be used directly

as your I%YR.

4. Youdrewthe correct picture ofthe problem from your perspec-

tive as aborrower, thus establishingthe directions ofthe cash-

flows (up or down on the diagram, + or - in your calculator).

5. You observed that since no mention was made of any balloon

payment, the mortgage must be completely amortized after

the 360th payment. So the Future Value (FV) was zero.

6. You plugged in all known values: N = 360 months, I%YR =

12.00, PV =100,000, FV =0. Then you solved for PMT.

7. Yourealized that most ofthe real problem is in defining it; the

keystrokes are easy.
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Variations on a Theme

So there you have it: a $1028.61 monthly mortgage payment, assuming

that your payment comes due at the END of the month.

 

Question: What if it were at the BEGINning of the month? What

would your payment amount be? From the comparison

diagrams on page 101, can you tell whether it’s more or

less than the END mode payment?

Solution: Don’t touch any of the values you now have in the five

TVM registers. Just go to the OTHER Menu and change

the annuity mode from END to BEGIN.

Now back to the TVM Menu, and solve for PMT.

Answer: PMT=-1,818.43

 

About ten bucks a month less—not a whole lot, you might think. But

over 360 months, that works out to be over $3,600 in interest saved.

And keep in mind how you’re saving this interest—it’s not from a lower

rate: With BEGIN mode, you’re still paying the same interest rate, but

you save money, because you are borrowing for a slightly shorter time.

Fromthediagramon page 101, you cansee that you're actually making

each payment one month earlier than in the END mode scenario.
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Well, in either BEGIN or END mode, that payment’s a little steep for

your budget. But you do want the house, so now you're going to use the

“What-If?” abilities of your HP 17Bi1 to shop for better loan terms....

 

O Joy:

Easy:

Upjumps a lender who offers you all the same terms—360

months, payment at the end of each month, etc.—and it’s

only a 10.5% A.P.R.(!) What will your payment be?

Again, leave all yourTVM parameters alone, except for the

ones you're now going to vary:

Press [HFIETM, to set the annuity mode. Then [EXIT). Now,

the only thing you need to change is the I%YR, right?

Prove this by recalling each ofthe five TVM registers (menu

variables are just registers you into and from):

ReDIEM N=368, 88 Don’t change this.

(Rey)= [%xYR=12.80 Change this.

(ReDM PY=180,880,88 Dont change this.

PMT=-1,818.43 Recalculate this after

changing I%YR.

rReUEM FY=8, 80 Don’t change this.

OK, so change the interest rate: (1]Jo]-J5)&d.... And

recalculate IIZI: PMT=-914.74
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Well... that’s better—about $100 lower on the payment. But whatifit’s

still too high? Suppose your absolute limit for a principal-and-interest

paymentis $900.00. That’s fine—but it will mean that at the end ofthe

360th month, you’ll have a lump-sum balloon payment to make, to pay

offthe remaining balance. After all, you know there’ll be a remaining

balance—the machine just told you that it will take $914.74/month to

completely amortize this loan in 360 months. Ifyou pay even slightly

less per month than that, there’ll be some leftover to pay at the end.

$

100,000.00

So here’s how the scenario looks: m

0

1 (900.00)

2

3

 

(900.00)

(900.00)

(900.00)

: (900.00)

360 (900.00)+(FV) 

   

' 100,000.00

1% YR = 10.50 A.P.R

Month

1 2 3 4 355 356 357 358 359 360

J J
900.00

900.00

FV =7

What you want to know is: How much is that final balloon payment?
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Find Out: Again, three of the five TVM parameters are already

correct (the term, N; the interest rate, I%YR; and the

Present Value, PV). What you will do now is specify the

payment (rather than calculateit), and then find the Fu-

ture Value that would result.

Press(9]oJo]+/-] (rememberwhy it should be nega-

tive?), and solve for the remaining balance: Il

Answer: FVY=-37,889,98

 

Remember the definition of Future Value! This represents the amount

you would have to pay over and above your final (360th) payment—and

it’s negative, as it should be, to indicate who’s paying it (yep—it’s you).

Since this is an END mode problem, your last PMT occurs at the same

time as this balloon payment.

As you can see, then, you could lump those last two cash-flows together

and write just one check if you wanted. Just be sure that you don’t

forget what each part means. Sometimes the terms ofa contract won’t

itemize this final combined payment, and if you try to confirm such

terms by using that combined total as your Future Value ... well, that’s

not what your HP 17B11 means by Future Value. You need to subtract

out the amount of the final PMT.

Looking at the T-bar and cash-flow diagram on the previous page here,

you can see how clearly and succinctly it shows all this information.

You’ll never get confused ifyou get the picture right.
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So, here’s what you’ve decided: You want to borrow $100,000.00 at 10.5%

A.PR,, repaying it in 360 end-of-month installments of $900.00, plus a

final balloon payment of $37,089.98 ...OK?...

No? Now what’s wrong?

Oh—the balloon’s a bit much, eh? It’s amazing what “a little less” each

month adds up to over thirty years, isn’t it? All right, but you realize,

of course, that a lower balloon will demand a slightly higher monthly

payment; you’ll be breakingyour $900.00 monthlypayment ceiling—Dby

few more bucks a month now—to save thousands over thirty years.

How big a balloon payment could you stand—say, $20,000? Fine. Now

check to see what PMT this will demand.

 

Not Much More: As usual, change only the values you need to

(this is routine by now, no?): Press (2]0J0]Jo0]o0]

(+/=)A to specify the balloon amount. Then

press to find the corresponding payment.

Answer: PMT=-906.79

 

See how powerful this “What-If?” ability is? And you can review your

variables at any time with the key (Rcy IEIN, EE, ete.):

 

360 10.50 |100,000.00| -906.79 |-20,000.00
       

N 1% YR PV PMT FV
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So you can live with those terms. The only problem is, yourlender with

the 10.5% A.P.R. won’t agree to anything less than full amortization—

no balloons. In fact, he’s encouraging you to consider even higher

payments, to shorten the term ofthe loan down to 25, 20, even 15 years.

Of course, you already know you can’t afford this much every month,

but now that you’ve got a machine like the HP 17BiI1,it doesn’t hurt to

play some more “What-If?” So,what ifyou had the same financing rate

and amount, but only, say, a 20-year term? Your scenario would be:

$

100,000.00

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

(PMT)

. (PMT)

240 (PMT)
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 100,000.00

1%YR = 10.50 A.P.R

Month

1 2 3 4 (_ L _( 235 236 237 238 239 240
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L
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Play With the Term:

Solution:

Find the payment amount necessary to fully

amortize this loan in 25, 20, and 15 years.

Change only what you need to, and leave the

rest of the five parameters alone:

(2]5)X)(1)2) (ALG) or5)INPUT](RPN)

M (a shorter term). Then (o)M (no

balloon), and solve for IEZIA.. ..

Answer: PMT=-944,18

Notmuchmore than the $914.74—for 5 years’

fewer payments! What about 20 years?

(2)0)X)(1)2) (ALG) oroJiNPUT[(RPN)
I, then IEIN. ..

Answer: PMT=-998,38 

Try 15 years:

(IE)X)(1)2) (ALG) or (1]5JINPUT]1)2]X] (RPN)
I, thenA...

Answer: PMT=-1,183, 40

 

 

e)

Did you realize that for less than $200 more per month, you could cut

your mortgage terminhalf? Notbad—ifyou could scrape together that

extra $200/month. But you can’t, so you shake the fellow’s hand, thank

him for his eye-opening offer, and head on down the road....
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Feeling slightly discouraged at this point, you start to wonder if you

can really afford this house after all....

 

Sigh:

Check:

You had set your upper monthly payment limit at $900.00,

but eventhatwas pushingit. Whatyoureally wanted to get

away with was about $800.00 or less—and no balloon.

How much house could you finance at 10.5% A.P.R., with 30

years of $800 end-of-month payments?

Here’s how the TVM registers should look right now (and

you can verify these with the key, remember?):

 

180 10.50 |100,000.00 —-1,105.40 0.00
       

N 1% YR PV PMT FV

This time, you're varying the PMT and calculating the Pre-

sent Value—the amount you can finance over 30 years:

(ALG) or (RPN)I
(8)0)o)(+/-)IEEl (the payment you’d like to make)

N (find how much you could finance)

Answer: P¥=87,436.61

 

So ifyou could come up with about $22,500 for a down-payment on that

$110,000 house, you’d have an $800.00 monthly payment. But you've

only got $10,000 for a down-payment, and you do want the house, so

stick to your $900 limit (with a $20,000 balloon) and keep looking....
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The next bank down the road seems to have a better deal for you.

Here’s a lender who will loan you $100,000 in exchange for $906.79 end-

of-month payments for 360 months. Period.

Same payments—but no $20,000 balloon—what a deal!

“Uh... what’s the catch?”

This: There’s aloan fee (also known as “points”) due and payable at the

momentyou sign the papers. Thisfeeis 2% ofthe amountfinanced, but

it’s not an early installment on the loan; you still have to pay 360 full

payments of $906.79 each.

Is this really a better deal than the $20,000 balloon? Better find out.

 

 
 

Start with the T-bar and diagram: m $

0 100,000.00+(2,000.00)

1 (906.79)

2 (906.79)
} 100,000.00 : (906.79)

360 (906.79)

Month
1 2 3 4 o _( 356 357 358 359 360

TN
Y 2,000 906.79... ... 906.79 
Still, it’s hard to tell which is the better deal for you. How can you use

your TVM calculations to help?
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Think about it: On page 112, you know you'’re paying 10.5% A.P.R.—

that’s what you specified to calculate your PMT. But this lender here

just pulled a payment amount out of the air. What’s the interest rate

he was using to do this?

 

Hmm... Let your HP 17B1 tell you. Here are the current contents

of the TVM registers:

 

360 10.50 87,456.61 —800.00 0.00
       

N 1% YR PV PMT FV

Youneed tochangeonly PV and PMT. First, press(9]8J0Jo]o]

M. Since you net together all simultaneous cash-flows,

what with the $2000 fee (2% of $100,000), you’re not getting

a $100,000 loan. It’s a $98,000 loan—but you're still paying

$906.79 a month for 30 years.

So press (9]Jo]6]-J7)9]+/-] then F&IA, to find the real

APR.... Answer: 14YR=16.64

Aha! That loan fee effectively raised the rate above 10.5%

A.PR. you're looking for—not so good!

 

By using just fundamental TVM skills and your HP 17Bir’s “What-If?”

ability, you saved yourself from an expensive mistake (and the calcu-

lator probably paid for itself several times over)!
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Interest CoNVersions

More confident now, you continue your search for the elusive Perfect

Mortgage.... Finally, you find a bank that agrees to your payments,

balloon, and a 10.35% rate(!—but this is a rate that compounds daily.

That calls for a little thought.... An effective yield is higher than a

nominal (quoted) rate, since interest compounds. For example, your

$100 bank account yields you $112.68 after one year—because the 12%

quoted A.P.R. is actually compounded at 1% per month for 12 months.

But when competing for borrowers, a lender wants to put his rates in

the best possible light. So, if he’s allowed to quote a 10.35% nominal

rate alongside its higher effective yield, he’ll probably want to empha-

size the nominal rate—the lower number is simply more attractive to

the loan shopper.

The point is, the more often you compound, the bigger this difference

becomes—between the nominal rate and the effective yield. And you

can prove this.
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Prove It:

Like So:

Use the HP 17Bi11 to find the effective yield on a nominal

annual rate of 10.35%, compounded:

(i) annually; (ii) semi-annually; (iii) quarterly;

(iv) monthly; (v) semi-monthly; (vi) weekly; (vii) daily

from the TVM Menu and notice the il selection.

This is a side-calculations menu for converting between

interest rates. So press HGifll.... Then, since you want

periodic interest conversions (converting from one pe-

riod to another), press l[l3ll. Here’s what you’ll see:

 
 

COMPOUNDING P TIMES-/YR
NOH:EFF:]P      

Just like any other “What-If?” menu, you key in any two

variables and solve for the third. Here you know the

NOMinal rate (10.35%) and you have some values to try

for P (the number of Periods to be compounded) to see

what EFFective yields they produce:

OEE)MERG)A, .. EFF%=18. 33

10.35% compounded once a year is just 10.35%.

But now try 2)MEMIEA.... EFF%=18.62

That’s the effective yield for semi-annual compounding.

And Q)IEMERA... EFF%=18.76 (quarterly)

Well, you get the idea. Try the rest of the compounding

periods (P =12, 24, 52, and 365) on your own.
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As you’ll see,the effective rate for 10.35% compounded daily is 18, 98.

“This lender is charging me 10.90% 222 That’s way too high!”

Not so fast. That’s the effective rate. You’re trying to compare that to

a 10.5% nominal rate—like comparing apples and oranges. Besides, a

nominal rate is what the HP 17Bi11 needs for its I%YR, since it then

converts this to a D.I.R. according to its assumptions.

So, whatnominal rate—compounded monthly—is equivalent to 10.35%

compounded daily? Use the ICNV Menu to find out....

 

Do It: At the (periodic) interest conversion Menu: (1]J0]-J3]5]

Gles)MMERA... EFF%=16.96

You've already done this much.

Now just (1MGEICIEE.... HOMx=1@, 39

See? You can use this menu to work in either direction—from

nominal to effective or vice versa.

 

That’s the A.P.R. this bank is really quoting you. It’s higher than it

looked—but it’s still less than the A.P.R. you were hoping for! And that

means you’ll actually have a slightly smaller payment or balloon than

you were willing to accept.

Go for the smaller payment....
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Choose: Leaving the interest conversion (18, 39) right whereit is,

go back into the TVM Menu (EXIT)[EXIT)EEEN). Then, once

you’re there, the first thing you do is press (STO)A (don’t

just pressB[,because that would be askingthe calculator

to calculate I1%YR, which is not what you want).

Now you’re ready to figure your payment:

N=360, B8 (don’t touch it)

[%YR=18.39 (you just stored this—don’t touch it)

PY=18d,0888,88 (youll probably need to key this in)

FVY=-28,08088.88 (key this in, too)

Solve for IZIl: PMT=-898.64

That’s less than your $906.79 for the monthly compounding

case, which makes sense: The equivalent A.P.R. here is

10.39, rather than 10.5.

 

At last—a mortgage with a $20,000.00 balloon and payments of less

than $900! All your shopping around and “What-Iffing” with your HP

17B1 has finally paid off. Congratulations (take a bow).
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Interest rsion Review

Here’s a summary of how to convert an interest rate with differing

compound and payment periods, using the ICNV Menu. Remember

that the idea is to find the rate to use in TVM (with TVM’s assumptions)

that produces the same effective result as the quoted rate:

QedAPR. =D

@ingperiodsp@

<SolveforE]fl>

 

 

 

 

 

And keep in mind that this conversion can go in either direction.
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One more conversion example—just to be sure you’ve gotit....

 

Example: You're making monthly payments on a $88,500 loan for

25 years. The rateis 12.75%, compounded daily. What’s

the equivalent I1%YR you would use in TVM?

Solution: At the ICNV Menu, convert the daily-compounding rate

to an equivalent monthly-compounding rate:

(1)2)-)75 CIXE

808]F

EA.... EFF%=13.68)

a8lr
[IZA.... Answer: NOM%=12,82

 

Notice that each step here matches the step on the opposite page—no

magic, no mystery.
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By now, you should know how to handle these types of problems:

e A simple, fully-amortized loan with annuity either in arrears

(END) or in advance (BEGIN);

* A loan with a balloon payment;

¢ Aloan with prepaid fees (also called “prepaid finance charges” or

“points up front”);

e (Conversion of an interest rate that compounds over a different

period of time than the payment period;

If those are the typical kinds of problems you face each day, then you

might wish to skip now to the quiz (on page 140).

T   
Or, if you want to explore some other kinds ofTVM before you try the

quiz, then just continue on right here....

 

B,ySTNTRTTSGR EIRYOO0SO0SO£l (REese)£
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AMoRTization Schedules

The most common questions you’ll want to answer after you know the

terms of a mortgage are:

“How much interest and principal am Ipaying every year?

And what’s my remaining balance?”

Well, the HP 17B1 has an additional feature on the TVM Menu to help

you answer these very questions.

 

Try This:  From the TVM Menu,select [if[¥]. Notice the item here

that you haven’t used yet: Press E&[dl, and see this:

 

 

KEY #PMTS; PRESS {#F:
_#PINT|PRIN|EAL|NEXT [THELE      

An AMoRTization schedule is an itemized computation of

the amounts ofprincipal and interest (“P and I”) paid over

any given number ofperiods within the term ofa mortgage.

You'll want to know at least the amount of interest you’ve

paid each year, because it’s usually tax-deductible.

 

The AMRT Menu is a set of side calculations—much like the ICONV

Menu—butAMRT has an added advantage: It uses the values directly

from your TVM registers; that’s why it’s located on the TVM Menu.
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To get a feel for AMRT, look at your original house loan again: It was

a 30-year, fully-amortized mortgage for $100,000 at 10.5% A.P.R., with

monthly payments in arrears, and a balloon of$20,000 at the end (this

was before you found that attractive 10.35% loan).

 

Try This:

Solution:

126

Use the AMRT Menu to find the principal and interest

you would pay in each of the first three years—and the

remaining balance still due after the third year.

First, fill in the usual TVM parameters:

[EXITJEXIT)to return to the TVM Menu, then

800-
(1XoJIEETA
oJN

[T(1)ATEXIT)

IZIl.... Result: PMT=-986,79

This payment ought to look familiar. It was what you

had settled on as “acceptable,” with a $20,000 balloon.

Now go to the AMRT Menu, by pressing {31 ERIHi.

Then just follow the displayed directions:

 

 

KEY #PMTS; PRESS (&P
_#FINT[PRIN]EHL|NENT |THELE      
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Since you want to look at 12 payments (one year) at a

time, just press (12)IEIA....

 

 

#P=12 PMTS: 1-12
_#FINT[PRIN|EHL|NERT|THELE]      

The display tells you that the numbers you’ll get when

you calculate INTerest, PRINcipal or BALance now will

be for payments 1-12. So, do it:

ECil.... INTEREST=-18,481.89

... PRINCIPAL=-480.39

IEM.... BALANCE=9%,3%9.61

Notice that your payments show as negative numbers

here—becauseAMRT follows the same sign conventions

as the rest of the TVM Menu. That makes sense, right?

But here’s the best part: To amortize the NEXT set of 12

payments,just press and you'reready. Notbad, eh?

You can go all the way through the life of the loan this

way. To start over from the beginning of the loan, just

from the AMRT Menu, then re-enter it again with

the key.

Play around with the AMRT Menu items on your own a

little bit. Notice especially the selection called [fII3. It

lets youprint any portion of the amortization schedule,

if you have a printer.
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One other note aboutAMRT: As you know, yourHP 17Bi1 uses 12 digits

in its arithmetic, including the TVM calculations. But AMRTis a rare

exception to this rule.

 

Look: Recall the current valuein the PMT register (from TVM,press

IZl). You’'ll see this: PMT=-986.79

But nowSHOW all ofits digits (press [SHOW)).... That’s what

the payment really works out to be (to nine decimal places, at

least): PMT=-986.7314335%4

 

But nobody writes a check for that much, right? So even though this

is the amount you would need to pay every month to exactly amortize

that 30-year mortgage, you won’t be paying that. To be accurate, you

need to use the true amount to the nearest penny (here it would be

rounded down: 906.790000000).

So key it in: (9]Jo]6]-J7)9]+/-) ifZlll. And now recalculate thellZl....

You get FY=-28,08083.61 What does this mean?

This: Since you had to round yourpaymentdown slightly (by a fraction

of a penny), you’ve technically (mathematically) underpaid your loan

by $3.61. Therefore, your $20,000 balloon payment at the end ofthe loan

is increased slightly.
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AMRT uses the TVM values, too, but it doesn’t use unrealistic “penny

fragments” that those TVM registers may hold. Except for the I%YR

variable (which is always used to 12 digits), the AMRT Menu uses TVM

values only up to the displayed number of digits.

In other words, ifyou have your display set to FIX 2 digits (for dollars

and cents), the AMRT calculations will automatically round its own

copies ofPV and PMT in the same way—so that you always end up with

a realistic and verifiable amortization schedule.

 

Prove It: Go back and run the AMRT example on pages 126-127

again—but with a DSP ALL setting.... Then try it with

a FIX 4 setting.... See how the results differ slightly?

 

So although you’ll normally keep a FIX 2 setting, it’s instructive to see

and understand this difference—to avoid any unnecessary misunder-

standings with the bank.
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Other Side Calculations

The TVM Menu is designed to handle one basic kind ofinterest-bearing

situation—an amortized installment loan (such as a mortgage). The

TVM Menu can handle only regular installments over regular periods,

with interest compounding each period. So while it’s very useful for

analyzing investments with cash-flow diagrams, sometimes you need

to do other, preliminary calculations simply to construct those dia-

grams. That’s where the “side calculations” menus come in handy.

You've already seen how to use one ofthese side calculations menus—

the ICNV Menu—when you need to determine a proper I%YR to use in

the TVM Menu. But there are a couple other such side calculations

menus that you ought to look at now....

 

Do This: Go to the MAIN Menu (press MAN)). Press FTA....

There, alongside the TVM selection you’ve come to know

and love, you’ll see several other choices:

  

SELECT A MENU
TVJICNVCFLO[EONDJDEPRE      

You've already seen the ICNV Menu. And CFLO is another

major cash-flow diagram analysis tool (like TVM)—the

subject of the next chapter. But the two other choices are

indeed side calculations menus: B[ and [T338.
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Bonds

A bond is just another kind of loan, but it has different conventions

than those of the TVM Menu. A bond is simply a piece of paper that

acknowledges an interest-bearing debt from the issuer ofthe bond (the

borrower) to the holder (thelender). Theissuerusually makesinterest-

only payments once or twice a year. The bond specifies the amount of

this interest (the coupon rate), when it is paid (the coupon dates), and

when the principal amount is to be repaid (the maturity date):

Issue f f f C......C } }
)CPN CPN CPN J CPN CPN Maturity

Furthermore, bonds are generally designed to be negotiable. Thatis,

they may be freely traded at any time* and for any price.* Thereafter

the issuer must pay the interest (and the principal, at maturity) to the

new holder. This makes for some complications when calculating your

yield or the price you should pay, because the dates uponwhich youbuy

or sell a bond may not coincide with its coupon dates or maturity date:

  

SELL
Interest

2%Ccrg ?:st
Interest
accrued

CPN date
since last

N f f f C.. C f f ~” CPN date

CPN CPN CPN J J CPN CPN

BUY

This is why you can’t put a bond scenario on a TVM-compatible cash-

flow diagram—because the time periods may be irregular.

*within all applicable laws and the terms of the bond’s original issuance, of course.
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Try One:

Solution:

Onduly 3, 1990, you buy a municipal bond that matures

on August 30, 1994 for $100. The bond’s coupon rate is

6.75%, with semi-annual payments, calculated on a 30/

360-day basis (30 days/month and 360 days/year). What

is your yield to maturity if you paid a price of $96.50?

Press the QA selection and see this menu:

LEBIR0EEIR

First, specify the TYPE of bond you have: Press Eiiid,

then EifH and EEM to select the coupon payment fre-

quency and the calendar basis, respectively.

Now and key in the SETTlement date (the date

when you buy the bond): (7]-JoJ3J1)eJ9Jo)Exil...

...and the MATurity date: (8]-J3JoJ1]9)9]4)IZN...

...and the CouPoN percentage rate: (6] -]7]5)[EL:HA...

...and the CALL (maturity) value: o)o)EM....

Now [ITA, (9)6])-5)IHTE. ...

Answer: YLD%=7.75

 

Easy, no? There’s not a lot more to say about calculating with bonds

on the HP 17B1. Just key in all the particulars and grind out the

answers. You'll get some more hands-on practicein the upcoming quiz,

but here are some reminders and things to consider about the BOND

Menu:
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No matter whether the coupon is paid annually or semi-annu-

ally, the rate you key in is the annualized coupon rate.

Key in dates according to the current date format. This example

assumed that your HP 17Bu was in MM.DDYYYY date mode.*

Sometimes a bond may have one or more optional “pay-off”

dates—earlierthanthe maturity date. Thisisacalldate, and the

HP 17B1 allows for it (just key it in as the MATurity date) as long

as it coincides with a coupon date (a date when interest is paid).

A call value may be different from $100, but the maturity value

must be $100, the conventional basis for face value. Thus, all cal-

culated values represent percentages of the face value of your

bond. The “pay-off” value—whether it’s the face value or some

other call value—must always go into the CALL register. How-

ever, for convenience, the calculator automatically puts 100.00

into the CALL register whenever you press [CLEARDATA).

¢ Unlike some of the other “What-If?” menus you've seen, most of

the values on the BOND Menu are for input only; you can’t solve

for them. Only PRICE orYLD% maybe your unknown—and you

must key in one to get the other.

e When you buy a bond on any date other than a coupon date, in

addition to the price, the seller is also due the unpaid interest

accrued since the last coupon date. So after calculating either

the price or yield (whichever is your unknown), just press [l

Result (for this example): ACCRU=2, 31
 

*You can change this format: Press {MAN)EZEESlERY, then MANIETHETH to return to the

BOND Menu. Date formats are covered in Chapter 8.
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Depreciation

The final topic of this chapter is another “side-calculation” menu you

may need when constructing a TVM diagram.

Usually, when you think ofthe Time Value ofMoney,it’s an investment

or account that gains value over time. But depreciation occurs when

an assetloses value over time. It starts atits cost or other BASIS value,

then, over its useful LIFE, depreciates to its SALVage value. The total

value lost over the LIFEtime is called the total depreciable value.

 

Example: You're buying a piece of equipment for $40,000. You

estimate it to have a useful life of 5 years and a salvage

value of$10,000. What amounts should you recognize as

depreciation in each of those five years?

Answer: First ofall, identify the BASIS value. Usually, thisis the

cost: $40,000. You know the SALVage value is $10,000,

and so the total depreciable value—the difference—is

$30,000. Thisisthe total capital value you expect the as-

set to lose over its 5-year LIFE.

 

Now, that doesn’t answer the main question: What fraction (percent-

age) of the depreciable value should you depreciate each year—for tax

and accounting purposes—for this asset? There are several standard

methods to compute this—different methods for different assets. The

HP 17Bi1gives you four such methods. Consider each, asit would treat

your $40,000 asset:
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SL:

Do It:

Straight Line. This is the easiest method to compute (and to

understand). It simply prorates the total depreciable value,

reducingit evenly over the LIFE ofthe asset. Thatis,the same

percentage ofthe original value is taken each year. Your asset

has a total depreciable value is $30,000, so you simply depre-

ciate $6,000/year for each of the 5 years of its useful life.

From the MAIN Menu, press IZGHR3.... Thisis the “side-cal-

culations” DEPReCiation Menu.

First,key in the values you know: (4]0]oJoJo)EB#& (1]o)o]o]o]

(5)[Ed. Then pressR to see the menu’s next page.

Nowjust key in each year you're interested in and ask for the

SL amount of depreciation for that year:

(OEEIMEM  Result: SL=6,0680.60

(2) KEER Result: SL=6,8680, 88

(3) KR Result: SL=6,880, 06

AOEZAMEM  Result: S5L=6,800,08

() Result: SL=6,000, 80

(¢) ER Result: SL=8,88'
I

I
e

I
e

Asyoucansee, Straight-Line depreciationisjustthat—steady

and uniform. And notice that it’s smart enough to catch your

“Year 6” error. The HP 17B11 won’t let you take depreciation

beyond the asset’s SALVage value (provided that you haven’t

changed depreciation methods in midstream).
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DB:

136

Declining Balance. This method reduces the total remain-

ing value of the asset by the same fraction each year. That

fraction is expressed as a percentage ofthe fraction necessary

for a Straight-Line depreciation to zero (no salvage value).

For example, with your five-year asset, a straight-line depre-

ciation to zero Salvage Value would require that you depreci-

ate 20% (of the original value) per year. A Declining Balance

factor of, say, “150%” would therefore depreciate 30% (that’s

1.5 times—or 150%—as fast as the SL 20%) per year.

But unlike SL, DB is depreciating this 30% off ofthe Remain-

ing Depreciable Value. As that value declines, so does the

amount of depreciation in each successive year. Here are the

two methods, side by side:

 

  

Straight Line Declining Balance

(20% of total BASIS (30% of total remaining

value per year) value per year)

Remaining Remaining

Year $deprec.  Value $ deprec.  Value

0 -- $40,000 -- $40,000

1 $8,000 32,000 $12,000 28,000

2 8,000 24,000 8,400 19,600

3 8,000 16,000 5,880 13,720

And so on.
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Do It: From the previous example, you're already within the DEPRC

Menu, with your known values already in the BASIS, SALV

and LIFE registers.

So press [f[[{4, if necessary, and key in the Declining Balance

FACTor, as a percentage: EHE. This is how fast the

declining balance rate begins its depreciations, compared to a

Straight-Line/no-salvage pace. Then, as usual, key in each

year and ask for the amount of depreciation for that year:

(OEEINE  Result: DB=12, 080,606

EEANE  Result: DB=8,400,08

GEEANE  Result: DB=3,580,06

AOEZINE  Result: DB=3,720.08

G)EEANE  Result: DB=0.88

Noticethatifthe depreciationrateistoofast,there maybeone

or more years at the end in which the depreciation is zero—as

in year 5 here. Or, if the rate is too slow, then there may be a

big chunk of depreciable value left for the final year—and it

will all be taken that year.
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SOYD: SumOfthe Years’Digits. This method—likethe DBmethod—

weights the depreciation toward the beginning. But it does so

Go:

by depreciating a decreasing percentage of the total depre-

ciable value (whereas DB takes a constant percentage of the

total remaining value). The pattern of SOYD’s percentage

decreases is determined by the Sum Ofthe Years’ Digits. For

example, your $40,000 asset has a total depreciable value of

$30,000 and a 5-year LIFE. And the sum of those five years’

digits is 1+2+3+4+5 =15. So:

Year fraction depreciated $ amount of deprec.

 

1 5/15 $10,000

2 4/15 8,000

3 3/15 6,000

4 2/15 4,000

5 1/15 2,000

Total 15/15 $30,000

Usingthe existing asset data (BASIS, LIFE and SALVage), key

in each year and ask for the depreciation for that year:

(1) NIETR
(2) EE3 EN
(3) NEEA ET
(4) HEEX ENT
(s) KEEH ENT

Result

Result

Result

Result

Result

: 50YD=10, 800. 68
: 50YD=g8, 800, Ba
: 50YD=6,000. 60
: 50YD=4, 0688, 60
: 80YD=2, 000,680
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ACRS: Accelerated Cost Recovery System. This method isn’t

So:

really much of a calculation. ACRS simply assigns percent-

ages of the total depreciable value to be taken in each year in

the asset’s LIFE. These percentages don’t necessarily follow

a mathematical formula, but they must add up to 100% ofthe

BASISvalue over the asset’s LIFE (ACRSignores the SALVage

value). Here’s an example ofhowACRS depreciation percent-

ages and amounts might look for your 5-year asset:

Year percentagedepreciated $amountofdeprec.

 

1 25 $10,000

2 15 6,000

3 20 8,000

4 20 8,000

5 20 8,000

Total 100 $40,000

Using the existing asset data (the BASIS value) do this:

(2]5) (EREEE Result: ACRS=18, 868, 648

()5)(A Result: ACRS=6, 800, 88

HCRE:]ACRE Result: ACRS=8, 803, 86

AN Result: ACRS=8, 800, A6

(RN Result: ACRS=8, 8643, A6

As you can see, these ACRS calculations are little more than

simple percentage calculations—where you key in the per-

centages. So beware: The HP 17Bu doesn’t check these per-

centages to see if they add up to 100—nor does it check to see

if the BASIS or LIFE has been exceeded.
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TVM Quiz

It’s time to putit all together. On the followingpages are quiz problems

that combine and reinforce the various TVM concepts and tools you've

studied in this chapter.

Don’t blur over these problems! This is where you’ll do most of your

real learning. You don’t know how much you really understand until

you do some problems where the answers aren’t given right away.*

Most problems will require you to build a cash-flow diagram or T-bar—

and you may need to do “side-calculations” to get those values.

The problems are grouped according to subject matter, so that you can

concentrate onone area, ifthat’s your main concern. However, you will

learn far more if you try them all, rather than concentrating on your

immediate interest, because all the problems give you practice with

menus, problem-solving, and (in most cases) the TVM Menu and cash-

flow diagrams. Whatever else you do, be sure to use a diagram or a T-

bar for any situation where you need any help in visualizing the nature

and timing of the cash-flows!

Enjoy these—and take all the time you need to understand them well.

There’s nobody looking over your shoulder here.

 

* The answers are given here—they’re just collected all together, following the problems.
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TVMReview

1. If Benjamin Franklin saved (and thus earned) a single penny,

investing it on January 1, 1750, in a tax-free account earning 5%

per year (compounded annually), what would that account bal-

ance be on January 1, 2000? When would it reach $1,000? What

if the interest compounds daily?

2. How much will you need to invest every month for 5 years, in a

fund that typically earns 12% (compounded monthly), to accumu-

late a 15% down payment on a $130,000 home? What if home

prices are rising at 6% per year in the meantime?

3. If your money can earn 8% interest (compounded daily) in a li-

quid account, and you win a $1 million lotteryjackpot, would you

rather receive it tax-free but paid out at $50,000/year over 20

years, or in a taxable lump-sum now? Your tax bracket is 33%.

4.  Afast-food hamburger that went for $0.89 twenty years ago now

costs $2.59. Using this as a cost-of-livingindex, whathas been the

average annual inflation rate over those twenty years?

5. How long does it take to pay down a 30-year, $100,000 mortgage

at 10%, (monthly payments in arrears) to 75% ofthe original bal-

ance? How about 50% of the balance? 25%?
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What is the balance after 48 end-of-month payments of $188 on

a loan of$7,500 at 12.5%, compounded monthly? What ifthe first

payment is due three months from the date of the loan?

Ifyou can earn 6.5% in an account (compounded daily), and you

are selling a truck for $15,000, would you accept $500 down and

a note for $15,000 more—due in 1 year?

How long would it take to double your money in each of these

accounts?

a. 7.5%,compounded monthly;

b. 7.5% compounded daily;

@ 5% compounded annually;

d. 10% compounded annually;

e. 15% compounded annually;

What yearly-compounded rate doubles your money in 10 years?

If, on your 25th birthday (happy birthday), youbegin to pay $2000

per year for 7 years into a (tax-deferred) IRA yielding a 10%

A.PR., and then you stop paying into that account for 28 subse-

quent years, how does the resulting year-end balance compare

with a similar account that you open on your 32nd birthday, into

which you pay $2000 for every year up through your 60th year?
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

As a lessor, what should you pay for a 5-year office lease with

monthly rent (due in advance) of$900? Your discount rate is 8%.

Then, fora 12% yield, what should you sell thelease forin 3 years?

A mortgage was written at 9.5% A.P.R. It amortizes totally in 30

years ofmonthly payments (in arrears). Ifthe payment amount

is $924.94, what was the loan amount?

If the loan from the previous problem instead had $850 pay-

ments—and annuity in advance—what would the remaining

balance be after the 360th month? After the 120th month?

Compare these interest rates: A $20,000 car lease with monthly

payments of$440 (in advance) and a buyout of$5000 in five years;

or a credit card charging 16.5% A.P.R., compounded daily.

A finance company charges 2 points for a $100,000 loan at 12%

A.P.R., compounded daily (on a 360-day year), with quarterly

payments (in arrears) that will amortize the loan in 15 years.

a. What is the payment amount?

What is the remaining balance after 10 years?

c. Ifthe balance is actually paid in a balloon payment at

that 10-year point, what is the A.P.R. earned by the

finance company? Would that A.P.R. be different if the

loan is carried to term (15 years)? Why?
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Residential Real Estate

15.

16.

17.

18.
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You’re buying a $103,000 home, putting 10% down and financing

the balance at 11% A.P.R., with monthly payments in arrears.

Your maximum payment (principal and interest) is $900.

a. Can you totally amortize this loan in 20 years?

b. If you were to make the payment necessary to amortize the

loanin 20 years, how much interest would you save, compared

to a 30-year amortization?

How long will it take to pay off a 30-year, $100,000 mortgage at

10%,ifyou make 26 payments/year, eachhalfthe normal monthly

payment? What is this payment amount? Calculate the amor-

tization schedule for each of the first two years.

A prospective home-buyer wants to accelerate the pay-down of

her mortgage by addingan extra $20 ofpaymenttoward principal

in each monthly installment. The $85,000, 9.5% mortgage would

normally amortize in 30 years ofmonthly payments (in arrears),

how much sooner will the borrower pay this off? Calculate the

amortization schedule for each of the first two years.

Whatisthe amount ofthe first payment on a 30-year, $72,000 loan

at 12% (monthly payments, in arrears), with constant payments

to principal? How much is the last payment?
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19.

20.

The rates for a 30-year, $90,000Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM)

are: Year 1: 9.0% Year 2: 9.5% Year 3: 10.0%

Year 4: 10.5% Year 5: 11.0%

Find the payments and year-end balances for the first five years.

A couple is buying a $90,000 home. Their gross monthly income

is $3500. They pay $200 per month toward other long-term debt.

Insurance on the home will be about $30/month; taxes are $2,250

annually. With a 30-year mortgage at a fixed rate of10%, forwhat

amount of financing could they qualify under each of the follow-

ing four sets of qualifying rules?* Calculate the corresponding

principal-and-interest payments, also.

(Note: Applicable qualifying rules may now be different):

Conventional: Maximum PITI (Principal, Interest, Taxes and

Insurance, plus any mortgage insurance/asso-

ciation dues) is the lesser of

* 28% of Gross Income ($GI) or

* 36% of$GI,less long-term debtpmt. ($LTD).

Use 25% of $GI and 33% of $GI, respectively, if

the down-payment is less than 10%.

 

 

FNMA: Maximum PITI is 28% of $GI.

GNMA Maximum PITT is 36% of $GI, less $LTD.

FHA.: Maximum PITI is the lesser of

« 29% of Gross Income ($GI) or

* 41% of$GI, less long-term debt pmt. ($LTD).

*Assume no mortgage insurance or other association dues in this example.
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Commercial Investment

21.

22,

23.
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For a 10% yield-to-maturity, what price (and accrued interest)

can you pay on 7/28/90 for a 7% bond (semiannual coupons, actual

calendar basis) maturing on 9/9/99? Then what’s your yield-to-

call if the bond is callable at 88.125 on 3/9/95?

Atthebeginningofa tax year, youbuy a small office building with

improvements valued at $75,000, a $10,000 computer, and then

landscape the property with $5000 in shrubs. Estimated salvage

values for these new assets: $15,000, $500 and $0, respectively.

What depreciation can you take for each in tax years 3 and 4?:

 Property examples Class Allowed Depr. Method

vehicles, office/lab equip. 5 years 200% DB or SL

roads, shrubbery, 15 years 150% DB or SL

nonresidential real prop. 31.5 years SL

Use the Band of Investment method (weighting current market

expectations for mortgage and equity funds by the Loan-to-Value

ratioon a property) tocompute the NOI, cap rate and value ofthis

property: Office Warehouse

Rent ($/ft?/year) 7.80 4.07

Floor area (ft?) 2,277 2,005

Vacancy rate (%) 0.5 1.0

Taxes: $3,647 Mngmt: $3,060 Maint.: $2,318

Insurance: $773 Loan-to-Value: 70%

Mortgage rate: 12.75% Equity return rate: 14%
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24. Aninvestoris considering the purchase ofa small office building

appraised at $750,000, of which 70% is improved.

The proposal:

$250,000 cash down

First mortgage: $350,000 at 10.5% for 20 years (1.5 points)

Second mortgage: $150,000 at 12% for 10 years (2 points)

Costs of closing and acquisition: $2,000

Maximum gross rent potential: $125,000/yr

Projected vacancy/loss rate: 6%

Insurance: $3,000/yr

Maintenance and management: $12,000/yr

Property tax rate: 2.5%

Rent, expenses and prop. values to follow inflation: 5%/yr.

In five years, the investor expects to sell the property (through a

broker, for a 6% commission), at a cap rate of 11.5% on the Net

Operating Income projected forYear 6. The investor’sincome tax

bracket is 33%; capital gains are 100% taxable.

Find the net (after-tax) cash-flow for the initial investment and

for each ofthe five years of operation. ForYear 1, find the Gross

Rent Multiplier, cap rate, equity return rate, and the after-tax

cash return rate.
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25.

26.

27.
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Ifinflation is 5% per year, and your tax bracket is 27%, what will

be the real value (i.e. the buyingpower in terms oftoday’s dollars)

ofa $1000 investment (today) into a taxable account earning 10%

per year—for 25 years? 40 years?

Assuming a 5% annual inflation rate and an income tax rate of

28%, if you invest $2,000 of buyingpower at the end of each year

into a growth-oriented mutual fund that earns 15% per year,

whatbuyingpowerwill accumulate in this account over 30 years?

What is the equivalent annual growth rate ofthis buying power?

What if the account were tax-deferred—like an IRA?

Your monthly salary is $3333.20 per month, with annual cost-of-

living raises (5% a year). If, for 35 years, you invest 5% of each

monthly paycheck into a growth-oriented mutual fund IRA (tax-

deferred until withdrawal) averaging 15% growth per year, what

gross income (today’s dollars) could then you draw for 30 years of

retirement if you roll the account into a more secure bond fund

at 10%? Whatis the rollover amount? What if, in addition to that

5%, you were also allowed to invest the 7.65% that now goes for

Social Security and Medicare? Repeat the problem for a taxable

account (28% income tax bracket).
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TVM Quiz Solutions

1. From the investor’s perspective:

  

FV

1%YR = 5.00
Year

1 2 3 4 ( C 247 248 249 250
% } : I )‘ sttt ') { = } =

From the TVM Menu, press and set your annuity mode (to

END MODE) and P#YR (to 1). Then to TVM, and:

(2)5) (o)I(5)ST (- (o)1 )+/-)I(o)I
BZW.... Answer: F¥=1,983.81  (in the year 2000)
 

Then (1]0)o]0) IZEMECE.... Result: N=233.97

F1)7)5)]0)=) (ALG) or (1]7)5)0]+) (RPN) Result: 1985.97

So the account balance reaches $1000 toward the end of 1985.

 

For daily compounding, youjust change the number ofpayments

per year: Press and set P#YR to 363 (don’t worry about leap

years). Then to TVM, and:

(ALG) or (2)5)oJiNpuT)3)6]5]X) (RPN) III
BEZW.... Answer: F¥=2,681.88  (in the year 2000)
 

Then (1)0)0]0) IZEECM.... Result: N=84,0850.11

(=BesH75)0)=) (ALG) or (3])5)=)75o)+ (RPN)
Result: 1988.27 The balance reaches $1000 in early 1980.
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From your perspective:

  

1% YR = 12.00 130,000 x 15%

Month

1 2 3 4 ( ( 58 59 60

RN
PMT... ... PMT

From the TVM Menu, press and set your annuity mode (to

BEG MODE) and P/YR (to 12). Then to TVM, and:

(5)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)I

EE3T (o)I
(ALGebraic) or

(1)3] 0]oJoJoiINPUT]1]5]%) (RPN) HIEH

Then solve: IEIll.... Answer: PMT=-236.48

But ifthe prices ofhouses are increasing at 6% per year, then you

must first compute what a 15% down payment will be in 5 years:

  

1%YR = 12.00 130,000 x 15%

+ 6%/ year

Month

1 2 3 4 ( ( 58 59 60

e
PMT ... ...PMT

From the TVM Menu, press and set P/YR to 1. Then

and: (5)HCIN(e) ESETH (Rey) IGEC+/-)I(o)I3l
Zl.... Answer: FVY= 26,895.48

Now re-calculate your monthly investment: PR

(5)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)I

(12o)
Then solve: IZIM.... Answer: PMT=-316.36
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3. Thequestionis: “Whichis greater—a lump sum of$1 million, less

33%, or the Present Value of this scenario, discounted at 8%?”

1% YR = 8.00 (daily)

  

50,000... ...50,000

ttrtt ettt
Year Year Year

1 2 ... ... 20

The lump-sum: (ALGebraic) or

(RPN) Result: 678,888, 88

To analyze the above scenario, first you must find the equivalent

yearly discount rate: from TVM and press EXHINEEH(8)(IXH

(B)e]5)MEMIERA.... Result: EFF%=8.33

Then K, FHd. Then press and set your an-

nuity mode (to BEG MODE) and P/YR (to 1).

Then and: (2]HEIM(5)o)EZM(0)

HIM... Answer: PY=-519,864,88

So those 20 later payments are equivalent to $519,064.88 now.

 

Looks like the lump-sum is the better deal.

4. A simple rate calculation problem—but the TVM sign conven-

tions still need to treat it as an investment/return scenario:

  

2.59

1% YR =?
Year

1 2 3 4 17 18 19 20

e S S —

0.89

From the TVM Menu, press and set P/YR to 1. Then

(2)I(-8o)*+/-)M(o)il (2)-5o)il
Then solve: E@A.... Answer: [%4YR=3.49
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The basic picture:

  

100,000

1% YR = 10.00%
Month

1 2 3 4 . ( n-1 n

vy v v v yew
PMT ... ...PMT

FV = x% of 100,000

First, find the payment amount: At the TVM Menu, press

and set END MODE and 12 P/YR. Then and:

(ALGebraic) or (3)oJINPUT1)2)X) (RPN) IEH

(1))BT (1) (o) 0\oo)(o) NN(o)I
IZl.... Result: PMT=-877.57
 

Now find the number of payments (months) to reach those

specified balances (Future Values):

RN(+/-)
RF[E)%=) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)
...Result: N=289.92 (about 17.5 years)

REOMM(/)
X]5)0]%]=) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)
BCM.... Result: N=282.48 (about 23.5 years)

(REDM(/)
X]2)5]%]=) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)

BEM.... Result: N=327.34 (alittle more than 27 years)

 

 

 

Note: If you do a lot of this sort of calculation, you may want to
 

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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6. The conventional loan, from the borrower’s perspective:

  

7,500

1% YR = 12.50%
Month Month

1 2 3 4 (... (4 46 47 48

vy ooy Y vy yes
188 188 188... ...188

FV =2

From the TVM Menu, press [IIH], set END MODE and 12 P/YR.

Then and:

@R(ALGebraic) or (RPN) IEM
(RIoI8Il
Then solve: lEl.... Answer: F¥=-782,21

The same loan, but with 90 days before the first payment is due:

   

} 7500

1%YR = 12.50%
Month Month

-1 0 1 2 3 4 45 46 47 48

Vor oy Y v Y Y188
188 188 188... ...188

FV =?

First you calculate how much $7500 becomes with 2 months of

accrued interest: (2)HEIN(o)A

BHill.... Result: F¥=-7,637.86

Now use this result as the “amount loaned” (after a sign change)

for a repeat of the above conventional loan calculation:

(+/-)I(2]8)ICIM (1) 8]8]+/-]
Fl.... Answer: FY=-9608,49
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You're looking for $15,000 now, and the buyer is offering $500 now.

So, is thepresent value ofreceiving $15,000 a year from now equal

to the difference ($14,500)? Or, to put it differently, what rate of

interest are you earning if you assume this equivalency? Is it

better or worse than 6.5% compounded daily? Here’s the picture:

15,000

1% YR =?

1 2 3 4 ( ( 363 364 364 365
- e e e - ! | | |T 1 | T ) ) 1 1 1 1 

14,500

From the TVM Menu, press and set P#YR to 363. to

TVM, and:

N[@B8800Ar'@rHT [@800E]'

IEE.... Answer: [#YR=3.39 Better insist on cash now.

Just double a dollar: (1]+/-)I(o)IZHl(2)TN

a. Setl2 P/YR and ExM@5DN...
Result: H=111.23 (111.25 months—about 9.27 years)

b. Set363 P/YR and EXT)IEM....

Result: N=3,373.66 (3,373.66 days—about 9.24 years)

c. Setl P/YR and Exm)5)EHAEMN....

Result: N=14.21

d. (oO)FEANKM.. Result: N=7.27

e. (15IEEANM.. Result: H=4.96

 

 

 

In 10 years exactly : (1Jo)IEIIEEA Result: I%YR=7.18
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9. You’re comparing the Future Values of these two scenarios:

 
 

FV =2

1%YR = 10.00%
Year

1 2 3 4 s 6 7, ( (3 ,33,3,6 35

Pyl
2,000.. .. ...2,000

:FV=?

; 1% YR = 10.00%

§Year

. 2 3 (¢ 27 28

PP
2,000... ... 2,000

 

From TVM, press {31 AEXIT).

To begin in the first scenario, find the account balance after 7

years of saving: (7)(1)A(o)N

BEZN.... Result: FY=28,871.783

Now let that amount accrue for another 28 years, with no further

paymentsinto the account. This FVbecomes the PV now (i.e. you

are moving the entire TVM “picture frame” forward in time):

(+/-)I(o)R(2]TETE
Answer: F¥=300,991,73

The second scenario: (o) IE(2)o)o]o)/IEINNTN

Answer: F¥=293,261.86

Just 7 early years of saving are better than 28 later years.

That’s the Time Value of Money.
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The first problem, from your (the new lessor’s) perspective:

1% YR = 8.00%

  

900. .. ... 900

bttt eottt
Month 2 3 4 ) ) 58 59 60

1

PV =?

From the TVM Menu, press and set your annuity mode (to

BEG MODE) and P#YR (to 12). Then to TVM, and:

(5)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN) IEH

EERTA0I(o)
Solve: IEM.... Answer: PY=-44,682.28

To find its price for sale in 3 years to yield you 12%:

(3)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)N

G2)EANEN.... Answer: FY=24,773.44
 

From the lender’s perspective:

1% YR = 9.50%

  

92494 . .. ...924.94

trrr eottt
Month 2 3 4 J J 358 359 360

1

PV =7

From the TVM Menu, press and check your annuity mode

(should beEND MODE)andP#YR (shouldbe 12). Then(EXT)to TVM,

and:

(B3)0)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (3]0JiINPUT1)2]X) (RPN) ICIE

(5e(o)2]2-o4)I(o)I

Then solve: IZM.... Answer: PY=-118,068060, 84
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12. A variation on the previous problem:

  

FV="2?

1% YR = 9.50%
850 ...850

Pttt eottt
Month 2 3 4 ) ) 358 359 360

1

110,000.64

Change only what you have to from the previous problem: At the

TVM Menu, press [IIEIEIM(EXT). Then to find

the balloon payment after 30 years: F¥=138,675. 82

Yikes! What’s that? How can a $110,000 mortgage produce this

howling monster $138,000 balloon?

It can—ifthe monthly mortgage payment is not enough to cover

all of the monthly interest. And $850 a month just doesn’t do it.

Instead ofcovering all interest plus paying a little principal (like

a normal mortgage payment), $850 pays onlypart ofthe interest

and never touches the principal. That astronomical balloon is

the result of the unpaid interest compounding for 30 years.*   
years: (120)ICMNEM.... FY=112,8087.98

*When asked to name the most awesome force in the universe, Albert Einstein is said to have once

replied, “compound interest.”
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This is just a comparison oftwo interest rates, but you’ll need to

do some calculating before you can compare them directly.

Here’s the car loan diagram:

  

20,000

1% YR="7
Month

1 2 3 4 (... (4 58 59 60

ooy v Ty
440 440 440 440... ...440

5,000

At the TVM Menu (set 12 P/YR and BEGIN MODE):

N N

n
=3 Answer: [4YR=17.22

As for the credit card rate, you don’t even need a TVM calculation

—just a quick trip to the ICNV Menu:

From the TVM Menu, press [EXIT)HGHEEA, then (3]6]5)I

(1)6][5)GIEHA, and solve:

A ... Result: EFF¥%=17.93

Now find the corresponding nominal rate in a 12-period year:

(1)2)MEMIGA. ... Result: HOM%=16.61

That’s better than the 17.22% of your car loan.
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14. Here’s the situation:

  

100,000

1% YR = 12.00% (daily)

Qtr
+1 2 3 4l S________837l38¢39¢40

oo b L]
Fv="7°

Your first problem is to match the interest rate (daily) to the

payment schedule (quarterly). That’s an Interest CoNVersion

side calculation: From the TVM Menu, press A

Then NOH:(GPEFF:] EFF#=12.73

And (4)IECTRER NOM==12.18

Now[EXIT)[EXIT)I and (STO)AL

a. The payment amount: Press [HEIIEIN and (4)5,

then to TVM and (6] o)MGIM (1) 0]o]o)o]o)NN

o)N Answer: PMT=-3,648. 16

b. The remaining balance after 10 years (40 payments):

KENEA... Answer: F¥Y=-54,0358, 52
 

c. The finance company really loaned $98,000:

(o)8)o)o)o) TMIEA.... Answer: [XYR=12.329

d. Same calculation, but take the loan to term:

(6)0)MCIM(o)MBB ... Answer: [#4YR=12.36
 

The term ofthe loan does affect the A.P.R. The finance charge is

the same in either case, but its impact on the yield percentage is

“distributed” over more time in the latter case. (Analogy: The

same $3 tip adds 15% to a $20 dinnertab but only 10% to a $30 tab.)
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15. Here’s the scenario:

  

103,000

1% YR = 11.00%

Month

1 2 3 4 ¢ ¢ 238 239 240

v T 900
900... ...900

10,300 l

FV="7

IfFV comes up negative,it represents a balloon you’ll have to pay

at the end ofthe term. If FVis positive, this means that you have

actually overpaid the loan (thus it shows a positive balance).

Set12 P#YR andEND mode. Then, at the TVM Menu:

(ALG) oroJINPuT] (RPN) ICH(1)¥

()300)and (F1)0)%)(ALG) or (NPUT]10)%]=) (RPN)I
(8]0o)+~ GZIAMEM.... Answer: FY=-49,2081.69

This is a balloon that you’d need to pay (it’s negative), so $900 is

not enough to amortize the mortgage in 20 years. And how much

interest would a true 20-year amortization save? Compare these:

  

  

103,000

1% YR = 11.00%

Month

4 ( ( 238 239 240

b T
20-yr PMT ... 20-yr PMT

10,300

103,000

1%YR = 11.00%

Month

4 ¢ ¢ 358 359 360

VT
30-yr PMT ... 30-yr PMT

0300
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Each amortizing PMT pays all interest accrued on the loan

balance in that period, plus it pays a little on the principal. The

next month, there’s alittle lessinterest to pay and so a little more

room to pay on principal, etc. Look at this diagram:

Y
Interest
portion

   Principal
portion  

Start (Lifespan of loan) Finish

Since in both cases, the loan is totally amortized, the principal

paid is the same—the amount financed: $92,700. So the differ-

ence in interest paid is simply the difference in totals paid:

Press (o)l to specify total amortization of the 20-year case,

then IZl....  Result: PMT=-956.84

Then (X)[RCLMEIM (=)(ALGebraic) or([RCL) IEIM (X) (RPN) and

to store this (to read more about storage registers, see Ch. 7).

 

The 30-year case: (3]0)(X)(1]2)(ALG) or oJINPUT]1]2]X) (RPN)

N (Result: PMT=-882.88)

And(X)(RCUMEIM (=) (ALGebraic) or (RcL) HIEHM (RPN), then

(=IRrel(1)=)(ALGebraic) or [ReL1]=) (RPN)

Answer: -88,168.09

 

That’s the face value of the difference in interest paid. But you

can’t equate amounts ofmoney unless they are transacted at the

same time—not true here. You can’t say simply that “the 20-year

case saves $88,168.09 in interest.” After all, an extra $882.80/

month for ten years can earn a lot ofinterest—far more than its

face value. You can earn the added value of time.
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100,000

1% YR = 10.00%

26 P/YR

Per N
1 2 3 4 (. _ (N3 N2 N1 N

oy vy Sy oy
(30-yr PMT)/2 . .. ... (30-yr PMT)/2

Find the normal monthly payment: At the TVM Menu, press

[, then set END MODE and 12 P/YR. and:

(ALGebraic) or (3]oJiNpuT]1]2]X] (RPN) IEIH

)(o)T(100)oYo)o)MM(o)T

IZl.... Result: PMT=-877.37

Now divide this in half to get the bi-weekly payment amount:

(ALGebraic) or (RPN) Answer: -438.79

Press IEl, then to set 26 P#YR.

Now and solve forlEM. ... Result: N=344,93

That’s about 545 bi-weekly periods. Divide this by 26, to find that

it will takejust under 21 years to amortize the loan with 26 “half-

 

 

monthly-payments” per year.

The amortization schedule: Press

(2]s)T #P=26 PMTS: 1-26

T INTEREST=-9,9308. 16

T PRIMCIPAL=-1,478.38
I BALAMCE=98,321.62

¥P=26 PMTS: 2¢7-32
INTEREST=-9,774.98

ARIN PRINCIPAL=-1,633.36
BALANCE=96, 888. 86

Note: If you do a lot of this sort of calculation, you may want to
 

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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17.

  

85,000

1% YR = 9.50%

Month Month
1 2 3 4 ( (N3 N2 N1 N

) )
30-yr PMT ¢ l ¢ i 30-yr PMT ... L l l l 30-yr PMT

Y v v v v v vy
20 20... 20 ... 20

First, find the normal monthly payment amount: At the TVM

Menu, press [, then set END MODE and 12 P/YR. Then

and:

(ALGebraic) or (RPN) ICH
(o)Ao)MM(o)N
EZl.... Result: PMT=-714.73

Nowinclude the extra $20: (ALGebraic)or (RPN)

Result: -734.73 Now use this as the PMT (press IEI),

and solve foril... Result: H=313.92

That’s about 314 months. Divide this by 12, to find that it will take

a little over 26 years to amortize the loan with this additional $20

 

 

monthly payment toward principal.

The amortization schedule: Press

2EA #P=12 PMTS: 1-12

T INTEREST=-8,041.83

FRIN PRINCIPAL=-774. 31
BALANCE=84,223. 89
kP=12 PMTS: 13-24
INTEREST=-7,964.92

[ZET] FPRINCIPAL=-831.84
BALANCE=83,373. 23

Note: If you do a lot of this sort of calculation, you may want to
 

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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In a conventional mortgage, each monthly payment covers all of

that month’s interest, plus a little bit ofprincipal. The total pay-

ment amount stays constant, but the portions paid to interest

and principal shrink and grow, respectively, throughout the term

of the loan (recall page 161). But if you specify that the portion

paid to principal must remain constant, then the total payment

will not—it will shrink as the interest portion shrinks.

To find the steady amount ofeach monthly payment that goes to

principal, divide the starting principal by the number ofmonths:

(72)0JoJ0)(+)(3)e)0o] (ALG)or (7]2] 0]o)oJiNPUT]3]8]0]+] (RPN)
Result: 28@, 8@ Knowing that, you know this:

72,000 1% YR = 12%

Month 1
 

PMT

(72,000 — 200)

At the TVM Menu, press [II3, set END MODE and 12 P/YR. Then

and: (1JECIN()2)EET(7)2)o)o0M

and (=2)0)o)=]*/=) (ALG) or (2)0o)oJ=J+/=) (RPN)IH
IZ.... Result: PMT=-9208.00 The first payment.

For the last payment, you know that this is the situation:

200 1% YR = 12%

Month 360
 

l PMT

CO)NEN0O)NEEMIEE.... Result: PHT=-282.80

Note: If you do a lot of this sort of calculation, you may want to

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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19. Each time the rate changes in an ARM, you recompute the

payment, using the new rate and the remaining term ofthe loan

to amortize the remaining balance. At the TVM Menu, set END

MODE and 12 P#YR. Then and:

 

Year 1: (ALGebraic) or o]JiINpuT[1]2]X) (RPN) IEIN

(o) IEATA

(9]0)

0

Jo)(o)

I(o)NG IGGIA. ..
Result: PMT=-724.16 Monthly payment.

(2NNFY=-89,383.12 Year-end balance.
 

Year2: (+/-)(o)I5)AT(o)I

(ALGebraic) or (2]8JiINPUT1)2]X) (RPN) IEMG...
Result: PMT=-736.26 Monthly payment.

GR2)MNEN...FY=-88,770.47 Year-end balance.

Year 3: (+/-)(1)=5(o)N

(ALGebraic) or (RPN)NI...

Result: PMT=-788.29 Monthly payment.

G2)MNEN...FY=-83,166. 18 Year-end balance.

 

Year4: (+/-)Io)ST(o)NN
(ALGebraic) or (RPN) IEMLA

Result: PMT=-828.21 Monthly payment.

G2M.FY=-87,231.99 Year-end balance.

Year 5: (+/-)()EE(o) lIEH
(ALGebraic) or (RPN) IEIA- .

Result: PMT=-8351.99 Monthly payment.

2NNFY=-86,927.9¢ Year-end balance.
 

Note: If you do a lot ofARM calculations, you may want to use

a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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For conventional,FINMAand GNMAloans, suppose the compar-

ison is between 28% of $GI and 36% of$GI less $LTD, unless the

amount of financing is 90% or more of the home value:

(ALGebraic) or (RPN)

Result: 988, 88

and (ALGebraic) or

(RPN)
Result: 1,860,686

For FHA loans, compare 29% of $GI and 41% of $GI less $LTD:

(3)5)0)0)X]2]9)%)=) (ALGebraic) or (3)5)0o)INPUT)2]2)%) (RPN)

Result: 1,815,006

and (3]5]0Jo]4)1J%]=]2]o)0]=) (ALGebraic) or

(3]5]0JoJiNpUT]4]1)%]2]0]0]-) (RPN)

Result: 15235.66

 

Conventional: Maximum PITIis $980—unlessthe financingis

90% or more. Now find the maximum mortgage payment by

subtracting the monthly insurance and taxes:

(9)8)0J=J3)o]U225o]1)2)=) (ALGebraic) or
(9]8]oJiNpuUT]3]0]—)2]2]5oJINPUT]1]2]+]=) (RPN)

Result: 762. 08

Atthe TVM Menu, press (+/-)IZfIll. Then pressi3, set EMD' MODE

and 12 P/YR. Then and:

(ALGebraic) or (RPN) ICI

(o)(o)I...
Result: PY=86,887.28

But this is over 90% ofthe value ofthe $90,000 home ($81,000), so

test whetherthe 25%/33% limits can improve upon this 90% limit:

(3]5)0J0o]X)2J5)%)=) (ALGebraic) or (3]5]0JoJINPUT)2]5]%) (RPN)
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Result: 870.68

and (3]5)0JoIx)3)3]%#J=J2]0]J0o]=) (ALGebraic) or

(3]5) 0]oJiINPUT)3]3]%]2]0]0]—) (RPN)

Result: 995. 88

So maximum PITI is $875:

(8]75=83o=(a2)2)5)o=1)2]=) (ALGebraic) or

(8] 7)5JINPUT)3]0J—)2]2]5] oJINPUT]1]2]]=) (RPN)

Result: 637,98 At the TVM Menu, press (+/=)Il

Then IIZM.... Result: PY=7d,922.66

So the maximum conventional financing is 90%, or $81,000.

 

FNMA: Maximum PITI is $980, so the maximum financing is

$86.887.50, as you just calculated for the conventional case.

GNMA: Maximum PITI is $1,060:

(1))eo=3o)=L(J2J2so]+1]2]=) (ALGebraic) or

(1]o) 6]oJinPuT]3]0J=J2]2]5JoJiINPUT]1]2]+]=] (RPN)

Result: 842.098 At the TVM Menu, press (+/-)

Then IIIM.... Result: PY=96,883,57

 

FHA: Maximum PITI is $1,015:

(oa)s=NoJ= (J2)2so]1)2]=) (ALGebraic) or
(1o)5JINPUT)3]0=]2]2)5oJINPUT]1)2]+]=) (RPN)

Result: 797.98 At the TVM Menu, press (+/-)

Then IEM.... Result: P¥=908,873.78
 

Note: If you do a lot of home loan qualifying calculations, you

may want a Solver formula—see the note on p. 311 in Chapter 9.
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22,

Just a quick review problem with bonds: From the Main Menu,

press IETNERRETEEIERHEXT).

Then o)1IETiM (7)A
BIEG)o) ... PRICE=82.31 Fora 10% YTM.

... ACCRU=2.68

HIFE[BBO08008]Hi[008880]i
CIEAEE.... YLD%=9.73 The yield-to-call.

Note: If you often need bond calculations that also account for

taxes and commissions, see the note on page 311 in Ch. 9.

Take the greater ofthe two allowed depreciations whenever you

have a choice. From the Main Menu, press [IFTRIIIE.

The building: 0]o)EEH(1]5]0)ENH

BLLI8X()2) (ALG) or (RPN)
TheHP 17Biiwon’t accept non-integerinput, but SLdepreciation

is uniform; just multiply the monthly depreciation by 12:

Pick any period: ENEA)EEIEN.... 5L=138.73

(ALG) or (12)X).... 1,984.76

The computer: Ro]o)EEHEo)BNl(s)Nl

HORE@AT
G)EEIN...0B=1,148.060 mEW....SL=1,900, 80

(4EEINT...DB=Cc4.680 pEM....SL=1,9088, 00+

The shrubs: B0]o)XES (o)BTl (1]5)ETd

&(15NE
G)EEANEA...DB=465.06 mEW....5L=333.33

(4EEANEA...0B=364.58 pEW....S5L=333.33

*Caution! The RDV of the computer is only $1200 in Year 4 if you’ve been using 200% DB in the

previous years. If you do a lot of MACRScalculations, see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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23. The gross rents, less vacancies:

(ALG) or

(4]-JoJ7IINpuT]2]0J0[5IX[ 1]%]=J+) (RPN)
(Result: 23y 708.94)

Less operating expenses:

=[3)eJal7]=I3o)elo]-J23]1)e]-]7)7I3]=) (ALG) or
3]8J4)7]=)3)oJelo]=23]1)8)=J7)7)3]-) (RPN)
Result: 15,932.94 The NOI—leave it in the History Stack.

Now find the cap rate by weighting each portion of the invest-

ment by its expected return rate (this is the Band ofInvestment

method for determining a cap rate):

(2]ZIsX7o=[+-L14)x][3]o)%]=) (ALG) or

(RPN)
Result: 8.13 The cap rate, as a decimal.

 

Then divide the NOI by the cap rate:

(ALG) or

& (RPN)
Result: 121,943.19  The property value.
 

Note: If you do a lot of this sort of calculation, you may want to
 

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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24. At TVM, press[SetEND MODE and 12 P-YR.

and amortize the first mortgage:

(ALG) or (2)oJiINPUT1)2)X) (RPN) IEIN
(1)o)-J5) IEETA (3) 5)0ooo)NN(o)M

Then solve: IEZA.... Answer: PMT=-3,494, 33

The amortization schedule: Press [IIF1ERH], then:

 

R2)EE  #P=12 PMTS: 1-12 (Year 1)
T INTEREST=-36,493, 20

PRIMCIPAL=-3,438.76
I BALANCE=344,361.24

¥P=12 PMTS: 13-24 (Year 2)
T INTEREST=-33,893.83
I BALANCE=338,523.11

kP=12 PMTS: 25-36 (Year 3)
INTEREST=-33,228. 41
BALANCE=331,819.56

#P=12 PMTS: 37-48 (Year 4)
INTEREST=-34, 489,63
BALANCE=324,377.23

#P=12 PMTS: 49-60 (Year 5)
T INTEREST=-33,669.48

BALAMCE=316,114.75

x
r

r
r

B
=

B
E
E

G

I

3]

-
=

Now and do the second mortgage:

(ALGebraic) or (1]oJiINPUT1)2]X) (RPN) ICIH
BT (1)5o)o)o)o) (o)N

Then solve: IEZIM.... Answer: PMT=-2, 152. 86
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The amortization schedule: Press I3 ERIAl, then:

(2)EZM  #P=12 PMTS: 1-12 (Year 1)
ol INTEREST=-17,254.96

PRINCIPAL=-8,269.76

EHL BALANCE=141,7308.24

#P=12 PMTS: 13-24 (Year 2)

INTEREST=-16,386. 14
BALANCE=132,411.66

#P=12 PMTS: 23-36 (Year 3)

4
[N

F4
W

W
E

ol
F3

E4
Y

B
E4

P
b
’

L
b
’

i
b
l

T INTEREST=-13,324. 34
BALANCE=121,911.28

¥P=12 PMTS: 37-48 (Year 4)
T INTEREST=-13,9%2.60

BALANCE=118,067%. 16

#P=12 PMTS: 49-60 (Year 5)

INTEREST=-12,4%2. 62
BALANCE=96, 746.46w = o

Annual debt service:

(3)4)o)4-J33H2S52-Loe)x]1)2]=) (ALG) or

(3] 4)o)4l-J3)3iInpuT]2]1)5]2]-JoJ8]+1]2)x) (RPN)
Result: 67y 706,68 The mortgage payments.

Annual depreciation:

(75o]o]oJoIX]7o%=L3]1)-J5]=) (ALG) or

(7150]o)oJoJiNpuT]7]0%3]1-J5)+) (RPN)
Result: 16y666.67 The 31.5-year SL cost recovery.
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Annual deduction for points:

(3)5)oooo)X-5.+1)5o)oooX2]«D=)5]=) (ALG)

or
(-JoJ2Ix][+)5)+) (RPN)

Result: 1,638.88  The annual points deduction.

 

Initial Cash-Flow (“Year 0”): Down-payment, points and COA:

A5o)oooIx]2]%DJ+2]0Joo)=]+/-) (ALG) or

L15)0]o]oJoINpuT]-o]2)X]+]2]0Jo)oJ+]+/-]) (RPN)

Result: -266, 220, @A The initial cash-flow.

Year 1: Each yearly cash-flow is the NOI (rents less operating

expenses), less income taxes, plus tax relief for depreciation and

interest and prorated points (and, forYear 1, costs ofacquisition),

less debt service:

(rent)
(— insurance)

(— mnt./mgmt.)

(— prop. taxes)

(= NOI: 83,758.808)
(—incometaxes)

(+ tax relief...

+]2J0JoJo)+1)e)5oXx]3]3]%])] )

(— debt serv.)

(=)(ALG)
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or (RPN): (1]2)s]oJoJoJiINPUT]6]%]-] (rent)

(- insurance)

(— mnt./mgmt.)

(- prop. taxes)
(= NOI: 83,7350.88)

(—income taxes)

(1]8])6]6]6])-J6]7]INPUT] (+ tax relief...

o)
(— debt serv.)

Result: 12,896.21 The Year 1 cash-flow,

Year 2: Each year, the NOI increases by the inflation rate:

(NOI + inflation adj.)

(—income taxes)

(+ tax relief...
G0000080 )

(— debt serv.)

(=)(ALG) or (RPN):

(NOI + inflation adj.)

(—income taxes)

(+ tax relief...
en)
(— debt serv.)

Result: 14,497.94 The Year 2 cash-flow.
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Year 3: Each year, the NOI increases by the inflation rate:

(8]317)s)oJ+]5%[+5]%) (NOI + inflation adj.)

—13)3]%] (—income taxes)

H1e)e)efs]-e7+[3]52]28]-Jal1) (+ tax relief...
%) ..

 

=[6J7)7)5)e)-J6)8] (— debt serv.)

(=)(ALG) or (RPN):

 

(8137)5oINPUT]5%]+5%]+ (NOI + inflation adj.)

(—income taxes)

(+ tax relief...
)
(— debt serv.)

Result: 165834.26 The Year 3 cash-flow.

Year 4: Each year, the NOI increases by the inflation rate:

  080800G8AR0GHNRGLAaMA (NOI + inflation adj.)

(—income taxes)

(+ tax relief...
...

—=[6]7)7)5)8)-J6])8] (— debt serv.)

(=)(ALG) or (RPN):

(8)3)7)5oINPUT]5%+5N4H5%]+ (NOI + inflation adj.)    
(3]3]%]-] (—income taxes)

(1]e]6]6]6]-]6]7[INPUT]3]4]4]8]9]]6]3]+]) (+ tax relief...

()3e)elJe[ssLoS+33X[+  ...)
8]7)7Is16]-J6J8)-] (— debt serv.)

Result: 19,244.19 The Year 4 cash-flow.
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Year5: When the property sells (at a price based upon a cap rate

and projected Year 6 NOI), the lenders are repaid from the net

sale proceeds, and capital gains are realized on the difference

between the net proceeds and the unrecovered cost:

    808u80G8RGENGEEARGENARGEMN (Year 6 NOI)

(net sale proceeds: 873y697.97)

(—mortgagebalances)
(— tax on capital gains...

 

(H837IsoJHsLA5]+5%+I5% (+ Year 5 NOI)

(—incometaxes)

(+ tax relief...
cee)

—Jel7]7)5)6)-1el8])] (— debt serv.)

(=) (ALGebraic)

  

    

or (RPN):

(8]3)7J5oJINPUT]5%JHsJ%HIs#]H5%]+5%]+) (Year 6 NOI)
(net sale proceeds: 8733697.97)

(-mortgagebalances)
(- tax on capital gains...

JTIXI+/=J7IXS). - )
(8]3]7)5oJINPUT]5%]+5&H5%]+5%]+ (NOI +infl. adj.)

(—incometaxes)

(+ tax relief...
cee)
(— debt serv.)

    

Result: 414,242.63  The Year 5 cash-flow.
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The GRM (Gross Rent Multiplier) is Price+Rents__:

(7)5) o)oJooJ[1)25o)o]o]=] (ALG) or

(7]5)0JoJoJoJiNPUT]1]2]5]0]0]0]+) (RPN)

Result: 6.88 The GRM.

The cap rate is NOI+Price:

(8]3)7)5]oJ+]7so)oJoJo)x]1)o]o]=) (ALG) or

(8]3] 7)5JoJiNpuT]7]5]0o)oJoJ+)1]0o)x) (RPN)
Result: 11.17 The cap rate, as a percentage.
 

The equity return rate is the ratio ofthe net cash-flow, mortgage

principal payments and appreciation, to the down-payment:

)+(ALG) or

IXI+HI2)5(RPN)
Result: 29,64 The equity return rate, as a percentage.

The after-tax cash return rate is the Year 1 cash-flow divided by

the initial cash-flow:

(1[2) 8]8]s-Ja)=2]eo2soJx][1)o]o]=] (ALG) or
(1)2)8]8]5-Ja[1JinpuT]2]8]0]2[50][1]0]o]X) (RPN)
Result: 4.93  The after-tax cash return rate, as a percentage.

Note: If you do a lot of these lengthy income property analyses,
 

you may want to use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311

in Chapter 9.
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25. Suppose that $1.00 today will buy a loaf ofbread. Then, with 5%

inflation, that loaf will cost $1.05 this time next year. So, how

many loaves can you buy then if your dollar has increased—by

earning interest—to $1.10? It’s 1.10+1.05. Do that arithmetic:

=0(ALG) or (RPN)
The same value that bought 1loafthis year will buy 1.0476 loaves

next year. So your real buying power has grown by 4.76%.

But that doesn’t take taxes into account. Ifinterest is taxable at

27%, then 27% of the $0.10 interest earned by your dollar goes

you-know-where. So:

 

CXNPUT)7)%=H0-o)s=)=1o)oJX]) (RPN)
This is the after-tax growth rate ofyour real buying power—as a

percentage: 2. 1 9. Thisis what you should use as your interest

rate in the TVM Menu to grow your $1000 investment:

FV=2

1% YR =2.19%

  

Year
1,2 , 3, 4 (________( 22 23 |, 24 | 25

I I 1 I ) ) 1 I 1 I

1,000

(STO) IERTA [AEER (1)AT EXIT
(1)oJoJo[+/~)N (o)

CE)ENEN.... Answer: F¥=1,718.94

And (40O)ICMNEM.... Answer: FY=2,379.12

Note: If you do a lot of tax and inflation calculations, you may

want a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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Find the growth rate ofthe buying power in the taxable account:

)=28H=os=Xo)o)=) (ALG) or

C)s)anPuTl2]8)%=+-LosI==]1)oo]X) (RPN)
Answer: .32

Now use this as your interest rate in the TVM Menu:

(STO)AT[IiTEE (1)ATEXIT)

   

(2)0] 0]o)+/-) 1N(o)NI
GO)ENEN.... Answer: F¥=143,472.28

This is the buyingpower (in terms oftoday’s dollars) in your tax-

able account after 30 years. The actualface-value amount ofdol-

lars will be higher, but those dollars won’t buy as much then.

Repeat this calculation for the IRA—a tax-deferred account (no

tax on interest while it’s growing):

(sLos[U10)o)=) (ALG) or

()0NPUTA-os==1o]o)X) (RPN)

Answer: 9.92

Now use this as your interest rate in the TVM Menu:

STOEEANN.... Answer: FY=388,718.13

What a difference an IRA makes!

But keep in mind that the level $2,000 PMT amount you’re using

here is also in terms ofbuying power (“today’s dollars”). To hold

thatbuyingpower investment amount steady, itsface value must

increase every year by 5%. Inflation is a hard taskmaster.
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27. Since you're saving a level percentage ofyour inflation-adjusted

income, you’re investing a level amount ofbuying power (today’s

dollars) each month. So you can just use today’s income num-

bers—if you adjust the growth rate of the account to reflect the

true growth rate of its buying power instead of its face value:*

LLIH=LAosI+2]+D)
=T120]0)=) (ALG) or

CE)INPUTA2]+LosINPUTA2]+
(J=[1S2]0oJoJX) (RPN)

(Result: 9.96)  Use this as the interest rate in TVM:

(sTo)AT(R (1)AIETHEXIT)
(ALG) or (RPN)

I(o)I
(3)5)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN) IEN

M....Answer: F¥=626,811.89 The rollover amount.

Use this as a Present Value to amortize over 30 years of retire-

ment in an account paying 10%: (+/-)I(o)l

(ALGebraic) or (3]0)(INPUT)(1]2)(X) (RPN) IEH

=[UXx]1)2)0)0)=)(ALG) or

CINpuTA2]AosINPUTIA2]+
(J=[12]0Jo]X) (RPN)

(Result: 4.93) FEALEM....Answer: PMT=3,352.63

Your monthly retirement income—in today’s dollars.

 

*For simplicity here, you may assume that all rates are nominal rates that compound monthly

(otherwise—if they were effective annual rates—you’d need to use the ICNV Menu to find the

corresponding nominal rates to use in the TVM Menu).
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Repeat for the taxable scenario:*

8068803GHAaLHGHOB0EGEHAGEHN
—1Ix]1)2)o]oJ=) (ALG) or

INPUT) 2]8(%=112)=-Los INPuT (12]=1+H)=]

 

(RPN)
(Result: 3.73) A

(ALG) or (RPN)
&) FHT (@]P
(3815)X)(1)2) (ALGebraic) or (RPN)I

HZM...Answer: F¥=223,336.96 The rollover amount.

Then: (+/-)M (o)N

(ALGebraic) or (3]0](INPUT)(1]2)(X) (RPN) IEIN

 

E)XT2(ALG) or
LaneuT2]8%=)=LosINPuT12]1)+

AL(RPN
(Result: 2.19) FEXALZA ...Answer: PMT=855. 32
 

And what if you could also invest the 7.65% of your income that

now goes toward Social Security and Medicare (a total of 12.65%

ofyour income)? Your answers would beproportionately higher.

So just multiply each answer above by (12.65+5):

 

TRA (tax-deferred) acct. Taxable acct.

Rollover: 1,583,868, 086 o978, 6688, 52

Ret. income: 8,482.15 2y 163.96

Note: Ifyou do a lot of retirement calculations, you may want to

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.

*Again, for simplicity here, you may assume that you pay monthly taxes on your interest—not

generally true, but note that this leads to a slightly more conservative (lower) growth rate, which,

if you're going to go wrong with assumptions in retirement planning, is the side on which to err.
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Problems with Uneven Payments

So far, all the various finance problems you’ve been solving have had

one thing in common: that smooth, level PMT cash-flow happening

once every period. But the real world isn’t always so neat and tidy.

Often, you’ll run into situations where the periodic cash-flow amounts

vary, sometimes quite often, like this:

 

 

m $

20,000 0 1(25,000.00)

1 400.00

2 400.00

w00, 400 b 3| 400.00
TT?TTH,IH 4

|

400.00
Month2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 ' 10 11 12 5 750.00

! 6 0.00
7 0.00

8 0.00

9 0.00

Y 25,000 10 0.00

11 0.00

12 20,000.00 
TheHP 17B1ucan handle the above situation: the amounts are uneven,

but at least there’s still a cash-flowfor everyperiod (zerois a cash-flow).

But ifcash-flows occur at irregular time intervals, the machine cannot

analyze that. It can analyze scenarios only where atleast the cash-flow

occurrences are regular—once per period.

The above picture does indeed fall within those limitations, buthow do

you analyzeit? Certainly not with the TVM keys—there’s no level PMT.

You must use the CFLO Menu instead....
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Go Find It: Fromthe MAIN Menu, press [#{ill, butinstead ofRilfH, hit

[T You'll see something like this:

  

  
FLOWCB)=7
|CHLEJINFDELETINAME]GET#77
    

This is a CFLO list, a list specially designed for repre-

senting cash-flow diagrams. Any value you key in (and

then press(INPUT)) will go into thelist. Forexample, ifyou

were to key in a value now, it would be put into the list

as Cash-Flow 0, since that’s what the machine is prompt-

ing you for now.

 

So, how do you translate your cash-flow diagram into numbers to key

into a CFLO list? You've already seen how the variables in the TVM

Menu “draw the picture” for your calculator. But now you’re working

under a different set of circumstances, because there’s no level PMT

value.

Instead, todraw a picture ofan uneven cash-flow situation, you use the

concept of cash-flow groups.
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Cash-Flow Groups

Here’s that uneven cash-flow scenario again:

 

 

m $

0 {(25,000.00)

20,000 1 400.00

2 400.00

750 3 400.00

400... ... 400 4 400.00

T T T T T ] | ! ] ] | 5 75000

Month2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ' 10 11 12 6 0.00

1 7 0.00
8 0.00

9 0.00

10 0.00

¥ 25,000 11 0.00

12 20,000.00 
Notice that you could describe it quite succinctly like this:

“The initial cash-flow is —25,000.00.

“The amount of the first cash-flow group is 400.00.

The number of times this occurs in a row is 4.

“The amount of the next cash-flow group is 750.00.

The number of times it occurs in a row is 1.

“The amount of the next cash-flow group is 0.00.

The number of times it occurs in a row is 6.

“The amount of the next cash-flow group is 20,000.00.

The number of time it occurs in a row is 1.”
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That’s the whole idea right there. Notice, however, that you treat the

very first cash-flow,FLOW{@), separately. It usually represents the in-

vestment (a negative) cash-flow in the scenario. But other than that,

youjust read offthe groups from your T-bar (top to bottom) or diagram

(left to right), note how many times each cash-flow amount occurs in

a row, and key this information into your CFLO list.

 

Do It: Key in the cash-flow scenario from the previous page.

Like So: First, of course, go to the CFLO Menu so that your display

looks like that shown on page 184. Now, watch your display

as you pressCLEARDATA)EM. Next, press until the

display briefly shows #TIMES PROMPTING: OH (if this fea-

ture were turned off, the machine would assume only one

cash-flow in each group—handy when that’s the situation,

but in this case, you do need to key in groups of different

sizes—you need the prompting). Now, watch your display:

(4]

(0] (you must key all flows—even ifthey’re zero)

(¢)

See how this works? You just read off each group.
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Keep in mind that FLOW(B) always occurs just “I time in a row.” It’s

the first cash-flow group after that which is called FLOW(1 .

Also, notice that every time you key in a cash-flow amount, the ma-

chine starts out by assuming that this flow occurs only once. That is,

itputsa l inthere for the#TIMES=, so that ifthis is the case, you don’t

need to key in (1); you just press (INPUT}—very handy.

 

Change Values: Go to the top of the list and step down through it

to check it. Then change the cash-flow amounts

(not the number of times each occurs) as follows:

FLOWCBY: -22,000.68
FLOWCL): 220,80
FLOWCZ): 480. 80

FLOW¢4):  23,0800,08

Solution: Press{iJ(a) (tojump to the top), then (v]¥)(¥]¥)(¥]¥)

(v]v), and check the display against your diagram.

Then {[a) once again, and change the numbers:

(IVI¥)(2X50oo)(iNPUT)

(You can change the numbers in any order, but it

just means more moving around with (v) and (a).)
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With the changed numbers, your situation now looks like this:

 

om|%
0 1(22,000.00)

25,000 1 250.00

2 250.00

400 3 250.00

250... ... 250 4 250.00

Py 5| 400.00
Mo1nth2 3 4 5 6 7'8 9'10 11 12 6 0.00

7 0.00

8 0.00

9 0.00

22,000 10 0.00

11 0.00

12 25,000.00 
Now, before you do any calculations, you should NAME your list so that

the machine will save it: (EXIT)EERA, then type FRED (INPUT).* Then [XTH.

 

Look: You'll see this menu:
 

 

NFY, HUS, NFY HEED I-
TOTHL]IRF: ]T |WPY |NUZ |NFY      
 

This is the CALCulations Menu, where you “crunch” your

answers after drawing the correct picture. Notice the mes-

sage, telling you that you must key in an interest rate, 1%,

before you can calculate NPV, NUS, and NFV. Why? What

are those calculations anyway?

 

*You type alphabetical characters via menu selections, where each character is a two-step process.

For example, to type FRED, you would press GlIGEITBGANRR,
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What Is NPV?

Suppose this cash-flow scenario (“FRED?”) is a real-life situation—an

investment opportunity you're being offered to help your friend, Fred,

to get a business started over the course of the next year.

The budding entrepreneur figures that he needs $22,000 up front. He

offers to demonstrate his good faith and ability to manage cash by

paying a little something back over the first five months ($250 for four

months and then one month of$400). Then, ifyou’ll give him until the

end ofthe year with no further payments, he’ll pay you offwith an even

$25,000 at that time.

The pitch: Overthe year-long scenario, he claimsthat you’ll be earning

an A.P.R. of about 19.175%.

Would you do it? How can you verify his claim?

Go back to the basics: The Time Value of Money is the interest value

that time adds to money. Alittle bit now is entirely equivalent to more

later, and the equalizer is the interest rate that acts over that time.

Now apply this to the question at hand: Your friend is claiming that

your $22,000 given to him now is entirely equivalent to his giving you

$250/month for 4 months, then $400 for 1 month, $0/month for 6 months,

and then $25,000, assuming an interest rate of 19.175% A.P.R.

Can you prove this equivalence?  Yes—with NPV....
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Recall (from pages 89-90) that you can slide cash-flows across a cash-

flow diagram (or up and down a T-bar*)—as long as you increase or

discount them according to the prevailing interest rate.

What if you were to take each of the cash-flows of this proposal and

slide them back to the beginning ofthe timeline, discounting each one

of them according to the assumed 19.175% A.P.R.?

Here’s the starting situation:
400 25,000

250 . .. ... 250 T

1 ] | | | |S
Month 2 3 4 5 6 7" 8 "9 "10 " 11

1

22,000

Here it is after you’ve slid that first $250 back. See how it’s reduced?

It has been discounted, according to the assumed 19.175% A.P.R.:

400 25,000

250 250 250
246.07 4. ?

TS | | | | | |

onth 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7 ' 8 ' 9
1

 

22,000

And hereitis after the second $250 slides back. It amounts to even less,

of course, because it had a longer time to be discounted:

400 25,000

242.20 __ 250 250
246.07 k- by

- e | | | | | ]

onth 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7' 8 ' 9
1

22,000

*This particular explanation will use cash-flow diagrams, but you can do it with T-bars,too.
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And so on, until the picture looked like this:

o
~eo

S~al

~eo
~.o

~ Seo
~~o

~eo
S~ ~ ~~o

~eo
~eo

..o

All the cash-flows have been discounted back and stacked up (the zero

cash flows would still be zero).

Then, ofcourse, you can add together any simultaneous cash-flows. So

one big simplification would be to lump together (sum) all those

positive cash-flows:

21,999.95

|

Month 2 ' 3 ' 4 's5 " "7 "8 "9 "10 " 11 ' 12
1

22,000.00

They balance the negative cash-flow—to within a nickel! Coincidence?

No, this is what your entrepreneur friend, Fred, has said all along:

Your $22,000 investment in him was equivalent to all his various future

repayments, if you discount everything back at 19.175% A.P.R.

That’s what NPV is: A discounting-back-and-summing-up ofall cash

flows at the beginning of the timeline.
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Of course, the idea here is that your calculator can compute this NPV

—do all the discounting and summing—very quickly. And since you've

already keyed in the whole picture, you’re ready to “crunch,” right?

Wrong. Look again at the reminder in your display. You need to tell

it what interest rate (I1%) to use as the discount rate.

 

Tell 1t:

Ahem:

Tell your HP 17Bi1touse a 19.175% A.P.R. as the prevailing

discount rate in this cash-flow scenario.

Do you just key in (1]9]-]1]7]5) and press [FEll? Nope.

The CFLO Menu is not like the TVM Menu, where you don’t

need to worry about convertingtheA.PR. toaD.I.R. There

the machine does it for you, once you tell it the P/YR. But

here in the CFLO Menu, you must manually convert any

APR. to its correct form (monthly in this case).

So you must press (1]9)-J1J7)5)(=)(1)2]=) (ALGebraic) or

eI7)sINpUT]1]2]+) (RPN),

and then FER.

Now you’re ready. Ifyour paper analysis has been correct,

then the NPV should be about zero, because it nets together

everything at the beginning of the timeline, adding your

initial —22,000 to that stack ofpositive cash-flows that were

discounted back from the future. Since these amounts are

equal and opposite, theyought tonet out to be zero—within

a nickel or so. So press IE[{ll to see: NPY=-8,83
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Now, notice the otheritems on this CALC Menu. Each ofthem analyzes

your CFLO list. For example, press [ilifill. You’ll get the simple sum of

all cash-flows in your list: TOTAL=4, 488,84

 

Silly Question:

Silly Answer:

Make Sure:

Ifyou compute an NPV using a discount rate (1%)

of zero, what would you get for an answer?

A zero discount rate means that you’re not dis-

counting at all. You’rejust moving each cash-flow,

as is, back to the beginning of the timeline and

summing all of them.

So, what should you get? It’s the same as taking

the TOTAL, which you just did, above: 4,488, 80

Do it. Press (o)liEMl, then CIIN....

Answer: NPY=4,480,080

 

But what does this 45 488, 88 mean? And what was the meaning of

that leftover nickel (-8. 83)from the analysis ofFred’s proposal? What

is the meaning of NPV?

To answer that, look at this simple demonstration....
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Problem:

Solution:

Ifyou use a discount rate of 19.175% A.P.R. then the Net

Present Value (NPV) ofFred’s deal is about zero. Thatis,

after all the discounting and summing, your invest-

ments balance your returns.

Butwhatwould be the NPV ofFred’s proposal ifyouwere

to use a discount rate of 20% A.P.R. instead?

Press (2)0))(1)2)=) (ALG) or (2JoJINPUT]1)2)5) (RPN),
BEZELE.... Answer: HPY=-170.061

 

 

Question:

Answer:

What does this number mean?

It means that if the value of your money (i.e. what you

could yield with it in some other, similar investment) is

really 20% A.P.R., then you would lose $170.01 by choos-

ing this deal over that other, similar investment.

That’s what you were being told in the 19.175% A.P.R.

case also: Underthatdiscount rate, the dealhad an NPV

of -$0.05, meaning that by helping Fred with his start-

up, you were losingjust a nickel compared to any other

investment that would yield you 19.175% A.P.R..
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So NPV is an advisory number that compares the cash-flow scenario

you're analyzing with a hypothetical investment that yields exactly

the discount rate, 1%, that you specify:

¢ Iftheresulting NPVispositive, this means the cash-flow scenario

is earning you more than the specified discount rate.

o Ifthe NPVisnegative,the cash-flow scenariois yielding less than

the specified discount rate;

e Ifthe NPV iszero, then there’s no difference—a perfect balance.

 

P(e

Therefore, it’s usually wise to use as a discount rate that which you

really could yield in another investment of similar risk and liquidity.

Then the NPV is a very good indicator ofany investment’s value to you

relative to what else you could reasonably expect to do with that money.

For another good illustration of the advisory message offered by NPV

consider the 4y 488, B8 NPV value you calculated with a discount rate

of 0% (page 193).

$4,400—a positive NPV—tells you this: “If the yield on your money in

other investments of similar risk and liquidity is really 0%, then you

come out $4,400 ahead by putting your money into Fred’s scenario

rather than into any of your 0%-yield alternatives.”
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What Is IRR%?

The other “big” item on your CFLO CALC Menu is IRR%, and now it’s

time to take a look at what Internal Rate of Return is all about. What

exactly does it mean?

In 25 words or less:

 

“Internal Rate of Return (IRR%) is the discount rate that

produces a Net Present Value (NPV) of zero for the given

cash-flow situation.”
 

 

Remember your friend Fred’s claim about your 19.175% A.P.R. “yield”

on his business start-up plan (page 189)? You proved he was right by

proving that your returns would balance your investment if you were

to discount those returns back at a 19.175% discount rate.

This balancing is what IRR% does. It actually performs a set of trial-

and-error NPV calculations, varying the discount rate until it finds a

rate that gives an NPV of zero.

Indeed, where do you suppose Fred got that 19.175 he quoted to you?

Lucky guess, maybe? No, he probably did an IRR calculation.
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Prove It:  Find the IRR%of Fred’s proposal (shown again here):

 

0 [(22,000.00)

1 250.00

250... ... 250 T : 250.00
TTTTT.IIII. 4 250.00

Month 2 3 4 5 6 7'8 9' 10 11 12 5 400.00

‘ 6 0.00
: 0.00

11 0.00

22,000 12 25,000.00 
Solution: This scenario is the list you named FRED, so from the

CFLO Menu, GET that list now, by pressing IH3RT

Then—without any further ado—just go to the CALC

Menu and calculate the IRR%: IEHKIA....

Answer: IRR%=1.60

 

Uh... that’s not the 19.175 you were expecting, is it? No—remember

that all discount rates in the CFLO Menu areperiodic, not annualized

(not true of the I%YR ofthe TVM Menu). The periods in your friend’s

scenario are months, so the IRR% is also monthly.

So annualize it: (X[1)2]=) (ALG) or (RPN) Result: 19.17¢

That’s better. And ifyou SHOW its full precision (press ff[SHow)), you’ll

see that it wasjust about 19.175—but not exactly, which explains why,

 

when you used exactly 19.175, you had a nickel or so of difference.
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Thus, in many cash-flow scenarios, IRR%is a very convenient way to

compute the discount rate that “balances” the situation—the rate that

equates the present value of all your investments with the present

value of all your returns. In this respect, you can often think of the

IRR% as the “yield” on your investment, and many people do rely

heavily upon IRR%to tell them their “yields.”

But be careful! There are two traps you can fall into with IRR%:

Trap #1: It’s entirely possible to have a cash-flow situation where

there is no discount rate that will give a zero NPV. And

(even worse), it’s also possible to have more than one rate

that zeros out the NPV—multiple IRR%’s.

You can often spot such multiple situations because they

tend to flip-flop their cash-flows a lot, maybe with some in-

vestments first, then some returns, then some more invest-

ments, etc., like this:

' l |

Fortunately, a conventional, one-time investment situa-

tion—like FRED—generally has one IRR% at most.
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Trap #2: Even when you can find an IRR% that seems reasonable,

it’s easy to talk yourself right into the land of unreality.

 

 

For example, look at this investment:

10.00 A.P.R

16,274.54. . .

N O A
Month 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

100,000.00

At the beginning, you invested $100,000, and over the next

ten years you received steady, even returns on that invest-

ment. The IRR% (“yield”) for this situation is 10%. So you

yielded 10% per year on $100,000 for ten years, right?

Wrong! You actually yielded:

10% for one year on $14,795.04, then pocketed $16,274.54

10% for two years on $13, 450.03, then pocketed $16,274.54

10% for three years on $12,227.30, then pocketed $16, 274.54

...etc. (use TVM to confirm these numbers, if you wish).
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In other words, this is the real picture:

10.00A.P.R

16,274.54. . .

ottt
12,227.30 1
11,115.73
10,105.21
9,186.55
8,351.41
7.592.19
6,901.99
6,274.54

Every multiple cash-flow situation is really made up of

investment/return pairs like this. And—as you’ve seen—

this is exactly how NPV looks at it too: It identifies and

transforms each cash-flow into its discounted counterpart

back at the beginning ofthe timeline. The discount rate is

used as the rate ofreturn on each of these little “internal”

investment/return pairs.

The point is, IRR% makes no assumptions about what you

do with your “pocketed” returns once you get them. It only

claims that the growth rate of each of these little invest-

ments was 10% per year while it was invested. The minute

you get your money back, thegrowth stops on that money—
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So you actually yield 10% for ten years on only $6,274.54. That’s a whole

lot different than yielding 10% on $100,000 for ten years.

An easy way to illustrate this is to add up all the pocketed returns of

your investment: it comes to $162,745.39. Thisis what you’d have after

the entire ten-year term of your cash-flow scenario—assuming that

you did nothing but keep those returns in your pocket.

Now compare that with a simple $100,000 note, invested for 10 years at

10% per year. Its maturity value is $259,374.25.

Those are vastly different numbers. Butinboth cases your yield is 10%

per year. The difference arises in the amount oftime you let this yield

act. Only in the case of the 10-year note can you say that you yielded

10% on your entire $100,000 for the entire term.

Never confuse the term of an investment analysis with the term(s) of

the actual investment(s) within that analysis.
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CFLO Quiz

(Draw those T-bars or cash-flow diagrams!)

CFLO Review

1. Aloanis written at 12% A.P.R., with $450 monthly payments (in

202

arrears), for 30 years. What is the loan amount? As an exercise,

find it with an NPV calculation (don’t cheat by using the TVM

keys!). Do the same for annuity in advance.

How much should you deposit now in a bank account that earns

8% A.P.R. (tax deferred), compounded monthly, so that you can

withdraw $10,000 at the beginning of every quarter for 20 years,

starting 20 years from now? What about $15,000 withdrawals?

Suppose that, for one initial $10,000 investment, you could choose

between either ofthese schedules ofincome: (i) $1000 afterYears

1 and 2, $2000 after Year 3, $3000 afterYear 4, $5000 after Year 5,

$8000 afterYear 6; or (ii) $2800 after each ofthe six years. Which

is better? Comparable investments yield you 16%.

What even income stream is equivalent to the uneven stream in

the previous problem? What would be the first year’s income in

an equivalent stream that increases annually by 4%?
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Residential Real Estate

5. You're transferred to a new city for 4 years. You have $10,000 for

a down-payment and are considering a $100,000 home. Property

values are growing at 8% annually. The 30-year mortgage rate is

10%, and inflation is 5%. Aliquid cash fund earns 8%, but a stock

mutual fund could earn 15% annually over 4 years.

To buy the home, closing costs are $400; the loan fee is 1%. Insur-

ance starts at $30/month, with $180/month in utilities and main-

tenance. Property taxes are 1.25% per year. Your tax bracket is

28%; capital gains are 100% taxable. You’ll pay a 6% commission

to resell the home.

On the other hand, if you rent the home, your security deposit

would be $300. Your rent would start at $750, with monthly

insurance at $15 and maintenance/utilities at $100.

“To buy or not to buy—that is the question.”

6. You have just made the 84th monthly payment (in arrears) on

your 30-year mortgage, whose rate is 11.875%. The balance now

stands at $64,750, and current rates are at 10.5%. The refinancing

feeis 2.5%. Should you refinance? You may pay offthe mortgage

on time, or in a balloon after 180th month.
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You're considering the purchase of a double mortgage. The first

mortgage was written for $90,000 for 30 years, with end-of-the-

month payments at 12% A.P.R. After 15 years, a second mortgage

for $30,000 was added, at 13.0% for 20 years, again with monthly

payments in arrears. The bank now holding both mortgages is

willing to discount them to you so that you can earn 16% on your

investment. How much should you pay the bank for the right to

“inherit” these contracts (begin to receive their payments) at the

end ofthe third year ofthe second mortgage (i.e. at the end ofthe

18th year ofthe first mortgage)? What ifyou settle instead on a

price that yields you 17.5%?

What is the monthly payment amount for a 5-year lease with

skipped payments (annual schedule shown below) on a $40,000

computer with a 10% residual buy-out? The lessor is asking for

4 advance payments (other than the first normal payment) and

wants an 18% yield.

  Month Payment? Month Payment?

1 yes 7 no

2 yes 8 no

3 yes 9 no

4 no 10 yes

5 no 11 yes

6 yes 12 yes
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10.

A manufacturer is relocating and needs a warehouse until its

own facilities are completed (2 years). One suitable building is

for sale for $100,000, of which 75% is depreciable. The firm has

$30,000 in ready cash. The 20-year mortgage rate is 10%, and

inflationis 5%. Cashfunds earn 7%; stock funds earn 15%. Tobuy

the building, closing costs are $400; the loan fee is 2%. Insurance

starts at $60/month, with $250/month in utilities/maintenance.

Property taxes are 1.25% per year. The company’s tax bracket is

33%, with capital gains 100% taxable. A broker will charge 6%

commission to resell the building. Estimated price: $115,000.

Alternatively, to lease the building from the current owner, rent

would start at $750/mo. (including property taxes), with 2 pay-

ments (in addition to the first regularpayment) dueimmediately,

and with annual adjustments for inflation. Insurance would be

$85; maintenance/utilities would be $220.

Should the company buy the building or lease it?

Ahome currently has two mortgages: $100,000 at 10% for 30 years

(no balloon); and $50,000 at 11.5% for 10 years, with a $10,000

balloon. The second mortgage began after the 15th year of the

first. Now, after the 20th year, the owner wishes to consolidate

loans and get financing for more remodelling. You offer to “wrap”

his current mortgages (cover all their obligations) and loan him

$50,000 in new money, in exchange for 120 monthly payments of

$2,200 and a $25,000 balloon. What is your yield? And what is the

borrower’s overall A.P.R.? He paid 1 point up front on the first

mortgage, 2 points up front on the second.
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11. You are considering an investment in low-income housing. Your

cash-flows will look like this:

Year (end) Cash-Flow

0 (initial flow) $ -50,000

1 25,000

2 50,000

3 -25,000

4 50,000

5 -25,000

6 -10,000

7 -10,000

What would be your yield on this investment scenario?

12. Find the FMRR for the following cash-flow scenario, assuming

that all cash is taken from, and returned to, an account earning

6%. Compare this FMRR with the IRR% for the same situation.

Year Cash-Flow

0 $ (75,000)

1 15,000

2 15,000

3 (60,000)

4 75,000

5 (35,000)

6 200,000

13. Using a safe rate of 6% and a risk rate of 15%, find the FMRR,

$MIN and $MAX ofthe scenario in Chapter 5, problem 24 (pages

147 and 170-176).
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Personal Finance

14. Recall the comparison of IRA’s in Chapter 5 (prob. 9, pages 142

and 155). The idea was that 7 early years of investment were

more valuable after 28 years than similar investments made in

each of those later 28 years. Prove this again with a CFLO list.

15. After havinginvested in three no-load mutual funds as shown in

the schedule below, you had a sudden, violent attack ofprudence

onAugust 31, 1987, and sold everything—for these net amounts:

  

A: $34,319

B: $13,526

C: $22,410

Fund Date Amount Invested

A 9-30-82 $ 3000

B 3-15-83 1000

C 5-31-83 2500

A 6-30-83 2500

B 11-15-83 1000

C 4-15-84 2500

A 5-31-84 3500

B 8-15-84 1000

C 10-15-84 3000

A 12-31-84 3000

B 4-15-85 1500

C 6-30-85 4000

What was your overall annualized yield?
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CFLO Quiz Solutions

Here’s the situation (as the lender would see it):

Discount = 12.00% A.P.R.

  

450 . . ...450

I PB B
Month 2 3 4 ) J 358 359 360

1

Your unknown is the cash-flow at the beginning of the timeline.

Therefore, ifyou take the NPV ofthe rest ofyour list—using the

actual rate as the discount rate, the result must exactly balance

this unknown flow—equal and opposite (recall Fred’s scenario).

This makes sense: Ifthe quoted 12% A.P.R. truly represents the

interest rate in this mortgage, it must be the discount rate for

which the entire scenario’s NPV is zero. If it produces an NPV

either more or less than zero, then the mortgage’s yield is either

more or less (respectively) than the 12% A.P.R. You use this

“incomplete” NPV to deduce what other cash-flow must have

happened at the beginning ofthe timeline to produce a zero NPV.

So just key in the cash-flow scenario, ignoring the initial flow:

Press [HIlETEY at the CFLO Menu. Then:
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(0)(INPUT)  (no initial cash-flow except the unknown you ignore)

(360 months of $450 payments).

To calculate, press(EXIT)IEE, then(1]2]+1]2)or(1]2]INPUT]1]2]+),

then Ilto specify the monthly discount rate.

Now ETZl.... Answer: NPVY=43,748,23

The amountfinanced (from the lender’s viewpoint)was —-$43,748.25

Now redraw the picture for the case of annuity in advance:

Discount = 12.00% A.P.R.

  

450 . . ...450

btttybt
Month 2 3 4 ) ) 358 359 360

1

2

Again, find the unknown flow at the beginning by ignoring it.

to the CFLO Menu to modify your list now:

@)(250)iNnPUT) (in BEGIN Mode, there’s a PMT right away)

) (change only the frequency of FLOWC1Y)

(0)(INPUT)(INPUT) ( the end of month 360 has no cash-flow)

EXT)ETALT Answer: NPY=44,185,73

Theinitial cash-flow (from the lender’s viewpoint) was-$44,185.73.

Verify these values with the TVM Menu,if you wish.
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The situation: q] §
0 (2.27)
1 0.00
: 0.00

79 0.00
80 10,000.00

.| 10,000.00
159| 10,000.00

Discount = 8.00% (compounded monthly)

10,000. .. ... 10,000

79 soT 81 T 82 T( (158T159T160
! ) )

|
I

M

Again, the problem is to find the unknown initial cash-flow. But

you have quarterly cash-flows with monthly interest compound-

ing of interest (“...sounds like a job for... ICNV!”).

First, draw the picture: At the CFLO Menu:

(0] (nothing happens initially, except for the
unknown flow, which you ignore for now.)

(0)(INPUT)(7] 9)(INPUT) (79 quarters of no cash-flows)

(80 quarters of withdrawals)

Now convert the interest rate: EXITIEXIT)ENHEEE

Result: NOM%=8.85

Then [EXITEXT)EIM, then (ALG) or (RPN),

then IWEMIETA.... Answer: NPY=81,967.88

 

Change to $15,000 withdrawals: [EXIT)(a]a)(1]5]0)0]0)

ETALTN.... Answer: NPY=122,931.83
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3. The alternatives:

Discount = 16.00% A.P.R.

5.000 8,0003,000 : '
f1,ooo T1,ooo T2’°°° T T T
 

 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6

10,000

Discount = 16.00% A.P.R.

12,800...1 T T...2,8001 T

Year 2 3 4 5 6
1

10,000

From the CFLO Menu, clear or name the current list, then begin

a new list: (1)0]o]0]Jo] (2]8]0]0)(INPUT)(8)(INPUT)(EXIT)

ETH(1)L.... Answer: NPY=317.26

 

That’s the simple, even cash-flow option. Now to CFLO, and

name this list: [EEAEYEN (INPUT), andIFSHERTE.

Now for the other case:

o)oJ(INPUT)(2)(INPUT)

(8Y0Jo)o)(INPUT)(NPUT) (EXIT)
ETEALIN.... Answer: NPY=287.52

(NAME this list UNEVEN: IIRE(GNEVIEIN)(INPUT).

 

NPV tells you that the EVEN case is worth slightly more to you.
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This is a question to answer with a NUS (“Net Uniform Series”)

calculation. NUS takes the NPV of a given set of cash-flows and

then computes what uniform series would give that same NPV:

  

8,000
5,000

3,000
2,000 Same A.PR.

fm% T - NUS=7...

Py
Year1 2 3 4 5 6 Year 1 2 3 4 5 6

Notice that the initial —-$10,000 is not in question; it’s assumed in

either case. You’re analyzing only the positive cash-flows to see

what uniform yearly amount could replace each of them.

So just omit the initial investment in your UNEVEN scenario

(this should be the current CFLO list ifyou've just come from the

previous problem): {(a)(o]INPUT)(EXIT)E and then LTEN....

Answer: HUS=2,778,22

So (at a discount rate of 16%), your uneven payment scenario has

exactly the same value to you as six level payments of $2,770.22.

This seems plausible: it’s only slightly less than the $2800 EVEN

case ofproblem 3, and—as the results ofthat problem showed—

there was only a slight difference between those two NPV’s.

Prove the equivalency of your NUS, by using it as the cash-flow

amount in the EVEN case; the NPV should then be exactly that

ofthe UNEVEN case: [EXIT)and [HF3MEIT]. ThenfJa]v)and simply

to replace the $2800 with the NUS (which is still on

the Calculator Line). Then and IEITA. ...

Answer: NPY=2@87.32 Sure enough.
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The other part of this problem is similar, but it asks you to find

a certain uneven scenario that satisfies the equivalency:

(etc...)

%) 5%
(’;++55°/3 * SameA.PR.

T NUS=7...

1 — ttttt
Yeari1 2 3 4 5 6 Year 1 2 3 4 5 &

Each cash-flow in the unknown scenario is 4% more than the

previous, and its NPV (at 16%) must match that ofthe UNEVEN

scenario. First, find that NPV: IHA#[TE. Then LI

Answer: HPY=18,207.52

Now, a 4%-increasing scenario that starts with one dollar has an

NPV thatisxtimeslessthanthatofa4%-increasingscenariothat

starts with $x. In other words: NPV, =x(NPV,). But you’ve just

calculated that NPV, is 10,207.52. So the x in the unknown

scenario above is given by:  x =10,207.52+NPV

So: and[FIMEEY. Then: (0)(INPUT)

(ALG) or (RPN)
(ALG) or (RPN)  (INPUTJINPUT)AJA)RCLJINPUT]Y]V]
(ALG) or (RPN)  (INPUTJINPUT)AJA]JRCLJINPUT]Y]Y]

(ALG) or (RPN)
(+)4]%) (ALG) or (4]%)+) (RPN)

ETALEA.... (Result: HPY=4.81) Then and

(X[1)0)2)o)7-J5)2)=) (ALG) or (1)0)2)o)7)-[5)2)X)(RPN)

Answer: 2y248.38

(Ifyoudo a lot of calculations with increasing annuities, you can

use a Solver formula—see the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.)
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. . t

5. Wthh NPV 1S greater? ;foceeds
BUY of resale

tclosmg costs tax relief

Monlh mt tax relief int. tax relief int. tax relief Irr:het?x

2 12 4 15 ¢ B A | 25 26 27 ( 35 3 | 37 38 39 ( ¢ 47 48
J ) J ) J )

lPMTlPMT'PMT PMTlPMTl lPMTlPMT PMT PMT PMT PMT PMT PMT

M&UlM&U‘M&U‘M&U‘ lM&U‘M&U‘M&UlM&U‘M&% lM&U‘M&U‘M&U‘M&U‘M&U‘ 4M&UlM&U¢M&U

ms llns. lms. ‘p. taxes

‘p taxes ‘ p. taxes ‘ p. taxes

closmg

.PMT PMT PMTLPMTlPMT

t BUY assumptions: The mortgage payment, utilities and mainte-
ins.

nance are due at the END ofthe month. You pay yearly insurance

(in advance) and property taxes (in arrears), and tax relief from

deductions comes at the end ofthe year. When you sell the home

and pay off the mortgage, you will owe capital gains tax on your

net gain—after any commission to a broker. The property value

(and thus its tax) increases annually at the given growth rate.

The RENT assumptions: You owefirst and last month’s rent, plus

a fully-refundable security deposit immediately. Rent is paid at

the beginning of each month, maintenance/utilities at the end.

Your renter’s insurance premium is paid annually, in advance.

Also, you pay yearly income tax on the interest accruing on your

investment of the down-payment money.

In both cases, insurance, utilities / maintenance (andyour rent in

the RENTcase) increase yearly by the inflation rate.

  
           

tdep.

return
on

Month invest.
1 2¢c ¢ 12 13 14 15 ¢ ¢ 23 24 25 26 21 ¢ ¢ 35 3/ 37 3B 3B (¢ 4 48

J ) J ) J ) J ) M&U M&U

lrem rent |rent [rent |[rent rent [rent [rent [rent |rent rent [rent |rent |rent |rent rent

st [MBU  M8UMAUMBUIMAU]  [MAUMAU MAU|MAUMBU|  |M&U|MaU|MSU I MBUIMAU]  IM8U
down ¢ ins. ‘ins.
money

1st rentl RENT

last rem‘

dep.‘

ins. ‘
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The ending balance of the down-payment money invested:

[(1AEXIT), and

(4)ICIM (1) (oJo)o)o) (+/-)M (o) i

(1]5]-)2)8)%]=) (ALG) or (1]5JINPUT]2]8]%]-) (RPN) EE51d

BENl.. Answer: FY=13,871.59
 

Monthly rent: -728.88 (Year 1)

(ALG) or (RPN) =-¢87.28 (Year 2)

[H5)%) (ALG) or (5]%]+) (RPN) -826.88 (Year 3)

%)(ALG) or (5]%J+) (RPN) -868.22 (Year 4)

Yearly insurance (RENT): (1]5)+/=Xx[1]2)=) (ALG) or

(15+/=INPUT]1)2]X) (RPN) -188.80 (Year 1)

(+]5]%)=) (ALG) or (5]%]+) (RPN) -189.88 (Year 2)

+)5)%)=) (ALG) or (5]%)+) (RPN) -193.43 (Year 3)

(+]5]%]=) (ALG) or (RPN) -288.37 (Year 3)

Monthly util./mnt. (RENT): (31)Jo)o)+/=) -188.88 (Year 1)

+]5]%]=) (ALG) or (INPUT]5]%J+) (RPN) -1683.88 (Year 2)

+)5)%)=) (ALG) or (5]%J+) (RPN) -118.23 (Year 3)

(+]5]%)=) (ALG) or (5]%]+) (RPN) -115.76 (Year 4)

Yearly insurance (BUY): (3JoJ+/-]X][1]2]=) (ALG) or

(3o+/=[INPUT]1)2]X) (RPN) -368.88 (Year 1)

 

(+]5]%]=) (ALG) or (RPN) -378.80 (Year 2)

+]5]%]=) (ALG) or (RPN) -396.98 (Year 3)

[+5)%)=) (ALG) or (5]%J+) (RPN) -416.73 (Year 4)

Monthly util./mnt. (BUY): (1]8]o]+/-] -1868,088 (Year 1)

(+]5)%]=) (ALG) or INPUT]5]%]+) (RPN) -189.88 (Year 2)

+]5)%)]=) (ALG) or (5]%J+) (RPN) -198.43 (Year 3)

(+]5)%]=) (ALG) or (RPN) -288.37 (Year 4)
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The net (after-tax) yearly property taxes:

(ALG)or
(1)0ooJoJoiInpuT]8]%]+1]-J2)5[+/-J%)2)8]%]=) (RPN)

-972.88 (Year 1)

F8)%)=) (ALG) or (8]%J+H) (RPN) -1,849.76 (Year 2)

(F&)%)=) (ALG) or (6]%JH) (RPN) -1,4133.74 (Year 3)

F&)%=) (ALG) or (8]%J+) (RPN) -1,224.44 (Year 4)

     

Monthly mortgage pmt: (At TVM—set P/YR to 12) (3]) o)IEIN

(1(0) EEATA (o)0)(0

)

(o

)

o

)

M(o)MM...PMT=-753. 81

The mortgage balance after 4 years: (4]8)ICINNZN .. ..

FY=-87,662. 00

The mortgage interest yearly tax relief: [IIT3ERG,

(2RElEAX2%or2)8)%) 25313.78 (Year 1)

or 23y499.83 (Year 2)

or 2y482.83 (Year 3)

or 2,464,93 (Year 4)

The mortgage points tax relief:

()oYX28)%[=) or (S)YoiNPuT2]&)%) 232,88 (Year 1)

The proceeds of re-sale:

(1]o)oJoJo)o+]+8N%]+8%[+&)%)&%(ALG) or

(1]0JoJoJoJoJiNpuT]8]%]+)8]%]+8)%]+]8]%]+] (RPN)
(result: 1275883.96). So the gain on the sale is $27,885.96

 

   

 

The net (after-tax) proceeds at resale: (—[8]7]6]6]2]

=LJ2J7)8)8]5]-o)6)x)2]8]%]=)(ALG) or (8]7)6)6)2]—]

(2)7)88s-JoenPuT-28]X[=5) (RPN)  325413.89
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The completed RENT diagram:

 

 
     

 

1300‘00

15,071.59

Month

1 2 ¢ ¢M 12 13 14 15 (¢ ¢ 23 24 25 26 27 ( ¢ 35 36 37 38 39 ( 47 48
I ) j oj 01 sol l)')l J7) J ) 1115.751115.76
750.00 750.00|787.50{787.50{787.50, 787.50(787.50/826.86/826.88]826. 826.88/826.88)868.22/868.22/868.22) 868.22

voo.oo lmo.oqgae.oqws.oopos.oo‘ p05.00¢105.o<1198.45‘110.2sl110.25l lfi0.25&110.25‘208.37‘115.76‘115]6‘ ¢115.7s

10.000.00 ‘1 00.00 ‘1 05.00 ‘1 10.25

‘750.00

Vso.oo

‘300.00

lwo.oo

The completed BUY diagram:

 

32,415.89

1252.00

2,513.70 2,499.03 2,482.83 2,464.98
Month

1 2 1 12 13 14 15 ¢ ¢ 23 24 25 26 27 ¢ ¢ 35 36 37 38 ¥ ¢ ¢ 447 48

J

‘1 80.00 ‘1 ao.oov eo.oov 59.00‘1 39,00‘ ‘1 39.00‘1 ao.oov ao.oop 95.45‘1 98.45‘ ‘1 9345‘19&.45‘1 98.45‘208.37‘208.37‘ ‘208.37‘208.37‘ 208.37

378.00 396.90 ‘41 6.75 ‘ 1,224.44

‘972.00 l1 ,049.76 l1 ,133.74

c1

) ) J ) J )

789.81 789.81/789.81/789.81/789.81 789.81/789.81(789.81/789.81/789.81 789.81/789.81/789.81)789.81/789.81 789.81/789.81| 789.81

10,000.00

Now find the NPV of each scenario, using your 8% cash fund

interest (less taxes) as the discount rate: MAN)IETRERT, etc.

(you should now know how to key in the above diagrams).

For each scenario, and:

&)%)[112)=)(ALG) or (RPN)
EENLEE.. .. RENT: HWPY=-38,863.48

BUY: HPY=-23,912.24

As you can see, either case is a net expense to you—your cost of

housing—but it will be less if you buy the house.

If you do a lot of rent/buy analyses, use a Solver formula—see the note on p. 311 in Ch.9.
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Just find the NPV of the refinanced scenario, using the original

mortgage rate as your discount rate:

64,750

Discount = 11.875%

 

month

85 86 87 88 358 359 360
G

‘2.5% of ) )

64,750 pMT at PMT at
105% .. ...PMT at 10.5%. . . Y.105%

Press MaN)ETNETEOEE(1)AETE. and:

(ALG) or (RPN) (3)&)JoJINPUTI8)2=
I(o)ISl7I(o)MGTN
Result: PMT=-622.81 The refinanced payment.

(1(e)0)=I8)4]=)M (ALG) or (RPN) (1]8)0JiNpuT[8)4]=)IEM
BEW Result: FY=-26,342.47 The balloon after 180 months.

EF, then “draw the picture:” [HIMEEE.

First the full-term case: (=)2]-[5%)=]INPUT)(ALG) or

(RPN)

 

Then

(ALG) or (3]6]0JENTER[8)4)=JiINPUT) (RPN)
(ALG) or

ExmEME (11)8]75INPUT[1]2]+)(RPN)
EERLE.. . Answer: NPY=4,349.62

If you take the loan to term, you’ll save by refinancing now.

If you pay it off in a balloon after the 180th month:

(ALG) or (RPN)
4)2)7)+/=JINPUTJINPUT)(EXIT) L.

Answer: NPY=2,998.81 Yousavein this case, too, but less; a

refinancing fee has a relatively larger effect on a shorter-term

 

scenario (see Ch. 5, prob. 14, pages 143 and 159).

See p. 311 in Ch. 9 for a note on using a SOLVE formula for this.
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7. As the investor, you're the new lender:

Discount = 16.00% A.P.R

PMT, PMT, PMT, PMT, PMT,

T PMT, T PMT, I PMT,

Month 2 3 4

1

T PMT, I PMT, 1 PMTZI PMT, T PMT, I PMT, T PMT, ] PMT,

L C G G
T) )l I) )I

143 144 145 146 147 148 202 203 204

?  Press [EE2)RET. and:

(3)(6)(0)I)(2)=3 ()ooo)oJ+/-) MM(o)MLGN.

Result: PMT=923.73  The payment on the first mortgage.

(24I)3)A(3o)o)oo[+/-) IEEMIGIA.. ..

Result: PMT=331.47  The payment on the second.

 

K3, and enter the scenario (omitting

the unknown initial flow, asin problems 1 and 2): [H38E3%, and:

(0)(NPUT) (no initial cash-flow besides the unknown)

(ALG) or
(9]2)5]J7)sJENTER]3]51]-J47]+ (RPN)

(INPUT) (your combined payments...) (1]4]4)(INPUT)(for 12 years...)

(...and 5 more years of the second)

[EXTIEM, and (ALG) or (RPN) ()&)INPUT[1)2)5)
L... Answer: NPY=83,714.46

The price of this double mortgage that will yield you 16%.

To yield 17.5%:

(75)=1)2]=) (ALG) or (RPN) (A7)5INPUT1]2]=

BNL. Answer: NPY=7¥3,431,48

See p. 311 in Ch. 9 for a note on using a SOLVE formula for this.
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8. Here is the proposed scenario:

2 Discount = 18.00%A.P.R.

Year1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

(months) '
e

TTTTTT

 U0UU
U

O

First, find the NPV which the lease payments must “balance:”

At the CFLO Menu: I3 (4]0]0]o)oJINPUT]

(oJINPUT]5]9JINPUT)(4]0]0]0] +/-) INPUT)(INPUT) (EXIT) IXTHA

and (1]8]+]1]2]=)(ALG) or (1]8]INPUT]1)2]+) (RPN) IFEEILTEN.. ..
NPVY=38,362.82 The payments must “balance”this.

Now, as in problem 4, when you don’t know the amount ofa given

 

cash-flow—but you do know its NPV—use a $1 cash-flow. That

NPV isproportionally less than that ofthe unknown cash-flow, so

the ratio of the NPV’s is the amount of the unknown cash-flow:

[EXIT)@CLEAR DATA)IEH)+/-)(INPUT) (4 in advance, plus the first)

(J+/~)inPuT)(2)INPUT)  (0)(INPUT)(2)(INPUT)
(0]INPUT)3JINPUT) (1)+/=JinPuT)6]INPUT)  (0)(NPUT)(2)(INPUT)

(1)+/=JINPUT]8]INPUT)
(0)(NPUT)(2)(INPUT)
(1)+/=JINPUT]8)INPUT)  (0)(INPUT)(2)(INPUT)
(0]JINPUT]3]INPUT] (1]+/=JINPUT]6JINPUT)  (EXIT)

(Remember that the final 4 payments were paid in advance)

EMEALEN.... NPY=-23.64 Then and

(X)3)8]3)6)2)-J8)2]=) (ALG) or (3]8]3)6)2I-J8]2)X)(RPN)
Result: -15496.36 The monthly lease payment amount.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Ifyoudo alot ofleasing calculations, see page 311 in Chap-

ter 9 for a note on using a SOLVE formula.
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9. This is like #5 (page 214), but all expenses are tax-deductible.

Also, there is depreciation (31.5 years, Straight Line); the capital

gain is the difference between the re-sale and depreciated values.

Ending balance of the down-payment money invested:

IS (DEAEXT), and
(2)ICI (3] (o)o]o]o) (*/-)MM (o) I

(1]5]=)3)3%]=) (ALG) or (1] 5]JINPUT]3] 3]%J—) (RPN)

Bil.. Answer: FY=36,333.081

Monthly lease payment: (7]5J0]+/=) -r28.88 (Year 1)

(+]5]%]=) (ALG) or INPUT]5]%]+]) (RPN) -787.08 (Year 2)

Yearly insurance (LEASE): (85[+/=-[X[1]2]=) (ALG)

or (85[+/-[INPUT]1)2]X) (RPN) -1,828.88 (Year 1)

[+]5)%)=) (ALG) or (5]%]+) (RPN) -1,871.88 (Year 2)

Monthly util./mnt. (LEASE): (2]2)o)]+/5) -228.88 (Year 1)

(+5)%]=) (ALG) or (INPUT]5%]+ (RPN) -231.80 (Year 2)

tax(LEASE):

(ALG) or
4y672.88 (Year 1)

78]71sXo+o7LA)X2T3)1DIXI3)3%)=) or

(7]8]7)-5INPUTAoX1oL7+12JiINPUT) 2]3]1IX]+]3)3]%)

34866.94 (Year 2)

 

         

Yearly insurance (BUY): (6]o]+/-IX][1]2)]=) (ALG)

or (6[o)+/-JINPUT]1)2]X) (RPN) -728.88 (Year 1)

(+]5)%]=]) (ALG) or (RPN) -706.88 (Year 2)

Monthly util./mnt. (BUY): (2]5]0]+/-] -298.08 (Year 1)

(+]5)%)=) (ALG) or (INPUT]5]%]+) (RPN) -262.068 (Year 2)
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Net vearly property taxes:

(ALG) or
BXFA%EEE)(RPN) -898,12 (Year 1)

XS ]=)(ALG) or
GGEEEX(RPN)  -963.13 (Year 2)

Monthly mortgage payment: (At TVM) [E1(1])2)A

TEXIT)4]IEIM(o)IEESTA (7o)oo)o)NN(o)M

IZA.... PHT=-673.32

Mortgage balance: 24)ICIEEN.... FY=-67,262.88

Mortgage interest yearly tax relief: [T,

(2)TI(/SXE)E)%)=) or /-3)3)%) 25292.88 (Year 1)

CERECIM/IXE)3%) or (H/-)3)3)%) 23232.77 (Year 2)

Mortgage points yearly tax relief: (7]JoJoJoJo)X2]%][X]3]3]%]+]

(2]=)(ALG) or (7]o)o)ooJiNnPUT2)%2J+3)3)%)(RPN) 231,068

Depreciation yearly taxrelief: (7]5JoJoJoJ+)3)1]-J5X]3]3]%]=]

(ALG) or (7)s) o)ooJiNnpuT31-5)=3)3)%) (RPN) 783.71

tax(BUY):
L(ALG) or (a)o)o)iNPuT(7)2)

(12INPUT2)5[0JX[H3)3)%) (RPN) 14339.68 (Year 1)

(2]x]2]6]2]-Js+H[7)5)6]x]3]3]%]=]) (ALG) or

X7(RPN) 1,288.98 (Year 2)

Proceeds atresale: (1]1)5]0JoJo)—)e]%]=)(ALG)or(1]1]5]0]0]o]

INPUT[8)%]=) (RPN) 188,188,808  (Gross proceeds)

=LoJololoJo=LJ2)X7so]oo)+31-S5=)(ALG) or

(1]0]oJoJo)oJiNnpuT)7]5]0]oJoJinpUT]31-[5[+]2X]=)=] (RPN)
12,861.90 (Gain)
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GEOXAH0000008080800808008080
INPUT]- J3]3)X]=) (RPN)

Month

1 2 ¢c 11

36,293.49

The completed LEASE diagram:

4,672.80

12 13 14 15 ¢ ¢ 20 21

(Net proceeds)
4 3,866.94

4

23 24
  

2,252.77

231.00

:
-
 

J7) J7) ;231oo¢23100}

1750.00 1750.001787.501787.54787.5(1 1787.54787.50178750

l220.00 ‘220.00‘220.00‘231 .00‘231 .OO‘ ‘231 .00‘231 .00‘231 .00

80,000.00 1,071.00

1750.00 )

The completed BUY diagram:
1750.00

1359.60

1750.00

2,292.80

11 ,020.00

t 231.00

785.71
Month

12 T 13 14 15 ¢ ¢ 20 21 22 23 24
>

67552 1675.521675.521675.54675.5% 675.521675.5%675.521675.52l675.521675.52

$250.00 *250.00‘250.0(1262.50‘262.50‘ ‘262.50‘262.50‘262.50‘262.50‘262.50‘262.50

30,000.00 898.12

140000 1756.00

11400.00

l Nowfind the NPV ofeach scenario, usingthe 7% cashfund rate
720.00

963.13

as the discount rate (less tax): MAN)IETREITN, etc. (you know

how to key in the above diagrams). Then, for each, [8

(7)1)3%)=2)=) (ALG) or (7]INPUT]3]3]%)=]1)2]+) (RPN)

The company would be slightly better off leasing the building.

Ifyou do many lease/buy analyses, see p. 311 in Ch. 9 for a note on using a Solver formula.

LEASE: NPY=-13,823.31
BUY: NPY=-14,621.36
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10. At the TVM Menu: [HE(1)2)AEIHEXT). Then:

(3)&Io)Ao)I(o)IT...
PMT=-877.57 (first mortgage payment)

(12I-IR0MM0]
EEBELZA.... PMT=-658.22 (second mortgage payment)

The complete pictures, from the lender’s (your) point of view...
25,000

 

 

 

month

2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200 2,200

1?21:;?( (fssteofmfeztsat ( (f117?118f119?120 2,200

1877.s7t t ) J t ] e7757y | oy ° R
658.22 658.22 877.57 . . . 87757 . . .

10,000

50,000

...and from the borrower’s point of view:

100,000

50,000 50,000

month

i 2 3 ¢ ( 179 180 181 182 183 (¢ 239 240 241 242 243 ((358 359 360

T T YT el T 10T ]
1000 87757 877.57 l 2200 . . . .. 2200 ... 2200

1000 658.22 . . . .. . 65822

25,000

At the CFLO Menu, key in each ofthese scenarios and calculate

their IRR%’s (you should know the keystrokes by now).

Result (your scenario): IRR¥%=1.41

Annualize: X[1)2]=) (ALG) or (1J2)X)(RPN)  16.97

Result (borrower’s scenario): IRR%=0,88

Annualize: (X[1]2]=) (ALG) or (RPN) 18,31

See page 311 in Ch. 9 for a note on using a SOLVE formula for this kind of calculation.
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11. Nothing toit—just GET anew CFLO list and key in the numbers:

IETHEGH - ...What's this?

 
 

MANY/NO SOLUTIONS: KEY
IN GUESS; CSTOT ¢ IRR%Y      

This is one of those cash-flow scenarios that has more than one

IRR%—more than one discount rate that will give an NPV of

zero. The display tells you to key in a guess and press(ST0) HIE.

It will then home in on the nearest solution.

What'’s a good starting guess? Something modest—say, 12%? So

press (1)2)STOHTA.... Result: IRR%=17.77  Not bad.
 

But you've just been told that there is more than one solution, so

try to find another—just for comparison. Try a much more

pessimistic guess: (0)(STO) K&... Result: IRR¥%=-9,49
 

WhichIRR%isright? Will you be losing or makingmoney on this

housing deal?

It’s not easy to tell—neither percentage is necessarily “right.”

Remember that IRR% is simply a number that, when used as the

discount rate, happens to make the NPV balance at 0. It doesn’®

always mean that your dollars are actually accruing that much

interest—as this example demonstrates.
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So thisis one ofthose times whenyou cannot simply look to IRR%

to tell you your “yield.” But, fortunately, there’s another very

logical way to calculate your “yield,” the Financial Management

Rate of Return (FMRR). Here’s how it works:

When you invest money in any one place, you're choosing not to

invest it somewhere else. Presumably, you do so because this

investment best suits your needs—acceptable levels of risk and

liquidity and, within those constraints, a good rate ofreturn. But

picture how you would actually make the investment(s) in the

required schedule....

Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

226

Where will you get the money at each of the

required dates of the investments?

From a bank account or another readily liquid

account thatisyieldingyou atleast alittleinterest

in the meantime—say, a money market account.

As you receive returns on these housing invest-

ments, what will you do with that money?

Ifyou have more investments (outflows) left on the

schedule, you’ll certainly use this money to supply

those cash-flows. As for any excess, since you're

clearly willing to risk that money to the degree of

risk of the housing project, you’ll probably put

these excess returns into some other equally risky

investment—a “risk-rate” account—until the end

of the housing venture.
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To summarize this strategy:

* You start with a certain amount ofcash in a liquid account,

earning interest at some “safe rate” until youinvestitinthe

housing project.

¢ You also use interim returns to supply any subsequent

investments in the schedule.

* You let all excess returns “ride” in a higher-yielding (“risk-

rate”) account until the end of whole investment venture.

Keep in mind that this isn’t any big secret formula. It’s what any

competent financial manager does—just common sense, really—

which is exactly why it’s used for the FMRR.

Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

CFLO Quiz Solutions

Under this strategy, what’s the very minimum

amount of money ($MIN) you’ll actually need to

commit at the beginning ofthe housing deal to get

the ball rolling?

Justenough sothatit—plus anyinterimreturns—

will grow sufficiently in that account to supply all

your necessary investments (outflows).

What’s the maximum amount of money ($MAX)

you can expect to hold in your hands at the very

end of this whole venture?

It’s the ending balance of your risk-rate account,

where you have put all excess returns (those not

needed for further investments).
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What you’re doing, then, is reducing your entire investment

scenario to this single-investment/single-return model:

$MAX

Year 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

$MIN

So the only question, really, is how to calculate $MIN and $MAX.

The complication is the sharing of returns (positive cash-flows).

Thatis, what portion ofthese returns must you hold in your safe-

rate account to cover investments (outflows) yet to be disbursed;

and what portion can you salt away in your risk-rate account? To

figure this out, you work backward in time—from the last cash-

flow to the first—clearing each flow as you go, by discounting it

back or sending it forward.:

e Ifa cash-flowis negative, you discount it back in time—using

the safe rate as your discount rate—to add to the previous

cash-flow. Why notjust discount this negative flow all the way

back to $MIN, just like an NPV calculation? Because it might

be covered by a previous positive cash-flow, in which case you

don’t need to commit any funds for it as part ofyour minimum

up-front commitment, $MIN. Thus, youwork back one flow at

a time, looking for positive flows to offset negative flows.

e Ofcourse, ifa cash-flow ispositive, you can send it all the way

forward—added to $MAX at the end of the scenario—using

the risk rate as the discount rate. You can salt this flow away,

because you don’t need any ofit to cover future negative cash-

flows (working backward, you've already cleared them all).
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Watch as you work backward through each of the cash-flows in

the housing scenario. Assume a 6% safe rate and a 15% risk rate:

“Discount -$10,000 back 1 period at 6%:”

 

50,000 50,000

25,000

Year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

10,000 l _~¥10,000

25,000 »
25,000 9,433.96

50,000.00

“Discount -$10,000-$9,433.96 back 1 period at 6%:”

 

50,000 50,000

25,000

Year
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 1

y 10,000
25,000 25,000 ,/'/ h :/oy

/,/ 9,433.96)
50,000.00 ;

18,333.93 |¥

“Discount -$25,000-$18,333.93 back 1 period at 6%:”

 

 

50,000 450,000

25,000

Year
1 2 3 4 5 6 | 7 |

1 1

25,000 /1 125,000
S

50,000.00 Py

Ly
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“Send $50,000-$40,881.06 forward 3 periods at 15%:”

 

 

 

 

50,000 50,000
"
|

25,000 ! .! 1L >113,868.76
p o

Year1 2 3 4 |5 6 7
: { T T

||
25,000 ]

40,881.06
50,000

“Discount -$25,000 back 1 period at 6%:”

50,000
A

25,000
13,868.76

Year 1 2 3 4 . 5 . 6 , 7 T

2ashest 1
’ ’ 25,000

50,000

“Send $50,000-$23,584.91 forward 5 periods at 15%:”

 

  

 

453,130.19
50}0..0,9

25,000 i
1 413,868.76

Year 1 2 E i3 1 4 1 5 1 6 . 7
E i T T T

v
23,584.91

“Send $25,000 forward 6 periods at 15%:”

457,826.52

/ 453,130.19

7

25'{000/ 413,868.76

Year 1 ) 2 . 3 4 5 , 6 7   
50,000
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Notice that in this case, $MIN is simply the initial -$50,000.

Now here are the keystrokes for the entire solution—all done at

the TVM Menu: @MAN)EETHBNTR()AEXT). Then:

(1](0) o)o)o)I(o)WM(1)NI(6FEST:dI..
PY=-9,433.96

(=[]oJoJo)o]=]+/-] (ALG) or (1] o) o]o]o]-J+/-) (RPN) il
...FY=-18,333.93

(=I2X5)0JoJo]=]+/-) (ALG)or (2] 5) o)ooJ-J+/-) (RPN)
....FY=-48,881.06

(510Jo)o)o]=]+/-] (ALG) or ()o)o]o]o]+H+/-) (RPN) Il

GENCG)EENEN.. FY=13,868.76

(215)0o]o)N(1)NN(o) EESTA...
PY=-23,384.91

+[5]0JoJoJo]=]*/-) (ALG) or (5]o)oJoJoJ+J+/-) (RPN) Il

)OGSFY=33,130,1%

(2]5)0Jo]oJ+/-) (ALG) or (2]sJ0]o)oJ+/-] (RPN) NIl
(&)M...FY=57,826.52

Now find the growth rate that transforms $MIN into $MAX:

(7M(5)0)o]o)o]+/~)M, then

0§800008060068808080088H08088801,

280000860MM1880800000L83080080880
(Result: 124,823.47 This is $MAX)
 

NowMEEA...Answer: I[4YR=13.96 Your FMRR— a good

estimate of your rate of return in this housing scenario.

Ifyoudo a lot ofFMRR calculations, you maywant to use a Solver

formula. See the note on page 311 in Chapter 9.
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At the TVM Menu, press [HEI(1)AEXIT). Then:

(3)(5)0) (o)o)I(o) IGZEEN (1)M()EESTAM.. ..

PY=-33,818.87

(7Y5]0oo]=]+/-) (ALG) or (7]5]o]o]oJ+[+/-) (RPN)I

MG..FY=47,178.60

(6]o)oJoo)GIMNIN. ...

PY=-36,603.77

(+1)5)o)o)o=]*+/-) (ALG) or (1]5) o]o]oJ+H]+/-) (RPN)

....FY=-39,248.84

(+[1X5)o)o)o]=J+/-) (ALG) or (1]5]0]ooJ+]+/-) (RPN) il

Il.PVY=-22,876.27

(—]7]5]0J0)o)=) (ALG) or (7]5]0]0Jo)J=) (RPN)

Result: =973 876.27  This is $MIN. 

NowI(¢)T, then

(2]oJoJoJoJoJ+471)7o)=] or(2)0]oJoooiINpuT]4]71]7o)+
(Result: 247y 178,88 This is $MAX)

EENEE.... Answer: [4YR=16.78 The FMRR.

To compare this to the IRR%, key in the scenario as a CFLO list

(you know the keystrokes by now, right?), then EA.. ..

Result: [RR%=28.69

Which is more accurate? Look at it this way: IRR% is the rate

at which your money appears to grow only while it is invested,

and it doesn’t account at all for what happens to the returns—the

positive flows—afteryou receive them (recall pages 199-201). On

the other hand, your FMRR assumes that you reinvest excess

returns at a rate of 6%. Which is closer to reality?
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18. Here’s the T-bar of the situation:

$
(260,250.00)

12,896.21

14,497.94

16,834.26

19,244.19

414,242.63 u.p
w
w
»
—
*
o
‘
%

Now, you could just grind out the FMRR at the TVM Menu, as in

problems 11 and 12. Or, you could observe that all the cash-flows

except the initial flow are positive. So $MIN is the initial flow.

And notice therefore, that, to find $MAX, you’ll just be sending

all the positive values forward, using the risk rate, summing the

results. That’s an NFV (Net Future Value) calculation—and it’s

available onthe CFLOMenu. Similarto NPV, NFVsendsall cash-

flowsforward (rather than back), summingthe results at the end

of the timeline (instead of the beginning).

So use NFV to find $MAX: At the CFLO Menu, GET a new list (or

clear the current one). Then: (just thepositive flows)

(1142]8)7)(-L)4JINPUT]INPUT)
(118183)4)-J2)sINPUT[INPUT] (1]9)2414]-L1SJINPUT]INPUT]
4Je)3INPUTIINPUT)  ([EXIT) EME(C)EEEEEAE.. ..

Result: NF¥=583,241.86  This is $MAX.

 

Now go to the TVM Menu for the final calculation:

EXTIEXIT)N(STO)MM[T(1)A(EXIT)
(2]8]025o)+~ IEE(5N

FEA.... Answer: [#YR=14,18 The FMRR.
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14. The two alternatives: Yy $

0 (2,000.00)

1 (2,000.00)

. : (2,000.00)
10.00% A.P.R fver 6 (2,000.00)

Year123 ‘‘‘‘‘ I8Illl|lllllllllIIIIIIlllIY?alr35 7 O.OO

PrreveYy(oo : 0.00
2,000.00 ea. 34 0.00

35 ?

y $

0 0.00

1 0.00
10.00% A.P.R : 0.00

FV=?

Year 123 78910 Year 35 0.00
e 7 (2,000.00)ooT | 60000

34 (2,000.00)

35 ?

Your strategy: Find the Net Future Value (NFV) ofeach scenario.

The save-early plan: At the CFLO Menu, clear the current list

(@CLEARDATA)) or NAME it and GET a *NEW list. Then:

(2]0] 0]oJINPUT]

(2]0J0Jo[INPUT]

EE(o)BN,... Answer: NFY=388,991.73

The save-later plan: to the CFLO Menu, §Ja), then:

(0)(INPUT)
(0)(INPUT)
UBEOE
(0)(INPUT)(INPUT)(EXIT)

EMELEN... Answer: NFY=293,261.86
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15. To find an overall rate of return, ignore the fund names (A-B-C).

Notice, however, that the time periods between cash-flows are

uneven (the machine can’t handle this). Stymied? Not totally.

Look at the dates of those investments. Why not designate the

period in the analysis to be a half-month (24 peryear)? It’s a little

imprecise, but the errorisonly aday or twoin any given case, and

the analysis spans about 5 years, so it’s a decent approximation:

70,255

0 11 16 ,18 27 37, ,40 45 49 54 62 66
18

1,000 1,000 1,000

3,000 2,500 2,500 3,000 3,000
3,500

1,500

4,000

At the CFLO Menu, clear the current list or get a new one. Then:

(o) (iNPUT)(1](0) (INPUT)
(0J(NPUT)(4)(INPUT)
(0)(NPUT)(INPUT)
(0)(NPUT)(8)(INPUT)
(0)(NPUT)(9)INPUT)
(0J(NPUT)(2)(INPUT)
(0)(NPUT)(4)(INPUT)
(0)(INPUT)(3)INPUT]
(0J(NPUT)(4)(INPUT)
(o) INPUT)(7)(INPUT)
(0)(INPUT)(3)INPUT)
(0)(INPUT)(5(INPUT)

(ALG) or
(RPN)

(INPUTINPUT)EXT)IETAITE Answer: IRR%=1.89

Annualize: (X][2]4)=) (ALG) or(2]4]X] (RPN).... 26.22
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Rest Area

Need a break? It’s probably time to stop, stretch your legs, and look at

your map.

e In Chapter 5, you saw several variations on amortized loans,

including balloon payments, negative amortization, loan fees,

differing annuity modes, etc. TVM is the menu to use on such

“smooth-road” problems—they all involve a steady PMT amount.

You also used the ICNV Menu to convert interest rates for these

problems, and you also explored depreciation and bonds.

e Here in Chapter 6, you saw how to represent and then build

uneven cash-flow solutions—the “rougher roads”—withthe CFLO

Menu. Youthenlearned what NPV does and what it means. Next

came IRR%. You saw how IRR%can represent your yield in an

investment scenario—but not necessarily! So you learned when

and how to obtain an alternative investment measure: FMRR.

Next Destination?

Time to check the map again, because here’s anotherjunction. Check

the signs now and choose your route....
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Saving Numbers

Of course, the whole point of “navigating” through the menus of your

HP 17Bi1is to get to places where you can do calculations.

But what about afterwards? What do you do with the results ofthese

calculations? What if you need to use the results from one menu in

some other menu—*“way across town?” O

  
 

 

N

How do you store your answers for later use? And how do you retrieve

this information, edit it, erase it, view it, use it, etc.?

With its continuous memory, the HP 17B11 doesn’t forget numbers, and

you should know how to take advantage ofthis. Up to this point in the

Course, although you kept a few results in the Stack while changing

menus, that’s about the only place you’ve really stored anything. It’s

time to learn about other places (the best places) to save numbers—in

registers and in lists.
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The Numbered Registers

The simplest way to save the result ofany calculation is in a numbered

storage register, so called because that’s how you refer to it—by num-

ber—when you want to store into it or recall from it.

 

Try This: Store the result of 789+5 into register 4.

Solution:  Press(7)8]9)(=)(5)(=)(ALG), or (7] 8]9JENTER[5]=] (RPN),
to get 137. 88, then press(ST0)(4).... Simple, right?

 
 

Now Do This: Clearthe History Stack (bypressing[CLEARDATA)).

Then recall the number you just stored.

Nothing To It:  Press (4).

 

See how these numbered registers can act as convenient holding bins?

And there are ten such registers, numbered 0-9.

Notice that the and keys both copy values. That is, after you

pressed (STO]4), the value 197 . 88 was still in the Stack, too; a copy was

sent to register 4.

Likewise, when you pressed to bring that value back, you were

bringing back a copy of the contents of register 4. Right now, there’s

still a 157.80 in register 4 (clear the Stack and do another (RCL]4), ifyou

want to prove this to yourself).
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Lists of Numbers

So the ten numbered storage registers give you one option for saving

results—the quickest, simplest way. But there’s another, far more so-

phisticated way you may need, too.

For example, what if you have a set of numbers that represent, say,

your income levels for the past 11 years? You can’t store these in the

numbered registers because there are only ten registers. Besides,it

would be very handy to keep all of these figures in one list, so you can

compare them and analyze them.

Well, you can do this—and here’s how: Suppose that you’re an income

property owner, and that the numbers below show the gross annual

rental incomes for 11 different buildings:

 

 

Building Gross Rental Income

1 17,000.00

2 22,000.00

3 21,500.00

4 24,000.00

5 14,500.00

6 19,000.00

7 23,000.00

8 24,000.00

9 24,500.00

10 18,000.00

11 27,000.00
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Starting from the MAIN Menu, press the HIEHl key. You’ll see some-

thing like this:

  

ITEMC1)=7
|CHLL |INRJRELET|NAME]GET{TOTHL       

The SUM Menu is for lists—and you’re about to start building one.

 

Question:

Answer:

How do you start a new list?

First you GET a *NEW (blank) list—so pressd3ll.

The machine then asks you which list you want to get,

and it gives you a choice oflist names on the Menu Line.

If you had already saved some lists of your own, their

names would now appear alongside Eia%l.

But right now, fi[f§] is probably the only game in town,

so choose it. (Actually, therefore, you didn’t need to GET

it at all, since a *NEW list was already in your display,

above. But now you know how to GET any list, new or

named.)

That takes you back to the SUM Menu display (above)—

and you’re ready to enter numbers.
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Fill in the Numbers: Put all eleven items of your rental income

data into this list.

Solution: (Watch your display as you do these key-

strokes. That will tell you a lot about how to

lists work in the HP 17Bi1.):

 

 

Did you notice how the running total of the

items in your list is displayed below?
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But here are some important things to notice

rticularlist, each buildingispaListitems are numbered. In th1.

11.fied by its number, 11s identi

You tell to the calculator to “accept” a number by pressing

(INPUT) Just as with a CFLO list)

2.

Each time you press (INPUT), the machine accepts the number3.

tems.TOTAL of all iand recomputes the

in all eleven ofyour numbers, the machineAfter you've keyed4.

its for the twelfth item....still sits there and wa

1”9Now what? How do you say, “I'm finished                         

R
S
P
S
E
S
H
I
S

R
I
S

 (Read on)

S
S
N
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Editing Your List

First ofall, just ignore your machine’s prompting for anotheritem. It’s

always going to allow you to add one more to the bottom of your list.

But are you sure all your numbers are keyed in correctly? How about

a quick review?

 

Do It: Jump to the beginning ofyour list and step down through it to

check each entry.

How? First, you must move the pointer back up to the top. Remem-

ber the (a) and (¥) keys that roll your History Stack around?

Those keys are good for all sorts oflists and stacks—including

this kind of storage list.

So you could press (a) eleven times to move the pointer back to

item 1. Or you could press fa). That’s a quick way to jump

to the beginning ofthe list, all in one motion (and no prizes for

guessing how to jump to the end of the list again).

So “go first class”—use the f[a)method. Then use(¥)to “walk”

downthelistand checkyour numbers.... Ifyou find a mistake,

simply position the pointer to the erroneous number, key in

the correct value and press (INPUT).

A good indicator that your numbers are all right is that your

TOTAL is 234, 380, 6@.
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Problem:

Solution:

Suppose that you’ve numbered your income properties

according to the time you have owned them—oldest to

newest. But now you sell building 1, which you’ve held

longer than any ofthe others—and buy a new building,

which produces $34,000 in rental income. How do you

change the list?

You delete the first building’s income and then tack on

the new building’s income at the end of the list:

First, press fa)tojump to the top ofthe list, ifyou’re not

there now. Then (to get the menu) and press the

selection. This deletes the item the pointer is cur-

rently indicating—17, 888, 88—the first value in the

list. Remember: the item displayed is the item affected

when you do anything to one item in yourlist.

So now the new first item in your list is 22y 888, B8and

there should be ten items altogether. Jump to the end of

the list (press {f)v)), to check this.... Sure enough, you

see ITEM(11)=7. So key in (3]4)0]0)0) and press

to store it there.

Voil4. You've just updated your 11-building income list.

And notice that your running TOTAL=251, 208,808 is

now up-to-date, too.

 

Notice that this same method works for any fixed-length list intended

to keep a chronological record (for moving averages, etc.): Delete the

oldest value (at the top) and add the newest value to the bottom.
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Analyzing Your List

Ofcourse, you can do much more analysis on your list data than simply

to sum the TOTAL. Press and notice the item on the menu.

Press now and try some of the calculations available:

INEN. .. (you've already seen this).... TOTAL=231, 568,84

BEET...the average data item value.... MEAN=22,863. 64

EAT. ..the median value, the value that is less than halfthe values

but greater than the other half.... MEDIAN=23, 806, B

HIT...the standard deviation is a measure ofhow consistent (closely

grouped around the mean) your data is.... STDEY=3,874.89

[LH. ..the difference between the greatest item value and the

least... RANGE=19, 568, BA

(press RIHA)

I. .the least value in your data set... MIN=14,3588, 00

IEEA. ..the greatest value in your data set... MAX=34, 8680, BB

(Don’t press or right now.)
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NamingYour List

Before you go any fartherinto analyzingthe data in your rental income

list, you should back to the SUM Menu andname it—so that you

can build other lists, do other calculations, and yet be able to GET this

list back again whenever you need it.

 

Problem:

Solution:

Later:

Name your list INCOME.

Press[IRH; then type INCOME. (You type each alphabeti-

cal character via two consecutive menu selections:

IEELITENEM, ctc.) Then press (INPUT). Your list is now

named, and you can to the MAIN Menu.

First, GET a *"NEW list (press HTRAIHA#ET%), to pretend

that you've been working with other lists.

Nowgo GET yourINCOme list (IHSIMIGEN).... As you see,

all named lists appear on the GET Menu, too. But notice

that not all the letters of INCOME will fit into a menu

box. There’s room only for four or five letters, so choose

short names.
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FoReCaSTing with Your List

One of the most common kinds of analysis you’ll probably want to do

with a list of data is to use it to forecast—to predict—something.

 

Example:

Answer:

Suppose you're considering the construction of another

income property—a twelfth building in your list—simi-

lar to the other eleven in quality and location. How can

you predict the annual rental income it might generate?

Use the pattern of rents from the existing buildings to

help you forecast this.

 

 

Problem:

Solution:

Your existing buildings all have different rents because

they are of different sizes (floor square footage). So a

simple average ofthose rents won’t tell you very much—

especially for your new building, which will have quite

a bit more space (5000 ft?).

Create a second list, composed of each building’s rental

floor area, to correlate with its rental income. Use that

correlation (rental income per square foot), to predict

the rental income for your new building.

 

Take it step-by-step....

 

ITe—C—"OOX2SN2,TPATTRKSR SOyXTI[I5XISL0eo3
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Here are the rental floor areas ofyour current 11 buildings, alongside

their annual rents (which you’ve already built into your INCOmelist):

  

Building Rental Floor Area (ft?) Gross Rental Income

1 2,650 $ 22,000.00

2 2,500 21,500.00

3 2,700 24,000.00

4 1,500 14,500.00

5 2,100 19,000.00

6 2,600 23,000.00

7 2,650 24.,000.00

8 2,700 24,500.00

9 2,000 18,000.00 Py

10 2,900 27,000.00 e

11 3,750 34,000.00 £--=

 

 

So: GET and NAME a new list: IHRMEEIAMEAAREARS

Then fill in the data:

(Quick accuracy check: Your TOTAL should be 28,808, B@)
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Now you can use this list of floor areas to forecast the income of your

new building. To do so, you must GET the list of the income data.

 

Do It: Press ANG, then XMBT, then {8 . ..

 

Question:

Answer:

What does SELECT X VYARIABLE mean?

To forecast, you need to decide “what to graph against

what.” So the question your machine is really asking

you is, “Which list is your X-variable data—your area

list (AREAS) or your income list INCOme)?”

Think about it like this: You're looking for a trend that

shows that the income level depends on the floor area.

So your income must be the dependent variable (along

the Y-axis), and therefore area must be the independent

variable (along the X-axis) on your graph:

RENTAL * *
INCOME .

 

BUILDING FLOOR AREA

So, answer the calculator’s prompts by pressing [[{fH for

the X-variable list and Hill for the Y-variable list.
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Question: What does the display mean now?

Answer: Your machineis tellingyouwhichmathematical model—

i.e. what shape curve—it will be using to fit to your data

unless you change it. Press [RI[ and then EI[]§. Your

choices are LINear, LOGarithmic, EXPonential or POWer.

You're looking for the linear relationship between floor

area and rent per square foot. So press [EH.

 

 

Now, what you want is a number—a prediction based upon given floor

area. You want to be able to keyin any floor area and have the machine

tell you corresponding income expected.

 

Easy: Key in the area ofyour new building: (5]0] 0]0)J, then [{TH.

Now press il to find the corresponding income:

INCOME=44,433.47

And now you can play “What-If?” all day like this—with

any building size you wish: Just enter the floor space, and

press [[{TH, then [iMl. What could be simpler?
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Quiz

Quiz

Fill up the Stack with 1. 88, 2,883,88and4.B88. Now use the

numbered storage registers to reverse their order.

Is there a strong non-linear correlation between your building

rents and floor areas? Isit stronger than the linear correlation?

Use the following values of your current eleven properties to

estimate the expected value of your 5000 ft? building now under

construction:

W
0
N
N
k
W
L

P
k

_
-
O

$ 160,000

$ 162,500

$ 180,000

$ 105,000

$ 144,000

$ 175,000

$ 175,000

$ 190,000

$ 140,000

$ 210,000

$ 250,000

253
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Quiz Solutions

 
First, fill up the History Stack: Press (1JINPUT), (2]INPUT), (3]INPUT),

(4). Then extract its four values, storing the numbers into four

cor-responding storage registers: (v) (v) (v)

(ST0[4). Now recall them back to the Stack: (RCL]1)RcL]2){RcL]3)

(RCL4).... Voild! And notice that you don’t need to

the previous History Stack before beginning your recall process.

 

 

 

Those previous values simply “pop offthe top” as you recall more.

When you use the FoReCaSTing feature in the SUM Menu, it

asks youtoSELECT A MODEL. To estimate the incomelikely from

your new building, you selected LIN to find the best straight-line

correlation between floor space and rent. But what about the

other three types of correlations the HP 17B11 can compute—

LOGarithmic, EXPonential and POWer curves? How do you

know which curve type best fits your data? You don’t—not with-

out trying each type. So on the FoReCaSTing Menu, there’s an

item called [HT{dl, that finds the CORRelation coefficient (r) for the

current curve type. This r is a measure of the “goodness” of the

fit of the curve to the data points. The better the fit, the closer r

approaches 1 or -1. Apoorerfit gives an r nearer to 0. So, to find

the best-fitting curve, just compute r for each type:

CIEAGITANTEERE  Result: CORR=6.99 (.987475213604)

CIEAGTAINIEEE Result: CORR=8.96 (.959580918724)

CIEAGMAEEE Result: CORR=8.99 (.988251144624)

CIAECTARTAEEE Result: CORR=6.99 (.986513832084)
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All the fits are quite good (close to 1), but the EXPonential fit is

the best ofthe four. So, what does it predict for the income ofyour

5000 ft2 building? Press EI3BTNEE)TRITHN....

Result: INCOME=37,317.38. That’'sabithigherthanthe LINear

estimate, sothe more conservative amountto count on forincome

from yournewbuildingis still the linear estimate (about $44,500).

3. It’s another forecasting problem.* At the SUM menu, GET and

NAME anew list: IHRREEIMEREAYALS (INPUT). Nowkey in the data:

5)0)o)inpuT)(TATAL=1, 891, SBE, BE)
Press [EXIT)EMARIT, then To forecast the value ofyour new

building based upon its floor area, use [[{TH as your X-variable

and as yourY-variable. Try a linear correlation: Press{3

TR, then to find the predicted value:

VALS=331,063.73 But is linear the best fit?

Find out: [ Result: CORR=8.97 (.974993369088)
MORE[MOOLLOGCORR Result: CORR=8.96 (.956276883471)
MORE[HOOL|E4PCORF Result: CORR=8.97 (.970082365602)

MOREMODLPRCORF Result: CORR=8.98 (.97768675078)
All thefits are quite good (close to 1), but the POWerfit is the best

of the four. And what does it predict for the income of your 5000

ft2 building? Find out: o)o)[IEEEM....YALS=323, 838, 20.

That’s lower than the LINear estimate, and the fit is slightly bet-

ter, so it’s the safer value to assume for the new building.

*If you find yourself needing to do a lot of these comparisons—trying to find the best correlation

coefficient (r)—you might consider using a SOLVE equation. See the note on page 311.
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Which Way Now?

Here’s another fork in the road.

As you’ve heard, the best choice is probably to keep going straight on

through the book. Each topic will teach you a lot about the calculator.

But if you want to, you can “skip around.”

So read the sign now, and make another choice....
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8. TIME TRAVELLING

  



Using the Clock

Hold your place here and flip back for a minute to page 56.... Remem-

ber that big diagram of the TIME Menu “highway and suburbs?” You

didn’t get to explore those then, so now here’s your chance.

 

Basics First: Whattimeisit? What’stoday’sdate? Isit Friday yet?

One Key: To find out all of this from your HP 17B11, go to the

MAIN Menu (fMAN)) and press [FEA. You’'ll see a dis-

play similar to this (but ofcourse, yours will probably

show a different date and time):
 

 

MON 82722793 B2:57:12P

      
One key tells you all that; anytime you want to check

the clock or the calendar, press TIME]

 

But what ifyour HP 17Bi1 clock/calendar is wrong? How do you set it

or adjust it?*

*You’ve had one quiz problem (Chapter 4, problem 2, page 70) that showed you briefly how to set

the time and date, but there’s a lot more to that story.
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SETting the TIME

Suppose that today is actually March 29, 1990, and that it’s about

1:30:36 in the afternoon. To set your HP 17B11 to show this, from the

TIME Menu, press [Hill. You’ll see a display similar to this:

 

 

MON B2-/22-93 B2:37:12P
DATE[TIMEPH]M0J12/24]HELP      

Theideaistokeyinanumberthat representsthe dateorthetime, then

press or IR

 

Like So: Press (3]-J2J 9]1)o)o)o) IThid; (1)-3]o)3]6] L. ..

See how this works? You mimic the order ofthe time and

date numbers as you see them in the display, using the

(-] to separate the months from the days and the hours

from the minutes.

And ifyou ever forget how this works, you can press

for a reminder (do it now, just to see)....

 

The other selections on this menu (EiEl, EN# and [BELDare all format

options for the time and date. Try them now and observe how your

display changes....

And simply press them again to undo the changes.
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ADJuSTing the TIME

When the time and date are just plain wrong as they were on the

previous page, the easiest thing to do is to use [Hill, as you did.

But what if the time is only slightly off—and you want to improve the

accuracy? Use e

 

Ah, Spring:

Do This:

On the first Sunday inApril, most parts ofthe U.S. go

to Daylight Savings Time, setting all clocks ahead by

an hour. So before you step out to get the Sunday

paper, you open your HP 17Bm and...

the SET Menu (if you’re still there), then press

Now, with one keystroke, you can advance or

delay the clockby exactly one hour, one minute, or one

second. So just press IHI#ll, and voila!—you’ve Saved

some Daylight.

 

Anytime you want, you can adjust the clock for more

accuracy. As another example, suppose you notice

that yourHP 17B1is, say, 4 seconds fast, according to

The Official Time. No problem: Just press B3lBl

ESdB, and that’s all there is to it.
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CALCulating with Dates

How do you calculate the number ofdays between two given dates? For

example, how would you calculate how many days in 1990 will be on

Daylight Savings Time, which runs fromApril 1to October 28 (the first

Sunday in April to the last Sunday in October)?

 

Easy: theADJuST Menu, ifnecessary, and press [ffl. Now, the

idea hereis to key in any two dates (using the current date for-

mat, as the display reminds you now), then press [Ti{H to cal-

culate the actual number ofcalendar days between those two

dates. Try it:

(4=JoJ1]1))eo) ERREN (1)0-L28]1])9o) [ThiH
IITA.... Result: ACTUAL DAYS=210.60

 

And you can go the other way, too: ifyou know the number ofdays and

just one of the dates, you can calculate the other date.

 

Like So: What date was 45 days after March 22, 19887 How about

45 days before March 22, 1988?

(3]-J2)2)1)(9)e8) Erl)5IINHATN..
Result: DATEZ=B3-686-1988 FRI

Result: DATEZ2=02/06-1988  SAT
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As you can see, a negative number of DAYS means simply that you go

backward into the past—instead ofahead into the future. Notice that

the calculator assumes that DATE1 is earlier than DATE2: ifyou give

a DATE1 later than a DATE2, the number of DAYS will be negative.

Now, what about those other three items on the CALC Menu: K,

E[Fd and HTH? What do they do?

iseasy—it’sjust a convenient way to see and/or key in the current

date. Try it.... As for the other two items,...

 

Find Out: How many days are there from February 1st to March

1st, in the year 1992?

(2JoJ1)o)e2) [ERE (3-Lo1)1)o)o)2) TiiH
[T... Result: ACTUAL DAYS=29.80
 

Ah, but what ifyou ignore leap-year considerations and

simply assume that every year has 365 days?

Press F[H1.... Result: 3653 DRYS=28. 86

And what ifyou assume that every month has 30 days—

a nice, tidy 360-day year?

Press EAI1.... Result: 368 DAYS=38. 00
 

 

These alternative calendar assumptions help you calculate days be-

tween dates on the “simplified calendars” commonly used for interest

calculations with bonds and other financial instruments.
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Making APPoinTments

Probably the best thing about the TIME Menu in yourHP 17B11is that

it can store appointments for you (up to ten ofthem, in fact)—and then

beep to remind you at the right times.

from the CALC Menu,if you're still there now. Then press E&ll.

You’ll probably see one of the following messages in the display:

SELECT AN APPOINTMENT  (currently, you have no appointments

set for any time in the future.)

DUE: 1,2... SET: 1,2... (some appointments are currently set

or past due)*

Fine. Now, to set up a demonstration appointment, choose one of the

appointments from the menu (say, [E@il). Then press to

clear everything so that you’re ready to begin.

To set an appointment, the idea is to key in (in any order):

* the date and time you want to be reminded ofthe appointment;

e the message you want to see at that time;

* the repeat interval (if any), so that the machine will automati-

cally resetitselfto go offagain after thatinterval (handy for daily

or weekly schedules.

*Don’t worry ifyour machinehas one or more appointments showing as set or past due. These won’t

interfere.
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OK, suppose you want to set an appointment that repeats every 2 min-

utes, starting about 2 minutes from now, with a message that says,

THIS IS OMLY A TEST.

 

Easy: Press EEdl, then follow the display’s instructions, typing a

message and pressing when you finish:*

THIS IS OWLY A TEST. (NPUT)....Thedisplaywill then return

to the APPT Menu.

Now set the repeat interval: Press [dll, then key in (2) and

press [EIGR....Again, the display returns to the APPT Menu.

Next, key in a time that reflectsyour current time, plus about

two minutes, then press (the date should automatically

default to your current date). Be sure that the am/pm setting

is correct (adjust it with E§If] if necessary).

Now the APPT Menu. You should see:

SET: 1 (appointment #1 is now pending.)

So, press fMAN), then turn the page and wait for your appoint-

ment to come due....

 

*Reminder about alphabetic characters: You type these via two-keystroke combinations from the

menu (GIGE=TTTNTOTT]ISIT.. etc.).
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When Your Appointment Comes Due

Evenifyourcalculatoris off, an appointment that comes due will cause

it to turn on, beep at you, and show the message for about 20 seconds.

Here are your options:

e If you press any key (ON] is a good one) during that time, this

automatically acknowledges the appointment, and allows the

machine to reset it for the next repeat interval, if there is one.

e If you don’t press any key until after the beeping stops, the ((e)

annunciator will stay on, to tell you—no matter where you are in

the machine’s menu system—that you have a past due appoint-

ment. To acknowledge it, you must simply go into that appoint-

ment’s menu (press or [AA, etc.—whichever one it was).

Only after you acknowledge it will it reset itself for any repeat.
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5.

Quiz TIME

When it’s 2:00 p.m. in Arch Cape, Oregon, it’s 7:00 a.m. the fol-

lowing day in Okinawa. How do you cure your calculator’s “jet

lag” when travelling back and forth across the International

Date Line like this?

According to your HP 17B11, how many (actual) days are in the

years 2000 and 21007

Set the following appointments in your HP 17Bir:

APPT1: Today, 15 minutes from now

TAKE A BRERK (repeat: 2 hours)

APPT2:  September9, 1999 9:09 a.m.

CATCH PLANE (repeat: 10 days)

APPT3:  February 29, 2040 10:30 a.m.

SEE DENTIST (no repeat)

How do you stop an appointment from repeating? How do you

clear any given appointment? How about all appointments?

Can an appointment come due without beeping at you?
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Answers TIME

Okinawa is 17 hours ahead of Oregon. Or, you can think about

this as being 7 hours less than one day ahead. So, when going

west (to Okinawa), and assuming your HP 17Biris set to Oregon

time, you could do one of the following:

Starting from the MAIN Menu (MAN)), press then

press[ seventeen times (just don’t lose count);

Or, starting from the MAIN Menu (§MAN)), press

Then press IRl seven times, then and set the date to

tomorrow (whatever your current date happens to be, just key in

the date for the next day).

Of course, when going east (to Oregon), you’d do the reverse of

one ofthose two procedures: Use [H#ll seventeen times in a row;

or use [E[#M seven times in a row and SET the date to yesterday.

From the MAIN Menu (press fMAN)), pressIIFTEH.

Then (1]JoJ1J2)0]0]0] (1JoJ1)2oo]1] ...
Answer: ACTUAL DAYS=366.680

(1o21(o)o] immEN (1-Jo121)o1) TIiH ITHH....

Answer: ACTUAL DAYS=365.68

The year 2000 is a leap year, but the year 2100 is not (you might

want to read up on the rules of leap years to find out why this is

the case).
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3. Starting from the MAIN Menu (MAN)), press EEd, then

select EAIl. Now key in some time about 15 minutes from now

(using the format HH. MM), then press (the current date will

automatically be entered at this point).

Then: GEATAKE A BREAK (NPUT);

then IEM (2)[T and (EXIT).

Next: Press ERH, and (9]JoJ9J1)9)9]o)i, (9)-o]o) HiH;
then QEACATCH PLANE (NPUT);

then IEZIM(1)(0)T and EXIT).

Next: EGE, then (2]-)2]9)2)o)4]o) ITid*(1)o]-J3)HER,;
then EEASEE DENTIST (NPUT), then [ITH, and EXIT).

4. To stop an appointment from repeating, from the MAIN Menu

(@MAN)) press EEd, then select the appointment you’re

interested in—say, APT1 (press [, for example. Then select

K38LI, to specify no repeat.

To clear an appointment altogether, from the MAIN Menu(ffMAN))

press BEAETEE, then select the appointment you want to clear—

say, APT1 (press [E@il). Then {J[CLEARDATA).

To clear all appointments at once, from the MAIN Menu (fMAN))

press E&d, then and respond with3l to the

machine’s request for confirmation of this “sweeping purge.”

**Whoops—say! That’s a Wednesday! Guess we'll have to reschedule! How about...next year...?”
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5. Well, the machine will always ¢ry to beep when an appointment

comes due, but you won’t hearitifthe beeper is turned off. Press

and notice the menu item called 33d. Press it once....

The beeper message changes: BEEPER ON: APPTS OMLY

This is just like having the beeper turned off—i.e. anytime the

beeper would normally sound, it will be silenced—except for ap-

pointments, so that you won’t miss them.

Now press B33l once more.... BEEPER OFF

In this mode, you never hear a beep, not even for appointments.

Now press B33 again to set the beeper toJN again.... Asyoucan

see, 13l is a three-way switch that controls the beeper.

Whither Now?

Time to check the map again, because here’s another junction.

As usual, it’s best to simply keep on going, straight through the book.

But check the signs now and choose your route....
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Memory Space: The Final Frontier

So much for civilization. Now you’re on your own.

Now you need to learn how to solve problems for which there are no

calculations already built into your HP 17B1. You need to learn how

to go places that just aren’t on the map.

“How?”

You literally add to your calculator’s “map”—invent your own solu-

tions. And once you’ve invented these formulas, you store them in a list

in the machine, where they reside until you need them again. Of

course, you can erase them, too, when you don’t need them anymore.

 

But since your customized formulas will take up space in the memory

of your HP 17B11, you need to know a little more about that memory

before you start building your formulas....
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First of all, recall (from Chapter 7) what the numbered registers are

all about: There are ten ofthem, called 0-9, and each stores just one

number at a time—usually some value you want to keep “on the side”

for awhile.

But you’ve discovered other registers, too: As you recall (from Chapter

4), the names that appear on a calculations menu are really names of

built-in registers used by that menu. You vary their values when

playing “What-If,” so these are called “variable registers,” or just

“variables.”

The point is, every variable uses space in your calculator’s memory.

Sometimes, the same variable is used in more than one formula. For

example, you saw how the variables COST and PRICE are actually

shared between the MU%C and MU%P formulas. When you stored a

valueinto the variable PRICE at the MU%CMenu, that value was still

there when you moved over to the MU%P Menu and pressed (RCL)I#H3.

A Picture ofMemory

The variable registers used by the built-in formulas are indeed built

intothe machine. You canreset their values to zero, but you can’t erase

their formulas. But that’s not the case for your “user memory.” There

you can create (and delete) new lists, formulas and registers of your

own.

For example, here’s a picture ofhow yourHP 17Bi1r’s memory probably

looks right now:
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Numbered Registers

o]
L]
2]
3]
4]
J
6]
7]
8[|
o[ ]

CFLO Lists

FRED

EVEN

UNEVEN

SOLVE Formulas 

Built-In Variables
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L1 L L] L] 1 L]
OLD NEW %CH COST PRICE M%  M%P

L 1] [ ][] @&pm
DATE TIME MIN  HR DAY WEEK

L1 ) ) )
DATE TIME MIN  HR DAY WEEK (APT2)

(APT3)

(APT10)

11 1 ] ]
DATE TIME MIN  HR DAY WEEK

) O L) )
N I%R PV PMT FV

(And so on, for all the variables of the built-in menus)

SUM Lists

INCOME

AREAS
VALS

SOLVE Variables

(Nothing here so far)

Appointment Messages
 

(APPT1:) TAKE A BREAK
(APPT2:) CATCH PLANE
(APPT3:) SEE DENTIST  
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Ofcourse, you haven’t created any formulas or formula variables yet—

which is what this chapter is all about:

 

Full Speed Ahead: From the MAIN Menu, press the key, and

enter the world of HP SOLVE:

 

 

{NEW> FOR HEW EQUATION
CHLECEDIT[UELET]MEI     
 

Thisisthe SOLVE Menu, where you go to create

or use a formula of your own. The machine is

now expecting you to calculate with, edit or

delete an existing formula, or begin to type in a

new one.
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Creating Formulas

For openers, since you're “driving” through this Easy Course, how

about a simple little formula to help you figure your gas mileage?

 

Do It:

Solution:

Create an equation for gas mileage. Then compute your

mileage for a trip of350 miles that used 12 gallons ofgas-

oline. Ifthe car has a 15 gallon tank, how far could you

have gone before the last “fumes” ran out?

AttheSOLVE Menu, press[Efand type MPG=MILE+GAL

(in other words, pressMHRIIEECIAIRGETN(-).. .,

etc.). Then press (INPUT), then [ETMd. The machine will

verify your formula to make sure that it understands

everything you typed, and this is what you’ll see:

  

(some number is here)
|MPG [MILE      

And now you know whatto do:

(W

BEA Answer: MPG=29.17

Now for that old familiar “What-Iffing:” Change the

number of gallons to the maximum: (1]5)M.

And calculate how many miles you could have gone:

BEE.... Answer: MILE=437.3568
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All right, you're happy with the way your formula works, but suppose

you’d like to rename the variables in it. What do you do?

 

Edit It: Instead ofB, you want [fIf8; and instead of[HiM, you

want [{&.

Solution: to the SOLVE Menu an press [I¥{ll. You will see this

display:
 

 

MPG=MILE+GAL
TIIR(VT      

The blinking cursor shows you where your editing will

occur, but of course you can move it around: Press|IEZl.

It goes one space over. Press (JJIEEl. It goes all the way

to the end ofthe formula (just as {fJv) goes all the way to

the bottom of a list).* And now, since you’re there, type

WEATHI to change GAL to GALS.

Next press EXIT), thenBlIESIERN, then

again. Notice how the cursor inserts in

front of the character currently under it. So press

and and you’re done—press (INPUT).

Now press to let the machine verify the formula

again, and then you’ll see your modified variable names

come up on the menu.

 

*The other pair ofselections on the menu, |33 and B2, move the cursor one screenful at a time—

very handy for quickly proofreading long formulas, as you may discover later.
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Problem:

Solution:

Some service stations sell gasoline by the liter. Write

yourself an equation to help you convert between liters

and gallons so that you can still use your mileage form-

ula (there are about 3.785 liters in a U.S. gallon).

to the SOLVE Menu, then press [El and type this

formula:

LTRS=GALSx3. 785

Press(INPUT) and then [K§.... Your conversion formula.

  

Try It:

Solution:

On another trip, you used 40.7 liters to cover 306 miles.

What was your mileage?

Press (4]0]-[7)IR[A, then [TTH.

Answer: GALS=18,73

Now to the SOLVE Menu, move up to the mileage

equation (press (a)), and press[

Then press (RCU[, and notice that GALS is already set

to 18.73. Simply by spelling its name the same in each

equation, you have created a shared variable.

Now key in what you need to finish the calculation:

and BEA.... Answer: MPG=28.46
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Take a look at the memory diagram of your machine now:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numbered Registers Built-In Variables

o[ I | | | ] 1 ] ] ]
1 [:] OLD NEW %CH COST PRICE M% M%P

2] I | | | | | | | (APT1)
3 [: DATE TIME MIN HR DAY WEEK

4 I | | | | | | I
s DATE TIME  MIN HR DAY  WEEK (apTy)

6
7] :
s

[

] ) (APT3)
o[ .

APT10
s 1 S so
DATE TIME MIN HR DAY WEEK

C 0 | | | | | |
N 1%YR PV PMT FV
 

(And so on,for all the variables of the built-in menus)

 

CFLO Lists SUM Lists Appointment Messages

FRED INCOME (APPT1:) TAKE A BREAK

EVEN AREAS (APPT2:) CATCH PLANE

UNEVEN VALS (APPT3:) SEE DENTIST

SOLVE Formulas SOLVE Variables

MPG = MILS + GALS MPG

LTRS = GALS x 3.785 MILS

GALS

LTRS  
 

How much more room do you have? Ifyou’re curious, just press MEM)

to see the percentage of the total memory still available.... Now try

another problem, to become more familiar with the rules of SOLVE....
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A contractor often quotes the square-footage area of the rectangular

concrete slabs he lays and then figures the cubic yards of mixed

concrete necessary for thejob. He knows the length and width (in feet)

of the slab, and its depth in inches—and he orders ready-to-pour

concrete only in whole cubic yards (no extra fractions of yards).

 

First: Devise a SOLVE formula to help him compute the area ofa

slab, in square feet.

Easy: You get area by multiplying length by width. So an area

formula isn’t too much of a problem:

AREA=LOMNGxWIDE

 

 

Next: Devise a SOLVE formula to help the contractor find the

volume of concrete required for a given slab.

OK: You get volume when you multiply length by width by

depth—or, multiply area by depth. So here’s a formula:

vOL=AREAXDEEP

 

That’s about all there is to the logic ofthe formulas—but you must take

care to keep your units consistent! You can’t expect to get a volume in

cubic yards by multiplying a length and width in feet and a depth in

inches. After all, what kind of unit is a “foot*foot’inch?” It’s neither a

cubic foot, nor a cubic inch, nor a cubic yard.
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To use your formulas meaningfully, therefore, you must key in all your

dimensions in the same unit. Things work fine as is for your area form-

ula, but as you just observed, your input units aren’t consistent with

one another, nor do they match the output units you need in your vol-

ume formula. To get the right result, you would have to convert the

inputs to other units at the time you key them in—not too convenient.

Suggestion: Let the calculator do these conversions for you. That is,

build the conversions into the formulas, thus allowing the inputs to be

in the conventional-but-inconsistent units that the contractor would

be likely to use—depth in inches; length and width in feet.

 

How?

Hmm:

How do you modify your formulas to do this?

The area formula doesn’t need to change at all; multiplying

feet x feet gives area in square feet. But the names of the

variables should probably be improved, though,to tell you

which units they assume:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

Thisis agood habit—makingthe name ofavariable tell you

as much as possible about it.

The volume formula needs some work: First, you convert

the depth in inches to depth in feet by dividing the number

of inches by 12: VOL=FTLGxFTWDxCINDP+12)

But that’s cubic feet, so now divide by 27 (because 27 cu.ft =

1cu. yd.): VYLYD=CFTLGXFTWDxCINDP+12))+27
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About those parentheses: You don’t really need them here. They’re

included simply to remind you ofthe reasons for the 12 and the 27. If

you omit them, the result will be the same, because ¥ and = have the

same priority of evaluation in a formula.

The HP 17Birdoesn’t evaluate a SOLVE formula in quite the same way

as it evaluates an ALGebraic* arithmetic problem. For instance, to

compute 2+(3%x5) viaALGebraic arithmetic, you press (2)+)((]3)X)(5)(=),

because the machinejust works left-to-right ifyou don’t use parenthe-

ses. But the SOLVE formula A=2+3x%3 will produce the same result

without parentheses, because the X has a higherpriority ofevaluation

than does the +.

So keep in mind that the HP 17B11 does not simply proceed left-to-right

when evaluating a SOLVE formula; it evaluates according to the fol-

lowing list of different operations:

» First are the functions, such as SBRT(A+B ), which is “the square

root of A+B.”

e Next comes exponentiation,such asA™3J, i.e. ‘A raised to the fifth

power.”

e Next in line are multiplication (X) and division (+).

¢ Last of all come addition (*+) and subtraction (=).

e When evaluating two or more operations of the same priority,

then the calculator works left-to-right.

*With SOLVE formulas, you don’t have the choice of arithmetic methods: The syntax for SOLVE

formulas is only algebraic—parentheses and all—no RPN.
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Those are the rules that tell you ifyou need parentheses in your form-

ulas. Ofcourse,ifit’s too much to remember, you canjust go ahead and

use parentheses anyway—to be on the safe side.

Back to the problem ofthose concrete slabs. Here are the two formulas

you’ve developed—without unnecessary parentheses:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

VLYD=FTLGxFTWDx INDP+12+27

 

Notice: Dividing by 12 and then by 27 is really dividing by 324:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

VLYD=FTLGxFTWDxINDP+324

And notice that you could share the variable FTAR between

the two formulas:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

VLYD=FTARx INDP+324

Now you can use the first equation to compute the area of

a slab, then use the second equation to compute the yards

of concrete necessary—simply by keying in the inches of

depth—since the area (FTAR) will already be calculated

and sitting there!
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So that’s it then....except...the problem stated that the contractor

could order concrete loads only in whole cubic yards.

 

Oh: You need to round your volume calculation up to the next

whole cubic yard. How do you adjust the equation for this?

Suppose you take your actual cubic yards requirement, add 1

yard, and then keepjust the whole-yards portion ofthe result.

Thus, if your real concrete needs were 3.4 yards, you’d calcu-

late it to be IP(3.4+1), where IP stands for the Integer Portion.

The IP of (3.4+1) is just 4. So the formula would correctly

recommend an order of 4 cubic yards when a slab needs 3.4.

How about 1.9 yards? IP(1.9+1)=2. That checks, too.

How about 2.0 yards? IP(2.0+1)=3.

Hmmm... if a slab needs exactly 2 yards, then you don’t want

to order and waste an entire extra yard—the formula isn’t

perfect yet. To fix it, just use some common sense: If the real

needs were 2.01 yards, would you order 3? Probably not. But

if the requirement were 2.1 yards? Probably so.

So change your formula to reflect this judgement—adding a

tenth less than a whole yard,like this: IP(2.0+.9). Therefore:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

YLYD=IPCFTARXINDP+324+.9)
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Ready: Key in those versions of the formulas and test them.

Solution: From the SOLVE Menu, press [[Ifl and type:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD (NPUT) IETHA.. .. Looks OK on the menu.

Try it:
Answer: FTAR=1,200.08  OK.
 

NowEXIT) andI and do the other one:

VLYD=IPCFTARxINDP+324+.,9) (NPUT), and.

Now press(RCL)@I, to see ifyour shared FTAR variable

works correctly: FTAR=1,200.88 Yep.

So this slab is 30 feet x 40 feet. Ifit’s 6 inches deep, how

many cubic yards of concrete should you order?

Press (6and L

Answer: YLYD=23. 808 Right on.
 

 

g
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Combining Formulas

So there you have it— a set, of equations to help the contractor. What

could be more convenient?

Well...actually, it would be more convenient to havejust a single equa-

tion—one menu with both calculations, no? Could you put both ofthe

calculations into the same formula?

Stop and think for a minute: Isn’t every formula an equation (i.e.

“something equals something else”)? Right now, for example, you've

developed these two separate equations:

FTAR=FTLGxFTWD

VLYD=IP(FTARXINDP+324+.9)

And when you CALCulate with either of these, it builds its own sep-

arate menu, of course. But, more importantly, notice that you always

solve for one ofthe variables by using the given values ofall the others.

It seems, therefore, that you can have only one “unknown;” the rest

must all be “knowns.” So it seems that you cannot have a single form-

ula for both FTAR or VLYD— because that would be two unknowns in

the same equation.

But this is where the HP 17B11 “cheats” a bit—to make such things

possible. Thereis a way to write two separate, unrelated formulas into

one, so that all the variables of both formulas appear on one menu....
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To use this method,first you must hearken back to those happy, golden

days of algebra class, and rewrite both formulas so that everything is

on one side of the = and a @ is on the other (you “add the negative to

both sides of the equation”):

FTAR-FTLGxFTWD=0

VLYD-IPC(FTARXINDP+324+.9)=0

Now, notice that ifyou keep FTAR as a shared variable, it would be the

unknown in the first equation but a known in the second one. There’s

nothing wrong with this, but it would mean that you would always

have to solve for the FTAR before solving for the VLYD. That would de-

feat your purpose here—to use a single menu to solve for either un-

known in any order you want.

Therefore, you should probably use FTLGxFTHD in the VLYD formula,

since FTLG and FTWD are always knowns that you key in anyway.*

Thus, here is your set of equations, properly written in =8 form, so

that they’re ready to be combined:

FTAR-FTLGxFTWD=0

VLYD-IPCFTLGXFTWDx INDP+324+.9)=8

*This is a good point in general: If a set of equations uses a shared variable thatis treated as the

unknown in one equation but as a known in another, then combining them will limit the order of

your calculation.
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Now to do the combining itself, you need to use the proper “phrase” in

the SOLVE language, which is IF(S)....* Here’s how:

IFCSCFTARD
: FTAR-FTLGxFTWD
sVLYD- IPCFTLGXFTWDxINDP+324+.9))=6

Note: The line breaks and indentations shown above appear for the

sake of clarity only. When the time comes for you to key this in (don’t

doityet) youwould simplyignore this visual formatting; the result will

appear in your display all packed together, without the line breaks.

Here’s what that formula says:

“IF you’re Solving for FTAR
then [the first * means “then”] solve FTAR-FTLGxFTHD=8
otherwise [the second ¥ means “otherwise,” i.e., IF you’re

Solving for something other than FTAR], solve
VLYD-IPCFTLGxFTWDxINDP+324+.9)=@"

You rewrote the two separate equations set equal to @ so that you could

also implicitly equate them with the 8 at the end of the IF(5... com-

bined-equation structure.

*In fact, for the rest ofthis chapter, keep your Owner’s Manual opened to Table 11-2, to get an idea

of the various handy “phrases” in your HP 17B1r’'s SOLVE “vocabulary.”
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Test It:

Solution:

Key in and use this combined, two-in-one formula.

First, delete your FTAR equation: At the SOLVE Menu,

use the (a) key to move up to your FTAR formula. Then

pressilIl. You then have the option to delete both the

formula and its variables or just the variables. If you

deletejust the variables, the formula will remainin your

list, but none of its variables will exist in the machine’s

memory until the next time you CALCulate with it (an

option to save memory). But you want to delete both the

formula and its variables, so press [HEIEE.

Now, since your new combined formula is rather long,

why not create it by EDITing VLYD? Press I3, [T,

and type*: IFCSCFTARY :FTAR-FTLGxFTWD=

Now and move four places: BlIIEZAEEE and

replace = with - (press (=)llEW). Then replace the FTAR

withFTLGXFTHD :IseeIlNTN(YT

LGxFTWD (ExT), and finish: (=N >=8 (NPUT).

Now and check this with your 30x40 slab:

(6)T and EFNI....

Answer: YLYD=23. 88

Now find the Gf.... Answer: FTAR=1, 288, B&

Voila!

 

Notice that yougetthe: character (and most other miscellaneous characters) via the selection

that appears along with each set of five individual alphabetic characters.
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Take a moment now to review the steps you take to use the IF¢S...

syntax to combine separate formulas onto a single menu:

Rewrite the separate formulas so that nothing but @ appears

to the right of the =. For example, you would rewrite

2ox(A+B)=11+C+D
as (2Ix(A+B)-DIxC-11=0

and E=MxC"2
as E-MxC"2=0

To avoid being forced to solve in a certain order for the un-

knowns in the combined formula, be sure that any variable

shared between the equations will always be a known value.

Thus, the above formulas will best combine as long as the

shared variable C is always a known. If C is an unknown in

one formula, you’ll always be forced to solve for C before you

can use it in the other part of the combined formula.

Use the IF(S... syntax to tell the HP 17B1 when to use each

part* of the combined formula:

IF(SCED (“IFyou’re Solving for E
s E-MxCe ...then solve this

s (29xC(A+BY-DIxC-11)=8 ...otherwise solve this”)

*You’re not limited to just two parts. You can combine many formulas with a nested arrangement

of IF(S...

IFCSCA) (“IFyou’re Solving for A
. ...then solve this

P IFCSCB) ...otherwise, IFyou’re Solving for B
. ...then solve this

P IFCSCO) ...otherwise, IFyou’re Solving for C
...then solve this”), etc.
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To see if you’re getting the hang of IF{5), try one more...

 

For the Road:

A Good Route:

292

Remember your gas mileage and your liters-gal-

lons conversion formulas (pages 277-279)? Com-

bine them now into a single formula that will allow

you to compute your mileage (in miles per gallon)

no matter whetheryoubuyfuel in liters or gallons.

Here are the two formulas as they exist now in

your HP 17B1r's memory:

MPG=MILS+GALS

LTRS=GALSx%3. 785

Of course, you could re-write the latter as

GALS=LTRS+3.785

And so your two formulas for mileage would be:

MPG=MILS+GALS

MPGL=MILS+(LTRS+3.783)

Now you have two formulas with two separate

unknowns. So you’re ready to rearrange them to

get zero on the right sides and then scoop them

both into a single formula with IF(5S....
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Rearranging to isolate 8 on the right:

MPG-MILS+GALS=8

MPGL-MILS+LTRS%3. 785=0

Now combine these, using the IF¢{5... structure:

IF(SCHPG)
: MPG-MILS+GALS
:MPGL-MILS+LTRSx3.783)=8

Or, in the compacted format you’ll see when enter-

ing and editing:

IF(SCMPGY = MPG-MILS+GA
LS:MPGL-MILS+LTRSx3.
783)=0

Key this in: At the SOLVE Menu, delete the two

separate gas mileage formulas (recall from page

290 how to delete formulas). Then press I3 to

begin a new formula. Now type the above com-

bined formula and press and totestit—

try that first mileage problem you did on page 277:

B0(1)'B
Answer: MPG=29.17

And if you went the same distance on 50 liters?

Answer: MPGL=26.58
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Naming Formulas

 

Question:

Answer:

Exercise:

As you begin to build your list ofSOLVE formulas, what

with the IF(5...and all that), how will you remember

which formula does what, as you move up and down the

formula list?

Just put a name in front of any formula whose purpose

you might otherwise forget. A name is separated from

the start of the formula itself by a colon (=).

Thus, you could give your combined gas mileage formula

the name GAS, like this:*

GAS: IF(SCMPGY s MPG-MILS+GALS: MPGL
-MILS+LTRS%3.783)=0

Or, give your combined concrete slab formula the name

SLAB, like this:

SLAB: IFCSCFTARY *FTAR-FTLGXFTWD
YLYD- IPCFTLGxFTWDx INDP+324
+.9))=0

Do it—name your two formulas as shown: Just

each and insert the name and a colon at the beginning

of each formula. Now they’re stored in your HP 17Bi1.

 

*Again, remember that the line breaks and indents are shown here simply to emphasize the parts

of the formula under discussion. Such formatting will never appear in your calculator’s display.
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Question: How many formulas can you store in your HP 17B11?

Answer: That depends on how long or complex they are and how

many variables they use. Ofcourse, it takes memory to

store the typed formula itself, but each variable created

by the formula needs space when you use the formula.

Prove It:  Select your GAS formula and press as if you were

going to use it.... Now (as if you’ve finished using

it) and check the available free memory (press MEM)).

Make a note of the result.

Now press and delete only the variables ofthe GRS

formula—without deleting the formula itself (i.e. your

keystrokes would be IiFl IETM). The idea here is that

since you've finished using GAS for now, why take up

memory space for its variables (MPG, MILS, GALS, MPGL

and LTRS)? After all, you'll just create them again any-

way, whenever you next with GAS.

Press MEM) again.... Result: There’s more memory

available, now that you've deleted the GAS variables.

Moral ofthe Story: To maximize the amount ofmemory

available to you, delete the variables ofSOLVE formulas

that you'’re not currently using.

 

Ofcourse, you can do a lot more with SOLVE thanjust gas mileage . As

Table 11-2 ofthe HP Owner’s Manual shows, you have many “formula-

building-blocks,” including sophisticated financial calculations....
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Optimizing Formulas

 

Problem: How would you devise a SOLVE formula to compute the

true A.P.R. ofa loan with loan fees (“points up front”), as

you computed manually back on pages 116-117?

Solution:  You would build a simulated TVM solution, using the

TVM equation shown in Appendix B (page 235) of your

HP Owner’s Manual.

 

InAppendix B, HP lists most ofthe mathematical formulas it has used

for the built-in menus, including these two TVM formulas:

1%YR
0 =

P/YR
 

and

O=PV+(1+1%XS
100
 ) « PMT  USPV(i%:n) + FV X SPPV(i%:n)

Now, ifyou substitute the smaller, top expression for i% into the longer,

main formula, here’s how that main formula would look:

I%YR
X S

P/YR
 

1%YR
P/YR
  O0=PV+|1+ xPMTxUSPV[ :n) + FV X SPPV[I%YR : )n

P/YR
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Or, in SOLVE notation, it would look like this:

B=PY+C1+IZYR+P-YRxS+100) xPMT
XUSPYCIZYR=PYRE NI +FYxSPPY (T ZYR+PAYREND

This is the one equation that correctly relates all sevenTVM variables.

“But aren’t therejust five TVM variables?”

Don’t forget about the OTHER Menu, where you establish the values

of two other variables: the number of payments per year (P/YR) and

the annuity mode (BEGIN or END—represented in the formula by the

value of the variable, S). Even if you don’t usually vary these when

playing “What-If?”, they are still used—and essential—for TVM com-

putations. And there’s no OTHER Menu for SOLVE formulas, so you

must include all relevant values in one equation like that.

 

Question: What are those two SOLVE functions, USPV and SPPV?

Answer: They are “Uniform-Stream Present Value” and “Single-

Payment Present Value.”

USPY{i%: n) is the Present Value ofa Uniform Stream of

n periodic $1 cash-flows, discounted at i% per period.

SPPY(i%:% n? is the Present Value ofa single $1 cash-flow

discounted n periods at i% per period.

These are useful for all sorts of TVM calculations; in-

deed, HP even used them in their built-in formulas.
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Here again is the “TVM-mimicking” formula you’ve developed so far:

B=PY+(1+I%5YR+P/YRxS+108) xPMT
XUSPYCIZYRPYR M) +FYRSPRPYCTXYR-PAYRE M)

 

Question:

Answer:

If they’re named the same, are SOLVE variables then

shared with those of the built-in TVM Menu?

No. ASOLVE variable may be shared only with another

SOLVE variable. And variables for the built-in menus

are shared only with those of other built-in menus. So

you can give your SOLVE variables names such as the

PV, PMT, FV, etc., as above, and they will have absolutely

no connection to the built-in TVM variables of the same

names. The SOLVE variable names may mean similar

things to you (that’s why you use similar names*). But

the actual, built-in TVM Menus (and BUS Menus, etc.)

are in a separate world from your SOLVE formulas.

   
Z7/XSLA 7

'rflafl'a’mXXA”wléw..;S

LS, AV
= DL .R“'“v"w-f-.f;..s

1'0PRI s

 

*After all, you could use other, less meaningful names in your formula, like this:

B=A+(1+B+CxD+18@)xExXUSPY(B+CiF)+GxSPPY(B+CiN)

But then, how would you remember that A is the variable name for your Present Value, andF is

the name for the number of periods, etc.? A SOLVE formula without meaningful variable names

is almost worse than useless.
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Now, back to the problem: to develop a formula that mimics TVM and

accounts for a loan’s prepaid finance charge (“points up front”). Right

now you have just a simple TVM simulator: If you were to with

it now, you’d key the number of payments into lIflll, the amount

financed (using the sign convention) into Zll, etc.* It would look and

feel much like the built-in TVM—but it wouldn’t be any more conve-

nient for handling a finance charge—so what would be the point?

 

Problem:

Solution:

Modify your formula to account for “points up front.”

Lookingback at yourkeystroked solution for a mortgage

with loan fees (pages 116-117), you’ll see that there’s no

difference in the way you treated any TVM quantity

except PV. So there’s no need to change the way you’re

using the N, PMT, FV, P/YR and S variables in your

formula here. Butin calculating the true A.P.R. on page

117, the idea was to reduce the actual amount financed

(i.e. the original PV) by the amount of the finance char-

ges, then put that into the PV register and recompute

I%YR. So use PY+FC** instead ofPY (thus FC becomes

another variable on the menu):

B=PVY+FC+C(1+I%YR+P/YRxS+108)xPMT
¥USPVYCIXYR=P/YR: NI +FYxSPPY (I XYR=P/YRIN)

 

*For the variable, you would key in a 1 for BEGIN mode or a @ for END mode.

*¥You might think this would increase PY¥, but remember that the TVM equation you're mimicking

assumes the cash-flow sign conventions: FC will always be of the opposite sign from PV.
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Test It:

Solution:

Try a 30-year, 10.3935% mortgage for $100,000, monthly

payments (in arrears) of $906.79 and a 2% loan fee.

At the SOLVE Menu, press [EI and type: 8=PY+FC+

C1+I%YR+P/YRxS+180)xPMTxUSPYCIXYR+P/YRIN)

+FYxSPPYCI%YR+P/YRIN) (NPUT). Then and test:

800000
(remember the sign convention!)

()2)253(o)lEM (for END mode)

BTY7I&MG(o)M
BIEAFA.... Result: [%XYR=18.64 Correct!

 

 

 

Question:

Answer:

Wouldn’t it be more convenient to key in the loan fee as

percentage points rather than as a dollar amount?

Probably. So instead of P¥+FC, you could use

PYxC1-PTS+168)

Your formula would then become:

B=PVYx(1-PTS+108)+(1+I%4YR+P/YRxS+
188) xPMTxUSPY(TZYR+PYRE N) +FVx
SPPYCI%YR+P/YRIN)

So and your formula, then to test it:

(1X0)oJN(2)NrN)2)A(o)NE
I7)oIl(3)6MEIM(o)M
BIEEEEA.... Result: I4YR=18.64  Still OK.
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Getting the Menu Right

 

Yes:

The order ofmenu items in your formula doesn’t really match

the order on the built-in TVM Menu—disconcerting if you’re

used to finding things in certain places. Can you somehow

adjust your formula to get its menu to more closely match the

built-in TVM Menu? GRSISGT3

The order of menu items is the order in which each variable

first appearsin the formula. To rig this order,just use a phony

set of “first appearances”—in the order you want—multiply-

ing them by zero so as not to affect the math:

Bx (N+IZYREPYHPMT+FY+P/YR+S+PTS)
+PYx (1-PTS+1608)
+C 1+ IXYR+P/YRxS+1080) xPMTxUSPY(IXYR+P/YR M)
+FVxSPPY(IXYR+P/YR:N)=6

Thisisagood, simple trick toremember. Re-edit your formula

into the above version and to test this as before:

(316MMo)NEI
7)oIkl(o)M
B(1))A(o)N()HE
CIEEEEA.... Result: [4YR=18.64

 

That’s an easier menu to use, don’t you think?
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Problem:

You Can:

Your formula now computes the true A.P.R. of a mort-

gage with “points up front”—as long as you’ve already

used the real, built-in TVM Menu to compute the PMT

and/or FV and then copied all values to the correspond-

ing variables on the formula’s menu. But wouldn’t it be

nice to be able to do all the computation in one place?

Use your formula to perform the other calculationsfirst,

using the original mortgage rate as your I%YR and

ignoring the finance charge. Watch:

(316IEM3]XA

(1X0)(oJN(o)G
G2)A(o)EM(o)IGE
BIELRE.... Result: PMT=-986.79

Then EIAEAC)EE

and EIEAEETA. ... Result: [%YR=18.64

 

 

 

 

Comment:

Idea:

This can still be confusing: SometimesB8will contain

the mortgage rate; sometimes the trueA.P.R. Isn’t there

some way to further simplify things?

Create two formulas and combine them with IF¢5...: In

one formula, use the loan amount less points to allow

you to solve for the true A.P.R. In the other formula, use

the nominal mortgage rate and the real loan amount in

atrue “TVM-mimicking” mannerto allow you to solve for

(and play “What-If?” with) any of the TVM parameters.
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Do It: First—to solve for the true A.P.R. (this should look familiar,

except for the name of the interest rate, APR)—this formula:

PYx(1-PTS+108)+C1+APR+P-YRxS+188) xPMT
XUSPYCAPR+P/YRIN) +FYxSPPY(APR+P-YRIN)
=

Andthe second formula—the simple “TVM-mimicker”—is this:

PY+(1+14YR+P-YRxS+188) xPHTXUSPY
CIXYR+P/YRE M) +FYxSPPY (IXYR=P/YRIND =0

Notice that both are already conveniently arranged into the
(o 499proper “=B” format required by IF(5.... So, combine them:

IF(SCAPRD
:PVx(1-PTS+188)+(1+APR+P/YRxS+100) xPMT

XUSPY(APR=P/YR: N)+FVYxSPPYCAPR+P/YR HD
PVI+IEYRP/YRxS+100) xPMTxUSPY

CIEYR+P/YRE M) +FVYXSPPYCTZYR-P/YRIHD ) =0

Add “opening appearances”—forthe menuorder—and a name:

PTS: Bx (N+I%YR+PY+PMT+FY+PAYR+5S+PTS)
+IFC(SCAPR)
s PYx(1-PTS+188)+C1+APR+P/YRxS+188) xPMT

¥USPVYCAPR=P/YR:N) +FYxSPPY(APR=P-YR: N>
sPY+C1+I%YR=PAYRxS+188) xPMTxUSPY

CIZYR=PYR:N)+FYxSPPY (I 2YR+P/YR:NY )=

Now key in and test this.... The menu will behave like the

built-in TVM Menu except for the last items, and IETA.
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Using L{).and G{)

 

Question: Can you imitate the built-in TVM Menu’s Hidl and IEH

items on your menu—instead of using [HEl?

Answer: Yes, to a great extent, you can.

 

Consider how the [H38l and IE{[# items operate on the built-in TVM

Menu: They are always knowns (you never solve for the annuity mode

as your unknown). But you don’t key in any values before pressing

them, either; they’rejust “yes-or-no” mode items. You simply select one

item or the other and that selects the annuity mode.

But in a SOLVE formula, whenever you press a variable’s menu key

without first keyingin a value, the HP 17Bnu will solve for thatvariable.

You can’t stop it from doing this solving, but you can tell it to do

something else—set another value—in the process.

 

Look: These simple formulas will always give you the same result

for the variable BEG:  1=BEG or 1+8=BEG

So will this: 1+L(END:B@)=BEG Indeed,youarestillsay-

ing “BEG=0+1,” but at the same time (“in passing,”) you are

also saying “Let END be set to? 8.”

 

Does this give you any ideas on the [Hidl and [l problem?
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??:

",

Write three formulas that, respectively: set BEG to 1 and END

tod;set BEGtod and END to 1 ; and use BEG as the annuity mode

variable in a “TVM-mimicking” formula. Then use IF(5... to

combine the three formulas into one.

To set BEG tol and ENDto@: 1+L(END:@)=BEG

To set BEG tod and ENDtol: 1+L(BEG:@)=END

To use BEG as the annuity mode in a “TVM-mimicker”:

PY+¢ 1+1%YR+P/YR¥BEG=100) xPMTxUSPY
¢CTHYREP/YRENY+FYSSPPY ¢ IYR<P/YR N) =0

Now two of them need to be rearranged into ...=8 format:

1+LCEMD: B)-BEG=0

1+L(BEG: 8>-END=0

Then combine them all:*

IFC(SCBEGY
: 1+L(END:@)-BEG
s IFCSCEND)

: 1+L(BEG:B)-END
 PY+(1+IZYR+P/YRYBEGH180) xPMTxUSPY
CIXYR+P/YRIN)+FYRSPPYCIXYR-P/YRIND

))=0

 

*This is an example of a combination of more than two formulas—as in the footnote on page 291.

The parentheses that end the twonested IF(S... statements are isolatedhere for clarity (as always,

line breaks and indents are for clarity only; the calculator doesn’t display this way).
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OK: Usingwhatyou’vejustlearned, see ifyou can modify the formula

from page 303 to include BEG and END items that behave a little

more like their TVM counterparts.

: It’s going to be a nested set of IF(5...’s, for sure. Your existing

formula already has one IF{5..., and now you’re going to add a

couple more.... Here goes nothing:

PTS: (The formula’s name)

Bx CH+IZYR+PYHPMT+FY (Set up
+P/YR+BEG+EMD+PTS+APR ) + the menu order)

IFCSCBEG) (“IFyou’re Solving for BEG
s 1+L(END: B)-BEG ...then solve this formula

s IFCSCEND) ...otherwise, IFyou’re Solving for EMD
s 1+L¢BEG:@>-END ...then solve this formula
: IFCSCAPRY ...otherwise, IFyou’re Solving for AFR

tPYxC1-PTS+188)+(1+APR+P/YRxBEG
+188) xPMTxUSPY(APR+P/YRE NI +FVx
SPPYCAPR+P/YR: N ...then solve this formula

tPY+C1+I5YR+PAYRXBEG+18@) xPMT
XUSPYCIXYR+PAYRINY +FY%
SPPYCIZYR+PAYRIND ...otherwise solve this”)

2)7=0

 

Notice how you work through each specific case first—where you tell

the machine what to do when solving for one specific variable. That

leaves the final “otherwise” formula to include all the other possible

variables you might solve for.
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Exercise:

Solution:

Keyin and test this formula (EDIT the previous version).

Press and modify the formula. Then to testit:

(3)e)M3)ERTo)MM
(o)NGEIEE(1)AIET (display: END=1.88)
(MOREPHT Result: PMT=-986,79

Then EIEZ)EAIEEA Result: APR=18.64

 

 

Question:

Answer:

(defining R)

(defining I)

The formula uses I4YR+P/YR andAPR+P#YYR three times

each. Could you avoid this repetition?

Yes. The first time you need to use I4YR+P/YR, just use

LI IXYR+P#YRY to simultaneously assign that value

to the variable, I. From that point on, you can just use

G(IJ, which means: “Get the value of I without showing

I on the menu.” The same goes for A. Thus:

PTS: Bx (H+I%YR+PY+PHT+
FY+P/YR+BEG+END+PTS+
APR)+IF(SCBEGY = 1+LCE
ND:@)>-BEG: IF(SCEND):
1+L (BEG:B)-END: TF (5S¢
APRJ: PYx(1-PTS+108)+

(using A)

 

BEG:160)XPHTXUSPYCGC
138 Ny +FYxSPPYCGCI

(using I)

)))=0
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Question: UsinglL(:? andG(J, you saved yourself some typing—

but did you save the machine any memory space?

Find Out: A formula uses more memory when you use it (when its

menu is in the display). So, with your current version of

PTS, run the test calculations on page 307. Then press

MEM) to see how much memory is available.... Note

this number. Now edit your formula back to the “longer”

form shown below (i.e. as it was on page 306) and repeat

the above calculations and memory test....

PTS: Bx (N+IZYR+PY+PMT+
FY+P/YR+BEG+END+PTS+
APRI+IFC(SCBEGY : 1+LCE
ND:@)-BEG: IFCSCEND):
1+4L(BEG:@-END: IF(5¢
APRY :PYx(1-PTS+10@8)+
(1+APR+P/YRxBEG+18@)
XPMTxUSPY(APR+P/YRIN
)+FVYxSPPY(APR+P/YRIN
JiPY+(1+]%YR+P-YRxBE
G+188)xPMTxUSPYC(IXYR
+P/YRIN) +FYxSPPY(XY
R+P/YRIN222)=0

This “longer” formula uses about 28 fewer bytes during

calculation—becauseit usesfewer variables. Recall (from

page 274) that each variable uses memory space. With

the additional variablesA and I, youbought some typing

convenience by using a little more memory.
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One other comment: Notice thatin yourPTS formula, you must always

solve for PMT first—so that the APR portion of the formula has that

value to use when solving for APR. In the PT5 formula, that assump-

tion isn’t a big problem; you’re probably in the habit of solving for the

PMT first, anyway. But you can make these unknowns entirely inde-

pendent—just as you did with yourSLAB formula (page 288). Asusual,

you trade memory for convenience. Here’s the modification:*

PTS: Bx (N+IXYR+PY+PMT+
F¥+IF(P-YR=B:L(P/YR:
12):8)+BEG+END+PTS) +
IFCSCBEGY s 14+LCEND: @)
-BEG: IFCSCENDY: 1+LCB
EG:@)-END: IF(SCAPRY:
PVYx(1-PTS+188)+(1+AP
R+P/YRxBEG+188)x (-PY
-F¥xSPPY(IZYR=P/YRIN
2 ) +USPYCIXYRSP/YRIND
+C1+BEG+180x [4YR-PAY
RIxUSPYC(APR+P/YRINI+
FVYxSPPY(APR+P/YRENJ:
PY+(1+14YR+P/YRxBEG+
188)xPMTxUSPYCI%XYR+P
YRINI+FVYRSPPY (I AYR+
PAYRENIJI)

Is this capability worth the extra typing and/or memory,just to be able

to solve for APR first, if you wish? Maybe not. But you’ll see formulas

where such unknown independence is indeed advisable—where, in-

stead ofjust two unknowns, you may have nine or ten. Then it’s really

inconvenient to dictate the order in which you must solve for them.

*Notice some other modifications, too: It sets the value ofP/YR to 12 as a default, if you neglect

to give it a value (i.e. leave it at @). Also, in the menu-ordering portion (@%(..)), there’s no need to

include APR. And notice that there’s no =8 at the end. If a formula ends in =8, you may omitit.
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SOLVE Review

“Set the brake and idle” for a moment, and review all the things you

now know about the SOLVE Menu of your HP 17B11:

310

Youknow howtouse the SOLVE Menu to select or type a formula,

and how to EDIT a formula with IEZ, IESl and KTH;

You know that(MEM) shows the memory remaining, and you can

maximize this by deleting the variables of formulas not in use;

You know that a SOLVE formula is basically just an algebraic

equation—variables and numbers equated by an = and evalu-

ated according to operator priorities (not just right-to-left).

You know how the machine creates the menu of variables that

appear in a formula—in the order ofthe first appearance ofeach

variable. So you choose a short but meaningful name for each

variable, to describe it and its units or other assumptions;

You know that SOLVE formulas may share variables (i.e. use the

same variable name and value) with other SOLVE formulas, and

built-in menus may share with other built-in menus—but a

SOLVE variable is never shared with a built-in variable;

You’ve worked through the logic of some practical calculations,

including unit conversions and rounding (recall the IP function);

you’ve worked quite a lot with the IF(S... notation, which allows

you to combine two or more separate formulas (so long as each

formula has been written into the form “something =8”);

You've seen how touselL{ * ) to assign a value to a variable “in

passing;” and you've seen how to use G{ 7 to get the value of a

variable without causing its name appear on the menu.
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For More Formulas

If you do a lot of repetitive calculations, some SOLVER formulas can

make life a lot easier. However, you may not wish to try writing large

or complex formulas on your own. Good news: Grapevine has done it

for you—a collection of25 useful and powerful formulas in these areas:

Commercial Investment:
* Income property analysis (NOI, GRM, cap rate, equity/cash returns)
FMRR (Financial Management Rate of Return)
Lease payment, value and residual, w/skipped and advanced payments
Lease vs. buy analysis * Property valuation
Wraparound and second mortgages
After-tax/commission bond price and yield

Residential Real Estate:
* Mortgage qualifying
* Rent vs. buy analysis * Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM’s)
* Accelerated mortgage payment schedule

Personal:
* Inflation/tax analysis * Savings goals
* Retirement planning (inflation, taxes, IRA’s and Social Security)
¢ QObstetric calendar

TVM Variations:
* Time to specified principal balance

¢ Constant payment to principal
* Increasing/decreasing annuities

Business Management:
* Depreciation, including MACRS
* Inventory optimization ¢ Manufacturer return on investment
* Mileage reimbursement e Advertising yield
e Weekly payroll * Tax structure analysis

If any formulas here could save you hours ofkeystroking, then use the

form at the back of this book to order Business Solutions on Your HP

Financial Calculator.
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Where To Now?

Time to come back down to Earth now. This is the last chapter in the

Course. Nowyou can goback and read/review any chapteryou wish.....
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Where To Now?

 

 
The SOLVE Menu................ 272

TIME, Dates and Appts..... 258

SUM Lists.......oooinin, 23

The CFLO Menu................... 182

74

Using Menus....... .04

Basic Arithmetic................ 24
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Here are some Solver formulas and related explanations to help your

calculations with Canadian mortgages. Be sure to read and digest

Chapter 9, to familiarize yourselfwith the Solver before trying to use

these formulas:

Canadian Mortgage Interest Conversions

Use the followingformula to compute the equivalent U.S. A.P.R. (that’s

the I%YR) for Canadian mortgages with monthly payments and semi-

annual compounding interest (most Canadian mortgages carry these

terms).

 

Formula:

Example:

Solution:

Cx~US%: CC1+CI%YR+208)
*(1+6)-1)x1200=1%YR

Approx. Memory Required: 3% to use, 1% to store.

Required Knowns: None.

A Canadian mortgage with monthly payments is writ-

ten at 12% A.P.R., compounded semi-annually. What is

the equivalent U.S. APR.?

Key in the above Solver formula.

Then pressT(1)FETFET. ...

Result: I%YR=11.71
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Use the following formula for Canadian mortgages with monthly

payments and annual compounding of interest (not common).*

 

Formula: Cx~USx:i ((1+CIXYR+108)
*(1+12)-10x1208=14YR

Approx. Memory Required: 3% to use, 1% to store.

Required Knowns: None.

Example: A Canadian mortgage with monthly payments is writ-

ten at 12% A.P.R., compounded annually. What is the

equivalent U.S. APR.?

Solution: Key in the above Solver formula.

Then press[(1)B...

Result: I%YR=11.39

 

 

 

*The rate specified on a Canadian mortgage documentmay compound no more than twice per year.

Most such mortgages use semi-annual compounding (in which case you should use the formulas

on pages 315 or 317); the only alternative is annual compounding, given here for completeness.
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Use the following formula for Canadian mortgages in general (you

specify the payment and compounding periods during calculation).

Canadian rules allow no more than 2 compounding periods per year.

 

Formula: Cx~US%: CCCI+CIXYR+CAY
R+188)*(C/YR+P/YR) -
1)xPsYRx188=1%YR

Approx. Memory Required: 5% to use, 1% to store.

Required Knowns: None.

Example: ACanadian mortgageis written at 12%A.P.R.. Find the

equivalent U.S. A.P.R. if:

. compounding is semi-annual, payments monthly;

. compounding is annual, payments monthly;

compoundingis semi-annual, payments quarterly;

8
6
T

. compounding is annual, payments annual;

Solution: Key in the above Solver formula. Then:

a. (1)(2)T3(2)oA

(1

)

2)

A
Result: 14YR=11.71

b. (D)EEEEE....
Result: I%YR=11.39

c. (2)A(4)AKA.
Result: 14YR=11.83

d. OEEO)IE...

Result: I%YR=12,068
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Canadian TVM

Use the following formula to do any general TVM calculation (except

AMRT) for Canadian mortgages.

 

Formula: CT¥M:Bx(H+CIXYR+PY+PM
T+FV+IF (P/YR=BILCP/Y
R:12):8))+IFC(SCBEG):
1+L CEND:B)-BEG: TF(SC
ENDJ: 1+LCBEG=B)-END:
PVY+(1+BEG+188xL (1= (¢
1+CI4YR+188+IF (C/YR=
BiLCC/YRI2DIC/YRII™C
CAYR+P/YRI-1)%188))x
PMTxUSPYCGCI D S M)+FVx
SPPYCGCIDEND DD

Approx. Memory Required: 15% to use, 3% to store.

Required Knowns: None.

Example: A 30-year, $150,000 Canadian mortgage is written at

10.5%, compounded semi-annually.

a. Find the monthly payment (in arrears).

b. Find the balloon due in 10 years.

c-d. Repeat a and b for a 20-year amortization.

Solution: Key in the above Solver formula. Then:
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a. (for ALGebraic arithmetic); or

(for RPN arithmetic)

B)(Ro)I(0)G,
BT(2)B(1)ATEND=1. 88).

BIELEE.... Result: PMT=-1,347.21

b. Continuing from the previous solution:

(1]0]X]1)2]=) (for ALGebraic arithmetic); or

(1]o)iNnpuT1)2]X) (for RPN arithmetic)
Il Then lZN....

Result: FY=-136,984,93

c. Continuing from the previous solution:

(2]0]X]1]2]=) (for ALGebraic arithmetic); or

(2]oJINPUT]1]2]X) (for RPN arithmetic)

I Then (o)lEM and IEIA.. ..

Result: PMT=-1,473.21
 

d. Continuing from the previous solution:

(for ALGebraic arithmetic); or

(for RPN arithmetic)

I Then lIEN....

Result: FY=-118,344.15

 

As you can see, this substitute TVM formula can allow you to do the

same sorts of “What-If?” calculations as you could do with the built-in

TVM—but this one uses the compounding assumptions required for

Canadian mortgages.
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Use the followingformula todo anygeneralTVM calculation, including

AMRT, for Canadian mortgages. This works the same in all respects

as the previous formula, plus it offers an AMRT capability similar to

that builtinto the HP 17B11. However, there are some keystroke differ-

ences to this version ofAMRT, as illustrated here.

 

Formula:

320

Memory Required:

Required Knowns:

CTYM~AMRT: Bx (N+CIXYR+
PY+PMT+FY+IF (P/YR=0:
LCP/YR:12):8)+BEG+EN
D+IFCC/YR=B:L(C/YR:2
) B)+AMRT+#F)+IF(SCB
EG):1+L CENDiB)-BEGH ]
FCSCENDD) = 1+L (BEG=@)-
END: IFCSCAMRT)SLCZEB
EG)xL¢BAL:RNDCPY:2))
XLCNEXRT: LCINT:LCPRIN
:820)-AMRT: IFCSCHEXT
JiNEXT-1E3-#P-16081E3
XFPCGCNEXTI+1E3) +8xL
(BiBAL): IFCSCBAL):RN
DCCRNDCPMT R 20USPY (G
()P RP-GCZ) ) +G (B +GC
ZIXRNDCPMT =22 ) +SPPYC
GCIDe#P-GC2) )i 2)-BAL
s IFCSCPRIND i PRIN+GCB
J=BAL: IFCSCINT) S #PxR
NDCPMT:2)-PRIN-INT+L
(2 @) PV+(1+BEG+]1 008X
LCIsCC1+CIXYR+188+C/
YRI“(C/YR+P/YRY-1)x1
B8, ) xPMTXUSPYCGCI) N
g;gngPPU(G(I)=H)}))

32% to use, 8% to store.

Before usingAMRT, solve for PMT.
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Example:

Solution:

A 30-year, $150,000 Canadian mortgage is written at

10.5%, compounded semi-annually. Find the balance,

interest and principal paid in each ofthe first two years.

Key in the above Solver formula opposite.

First, find the payment: (ALG) or

(RPN)
B-B0(1)(5)(0)o)M(o)MMT3
(2)I()2)TT(END=1. 68)RB
IZl.... Result: PMT=-1,347.21

Press EIHAERE (display: AMRT=8.88) to start the amor-

tization. ThenBT to go to the next menu page. Press

Il to amortize 12 payments at once.

Now, in this order, press:

to identify the payments in the group. You’ll see:

NEXT=1,812.88(that is, payments 1-12)

to see the new balance: BAL=149,213.23

I3 to see the principal paid: PRIN=-786.77

to see the interest paid: INT=-135,379.73

NEXT=13,824.88 (payments 13-24)

BAL=148,341.68
1 PRIN=-871.33

INT=-13,294.97

As with the built-in AMRT, you may change #P between

groups or use to start over completely.
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Discussion

Here’s a little more detail about the calculations in these formulas.

A mortgage rate, as used in the U.S., is the nominal annualized rate

that you must divide by the number ofpayments per year (PMTS/YR)

to get the actual Defined Interest Rate (D.I.R.). Thus, a U.S. mortgage

rate and the HP 17Bi1r’'s I%YR are directly equivalent.

Not so for Canada. On most* Canadian mortgages, the rate actually

used (the D.I.R.) is the rate which, when compounded over a year’s

worth of payment periods (D.I.P’s), produces the same effective yield

as the rate appearing on the mortgage document would produce when

compounded not more than twice per year.

That calls for a little thought....

As you saw in the interest conversion (ICNV) discussion on pages 118-

119, an effective yield is higher than a nominal annualized rate

whenever the interest compounds more often than once per year. And

the more often it compounds, the bigger this difference becomes.

But when competing for borrowers, a lender wants to put his rates in

the best possible light. So, for example, ifhe’s allowed to quote a 10.5%

nominal rate alongside the effective yield of 11.02%, he’ll probably

want to emphasize the nominal rate. Thelower numberis simply more

attractive to the loan shopper.

*If the mortgage payments are for interest only or if the mortgage is placed outside of Canadian

territory, a Canadian lender may not be required to use the Canadian convention.
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Well, the Canadian law simply puts a limit on how “approximate” the

quoted nominal rate can be. The rule says that the quoted rate may not

be converted into an effective yield by compounding any more than

twice a year. Thus, for a 10.5% quoted nominal rate, the effective rate

may not be any higher than 10.78%—no matter how often the actual

D.I.R. is compounded. 10.78% is the limit on the effective yield.

But the HP 17B1 needs a nominal rate (I%YR) to work with, since it

then converts this to a D.I.R. according to U.S. assumptions. So the

idea is to translate the known effective yield limit of the Canadian

mortgage back intoits nominal-rate equivalent underthe U.S. conven-

tion. That’s what these formulas do with the value ofCI%YR—and you

can do it “manually” with the ICNV Menu:

Canadian rate = [T[ZH

Keyin(Jor(2} — I

Solve for [I{#

Key in payments/year in actual loan —> Il

[IEH = U.S. rate (I%YR for TVM)

And remember that this works both ways: You can also start at the

bottom—with a known U.S. mortgage rate (I1%YR)—and work back up

to the top to find the comparable rate for Canada.

*Most Canadian mortgage documents will specify semi-annual compounding for computing the

effective yield, in which case the value to use here is 2. But ifa Canadian mortgage happens to use

annual compounding, you would use 1 for this value.
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SYMBOL

Kl 127
#TIMES 186-187

62
242

A 268
B 261
K 261, 268
[ 260
EEN 132
EEId 263
EEHT 263

A

AP.R. 189, 192, 302

EE 70, 260
Accel. paydown 311
[ 133

139
139

Ad yield formula 311
261, 268

Adjustable Rate Mrtg.
(ARM) 145, 165, 311

adjusting the time 261

32
ALGebraic mode 38, 283

31
Amortization 106, 114,

125-129, 161-163
125-126

Analysis term 201
Analyzing lists 247
Annualized yield 207
Annunciators 20-22
Annuity
advance 101, 202, 209
arrears 101
increasing 213

Appointments 264-269
acknowledge 264, 266 Buying power 148, 177-8

Index

Appointments (cont.)
clearing 267, 269
come due 266-267
date and time 264
message 264
past due 264

pending 264
repeat interval
264, 266, 267, 269

Appraisal formula 311
264, 269

Arithmetic 25
ALGebraic 32-34, 49
evaluation order 283
RPN 32, 4045, 49

ARM (Adj Rt. Mrtg.) 311
Average, moving 246

B

Balance investments and

returns 191, 194
Balloon payment 106,

110, 112, 128, 205,
218

Band of Investment 146

EEH 135
EE3 270
BEEPER 270
B3 102
BEGIN mode 101
EL 68, 130
Bonds 131
accrued interest 133
after-tax prc./yield 311
call date 133
call value 146
vs. mat. value 133

coupon rate 131, 133

maturity date 131
settlement date 132

EE 62

C

56, 277

CALC Menu (CFLO)
193, 196

Calculations
amortization 143-145,

162-163, 170
bonds 131, 146, 168

buying power 177-179
cap rate 146, 169, 176

cash ret. rates 147, 176
comm. investment 204

compare investments
141-143, 151, 154,
161, 170, 179-180

dates 262
depreciation 146, 168,
171

double mortgage 219
editing 27

equity ret. rate 147, 176
FMRR 231

future value 98, 110,
141-142, 155, 160

Gross Rent Multiplier
(GRM) 147,176

inflation 141, 148, 179
interest 77-78, 143,

151, 158-159

investment 179-180

lease vs. buy 223
leases 143, 220
lists 247
loan amount 202
monthly payment 105,
141, 144, 164

mortgages 100, 105,

144-145, 165

Net Operating Income
(NOI) 146, 169

NFV 188
NPV 188, 192, 202
NUS 188



Cash-flows (cont.)

random intervals 183
sliding 190
T-bars 84
uneven 183-185, 211

principal 143 unknown 208-210, 220
qualifying 145, 166 zero 183, 191
refinancing 203, 218 Cash return rate 311

Calculations (cont.)

percentages 37, 50, 62,
64-69

personal finance 207
points 143, 159

rent vs. buy 203 184
res. real estate 144 CFLO 182, 183, 196
savings plans 141 CALCulations
side 130
solving for unknown 63
taxes 141, 148, 172, list 184, 186
177-178 Menu 186, 192

term, loan 141, 144, 152 Changing
Time Value of Money annuity mode 102, 108
(TVM) 74, 142, 150 display format 30

Calendar 259 formula menu 301
alternatives 263 menus 68
basis of abond 132 payments per year 95

132 sign of number 36, 42
Call value, bond 132 value of variable 121
Canadian mrtg. int. values by rounding 49

conversions 315-317 Clearing 17
Canadian mortgage rate calculator line 26-27
effective limits 322-323 data from lists 254

Canadian TVM 318 display 26
with AMRT 320 Clock 259, 261

Cap rate 146, 311 Closing costs 147, 203
Capital gains 203, 205, Combining formulas 287

214, 221 289, 291-293, 303, 305
Cash-flows 84 Comm. invest. 204, 311

$1 stream of 220 Commission
calculation of 172 bond purchase 311
combining 191 home sale 203, 214

diagrams 86, 94 sale of building 205
discounting 89-90, 190 Comparing
equivalent 189 interest rates

Menu 188, 193

even 211 investments 143, 154,

flip-flop 198 161, 170, 179-180
groups 184, 185 IRA’s 207
increasing 213 Compounding interest
initial 185-187 daily 118
irregular 93, 131 monthly 202

negative 186, 228 Constant payment to
positive 228

APR & D.LR. 192, 197

120, 158

principal formula 311

Converting
APR.toD.IR. 192

interest rates 118
Copying values 240
Bl 254-255
Correlation 249
best type 255
exponential 254
linear 254

logarithmic 254

non-linear 253
power 254

64
Bl 132
Create formulas 277, 290
Current date format 262
Curve fitting 252, 254
Curve models 252

D

D.I.P. 103, 322
D.I.R. 104, 322-323
from A.P.R. 192

Date 259, 262
70, 260

TiEl 262, 268
T 262, 268

Dates 133, 259, 262
Daylight Savings 261
I 262, 268
Days between dates 262

137
Debt, long-term 145
Debt service 171
Decreasing annuity 311

246
Deleting
formulas 290, 293
item from list 246
variables 290, 293, 295

[ 58, 130
Depreciable value 205
Depreciation 134-139
Accel. Cost Recovery
System (ACRS) 139



Depreciation (cont.)
basis value 134
declining bal. 136-137
lifetime of asset 134

Remaining Depreciable
Value (RDV) 136

salvage value 134
Straight Line (SL) 135,
221

Sum-Of-the-Years’-
Digits (SOYD) 138

total deprec. value 134
ffrom 222

formula 311
cash-flow 186

Discount
cash-flow 89-90, 190-94

. .RR 228
rate 192-198, 200, 217
annualizing 197
less tax 223

Discounted mortgage 204
Display 17, 21-22
adjusting contrast 17
amortizations 129
Calculator line 18
clearing 26
dec. places 28-31, 49
Menu line 18
messages 17
previous results 38, 44
rounding numbers 29

Double mrtg. 204, 219
Down payment 115, 203,

215, 221

E

EDIT

Editing
calculator line 27
lists 245

119, 210
Effective yield 118, 120
I8 mode 101-102
Entering cash flows 92

Wi

Equation

as formula 287
combined structure 289

Equity return rate 311

Equiv. cash-flows 189
even vs. increasing 202
even vs. uneven 202
NUS vs. uneven 212

IEA 48
Exponential curve 252
Exponentiation 283

F

137
64, 184

Fin. transactions 84
combining 85, 88

First mortgage 204

30
FLOWCY 186-187
FMRR (Fin Mgt Rtn Rt.)

206, 226-7, 232-3, 311
Forecasting 249, 252
rental income 251

Format, date 262
Formula

accel. paydown 311

addition/subtract. 283
advertising yield 311
area of slab 281
ARM 311
bonds w/tax/comm. 311
built-in 297
Canadian int. 315-317
Canadian TVM 318-321
combined 287-293, 303
const. pmt to princ. 311

FRED 189, 193-4, 197-8creating 277

Formula (cont.)
incom. prop. anlys. 311
increasing annuity 311
inflation 311
inventory mangmt. 311
known values 287
leases 311

list 273, 286
liters to gallons 279
manufacturer ROI 311

memory 295, 308
menus built from 287
mileage reimbursal 311

mult./division 283
naming 294-295
obstetric calendar 311
operation priorities 283
parentheses 283-284
principal paid down 311

property valuation 311
qualifying 311
rent vs. buy 311
retirement plans 311
rewriting with =@ 288
rounding upin 285
savings goals 311
second mortgages 311
sharing variables 288
slab volume 281
solving order 288
tax on gross pay 311
taxes/inflation 311
units 281-282

unknowns 287
variable (see Variables)
verifying 277
weekly payroll 311
wraparound mrtg. 311

251, 254-255

decreasing annuity 311 Functions 48-49, 51, 283
deleting 290, 293
depreciation 311
equations 287
exponentiation 283
FMRR 311
functions in 283

Future Value (FV) 92,
94, 98, 106

N 92



G

G() 307-308
Gas mileage formula 277

242
GET 248
GRM (Gr. Rent Mult) 311

Interest (cont.)

Defined Interest Rate

(D.I.R.) 81-82, 104
effective 81
partial periods 82
nominal 81, 118
simple 77

Group, cash-flow 184-186 Internal Rate of Return

H

Help 70
70, 262

194
I% 188, 192, 195
I%YR 92-104, 122, 322
B 92
ETH 119
ICNV 210, 323
IFCS... 291, 305-306

(IRR%) 196
Internat’l Date Line 267

Inventory mngmt. 311
Investment 186

/return pairs 99, 200
balance w/NPV 191, 194
compare 143, 195, 202
constraints, risks 226

conventional 198
Future Value 92, 94
IRR% balances 196

opportunity 189
Present Value 92, 94
term vs. analysis 201

IP (Integer Portion) 285
IRA compared 207, 234

B 197
Income prop. anlys. 311 IRR% 196, 198
Income tax 214, 217, 311

Increasing annuity 311
Indep. unknowns 309
Individual Ret. Account

(IRA) 148, 178, 311
Inflation 141, 148, 203,

205, 214, 311
Init. cash-flow 185, 187
INITIAL FLOW 186
Integer Portion (IP) 285
Interest 76, 189

accrued 133
Annual Percent. Rate
(A.P.R.) 81, 103-104

annualize 81, 92, 95
comparing 120, 122
compound 77-78, 157
convert 118-122

Can. mrtg. 315-323
Defined Interest Period

(D.I.P.) 81-82, 92

confirm with TVM 199

multiple 198, 225
nearest solution 225

nonexistent 198

re-invest. assumed 200
starting guess 225
vs. FMRR 206, 232
yield 198-199

K

Keyboards 19
Keys

(a) key 184, 245
W key 184, 187, 245

key 43
key 34

() key 36
(=) key 32, 35

key 36, 42

Keys (cont.)

(@) key 17, 27, 34
key 27, 34

[OsP) key 30, 197
key 32, 40-41

EXIT) key 49, 57, 60
(INPUT) key 40, 44, 187
with a list 244-245

ON) key 15
[Rey key 63, 240

(sTo)key 121, 240

@E 47
32, 270

@ key 20
@2 key 184, 187, 245
@) key 184, 245

@xxy) key 38, 44
@R key 38, 44
@) key 53
@) key 53

@MEM 280
/x) key 52

@MAN) key 57
@sHow) key 49
@MATH key 48
x3)key 53
arrow 38, 44, 252

“Caps Lock” 20
review current vals. 69
shift key () 19
toggle 15, 20-22, 36, 42

Knowns in formulas 287

L

Leap year 268
Lease 143, 204, 220, 311
Lease vs. buy 205, 311

L<) 304-308
135
252, 255

Linear curve model 252
List 241
analyzing 247

check with TOTAL 245
deleting 253



List (cont.)

deleting item from 246
editing 245
floor areas 249, 250

items, numbered 244
of formulas 273, 286
of rent income 241, 250
reviewing 245
SUM 238
TOTAL 244
using with 244

Lists 239
clearing data from 254
forecasting with 249
GET 248
moving averages 246
naming 242, 248
predicting with 249

Loancalculations
accel. paydn. 144, 163
amount 115, 202

balloon 112, 128, 143

checklist 107
const. pmts to princ.

144, 164
down payment 115
loan fees (points) 116,

143, 203, 300
monthly payment 144

term 114, 159
254

Logarithmic curve 252

M

262

Bl 64
64

MACRS formula 311
MAIN Menu 184, 242

Maint. 203, 205, 214
Manuf. ROI formula 311

132
IEIF 247
EET] 247
EET] 247

Memory 273-274

formulas 295, 308
percent. available 280

Menu 18, 55

formula 287
accessing variables 61
AMRT 125
'BOND 74, 132
built-in 298
BUS 64
CFLO 130, 182-183
CALC 196

DEPRC 135

FIN 59
FoReCaSTing 252
GET 248
keys 98
Line 18, 22,55
MAIN 18, 55, 57, 184
MATH 48
pages 58
MODES 32-33, 40-41

moving around 55, 68
navigating 239

OTHER 108
playing “what-if” 61
return to previous 60
selecting 49
SOLVE 272, 310
SUM 242

TIME 56
TVM 92, 192
variables order 301

Messages 17, 21, 22

Mile. reimb. formula 311
BTy 247

Models, curve-fit. 252
Modes, annuity 107, 297
BEGIN 102, 107
END 102, 107

EIGd 32, 58
Mortgage 100, 105, 107

accel. paydown 144, 311
Adjustable Rate (ARM)

145, 165, 311

balloon payment 205
Canadian interest 315

Mortgage (cont.)
discounted 204
double 204
first 204

points 205
rate 205
US vs. Canadian 322

refinancing 203
second 204, 311
wraparound 205, 311

Moving average 246
EEd 265, 269

CEd 64
CEd 64
Multiple IRR% 198

N

Il 92
[IEH 188
Name

CFLO list 188
formulas 294-295
length for menu 248
lists 242-248
variables 282, 298

Negative cash-flow 186
Negative numbers 36, 42
Net Operating Income

(NOI) 146, 311
Net Present Value 194
buy vs. lease/ rent 311

Net Uniform Series

(NUS) 188, 212

LE 62
Gl 127

NFV 188, 233-234
NOI (Net Oper. Inc.) 311
[IEA 119, 210
Nominal rate 118
Non-linear correlat. 253
[l 269
Nonexistent IRR% 198
LEIl 192, 194
NPV 188-193, 22
advisory number 195



NPV (cont.)

balance against initial
cash-flow 208

confirm with TVM 209
incomplete 208
invest./ret. pairs 200
negative 195, 208

positive 195, 208
ratios between 220
zero 195-196

Number of periods 94
Numbered registers 240,

253, 274

Numbers
changing sign 36, 42
finding reciprocal 52
lists of 241
raising to a power 53
rounding 49
scientific notation 47
square root 53
squaring 53

NUS 188, 212

O

Obstetrics formula 311

62
Operation priorities 283
Optimal formula 296-301

95
Overall return 235

P

B 119, 210
P/YR 192

95
Parentheses

Payments (cont.)

balloon 106
lease 220, 311
lump-sum 106
per year 95-96
uneven 183

Payroll formula 311
KBl 119
Percentages
ALGebraic mode 37

RPN mode 43
Periods

compounding vs. pmt
103, 119, 122

half-month approx. 235
irregular 131
number of 92, 94

Personal fin. calec. 207
PITI (Pr-Int-Tax-Ins) 145

92, 93
PMT amount, even 183-4
Pocketed returns 201

Points up front 116, 299
Power curve model 252
Precision 28, 128

Predicting with lists 249
Present Value (PV)
investment 92, 94

sign of 98
single-pmt (SPPV) 297
unifrm-str. (USPV) 297
@3 64, 132
3Ty 127

Principal 127

Print AMRT tables
Problem solving 75

cash-flow diag. 86
drawing a picture 84

Proceeds of re-sale
after taxes 216, 222
before taxes 216, 222

127

ALGebraic mode 35, 37 Property taxes 203, 205,
in formulas 283-284
RPN mode 41

Paydown of mortg. 311

Payments 92
annuity mode 100-101

214, 216, 222

Property value 203, 311

92
A 254

Q

Qualifying, home loans
145, 166-167, 311

R

T 247
Rate, investment

overall 235

risk vs. safe 229
Real estate
commercial 146-147
residential 144

Recalling
variables 63, 109, 112

Refinancing 203, 218

Registers 67, 109, 239
built-in 274
numbers 240
storage 161
variable 274

Renaming 278
Rent vs. buy 203, 214,311
Residential real estate

problems 203
Retirement formula 311

Returns, pocketed 201
Rewriting formulas with

=@ 288
Risk rate 195, 206, 229
Rounding 29, 285
IR 32, 49
RPN key 32

265, 269
Running total 243

S

Safe rate 206, 229

135
Saving
intermed. results 41

numbers 239
Savings formula 311



Scientific notation 47, 50
Second mortg 204, 311
Security deposit 203, 214

60, 70, 260-261
132

Set
date 68
time 68, 260
variable value 304-305

Settlement date 132
Shared variable 279, 284
Similar investment 194

135

Slide cash-flows 190
Social Security 311

276
SOLVE
calendar functions 311
Menu 272, 310

Solving for unknown 98
138

SPPV 297

Stack 254
changing menus 68
History 38
keeping results in 239
reversing 253
rolling 38, 44
RPN stack 44
swapping in 38, 44

247
Storing a variable 121
Straight-Line (SL) depre-

ciation 135
Subtract percentages 37

242

SUM 238, 242

T

T-bars 84, 186
127

Tax bracket 203, 205,214
Tax struct.,formula 311

Tax relief 214, 216, 221-2
Term 114, 201

56, 259-261
Time Value of Money

(TVM) 74, 89, 108,
134, 155, 161, 189

56, 263
193, 247

TOTAL of a list 243-245

92, 184
TVM 76, 93
Canadian formulas 318-

321
confirm IRR% 199

confirm NPV 209

Menu 192

simulation 296-306
variables 97, 184, 297

U

Uneven

cash-flows 184-185

payments 183
Units 281-282
Unknown

Variables (cont.)
unknown 288

Verifying formulas 277
Viewing angle 17

W

What-If analysis
BOND Menu 133

TVM 99, 108, 112

Wraparound mrtg. 205
formula 311

IRR% 224

X

X variable selection 251

X-value 252

Y

Y-value 252
cash-flow 208, 210, 220 K=l 186

values in formulas 287 Yield 206

USPV 297
Utilities 203, 205, 214

A"

Variables
deleting 290, 293, 295
dependent 251

independent 251
known 288
name 278, 282, 298
registers 67
review values 63
set value in passing
304-305

shared 274, 279
284, 288, 298

solving order 288, 309
TVM 184

advertising 311
bond 132, 311

double mortgage 219
effective 118, 120
IRR% 198-199
overall 207
term 201

wraparound mrtg. 205

132
K3 135

Zero

cash-flow 183, 191

discount rate 193
trailing 31, 34, 40

TVM value 106





“The Book Stops Here”

That’s about it—the end of the Easy Course.

Ofcourse, it doesn’t mean you've seen it all. As we said at the start, this

Course doesn’t even pretend to cover all of the many possible uses of

your machine. But now that you know the basics, learning new uses

should be fairly straightforward. So explore and enjoy: get the most

out of your HP 17Bi1!

So, how did you like this book? Do you find yourself wishing we had

covered other things? More of the same things? Or did you find any

mistakes, typos, or other little mysteries we ought to know about (we

usually have a few innocent-looking little errors—did any leap out and

grab you by the lapels)?

Pleaselet us know. Yourcomments are our onlyway ofknowing ifthese

books help or not. Besides, we like to receive mail, so drop us a note.

Grapevine Publications, Inc.

P.O. Box 2449

Corvallis, Oregon 97339-0118 U.S.A.

Anyway, thanks for going along for the ride. When allis said and done,

we hope thisbook has said and done a lot foryou—helpingyou and your

HP 17Bi11 to become good business partners.



Reader Comments

We here at Grapevine like to hear feedback about our books. It helps

us produce books tailored to your needs. If you have any specific

comments or advice for our authors after reading this book, we’d

appreciate hearing from you!

Which of our books do you have?

Comments, Advice and Suggestions:

May we use your comments as testimonials?

Your Name: Profession:

City, State:

How long have you had your calculator?

 

 

Please send Grapevine Catalogues to these persons:

Name

Address

City State Zip

 

 

Name

Address

City State Zip

 

      
 



By the way, ifyou liked this book, there are many others that you—or

someone you know—will certainly enjoy also. Here are descriptions of

a couple of them:

The HP 17B Pocket Guide:

Just In Case

For the Easy Course graduate,

here’s the perfect “carry-on” com-

panion. Take this handy little

bookwhereveryougo. It'saready

reminder of keystrokes for com-

mon financial calculations—fast

reference and convenient remind-

ers whenever and wherever you

need them. Just check the index

on its back cover and flip right to

the help you need now.

Business Solutions on Your

HP Financial Calculator

This is a collection of25 powerful

and useful SOLVE formulas (see

page 311 for more details on the

subjects covered). Each formula

applies to both the HP 17Bi11 and

HP 19B1uand has a complete de-

scription ofall variables, options/

limitations, and a solved sample

problem. So if you spend hours

doing tedious, repetitive calcula-

tions, here’s a real time-saver.

For more details on these books or any of our titles, check with your

local bookseller or calculator/computer dealer.

For a full Grapevine catalog, write, call or fax:

Grapevine Publications, Inc.

626 N.W. 4th Street P.O. Box 2449

Corvallis, Oregon 97339-2449 U.S.A.

Phone: 1-800-338-4331 or 503-754-0583

Fax: 503-754-6508



 

|Price 

 

Booksforpersonalcomputers

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

0-931011-28-0| LotusBeBrief $9.95
0-931011-29-9 A Little DOS Will Do You 9.95

0-931011-32-9 Concise and WordPerfect 9.95

0-931011-37-X| An Easy Course in Using WordPerfect 19.95

0-931011-38-8 An Easy Course in Using LOTUS 1-2-3 19.95

0-931011-40-X| An Easy CourseinUsmgDOS 19.95

 

 

 

 

0-931011-04-3 

 

 

 

 

 

HP-41Statlcs ForStudents

0-931011-15-9 Computer Science Using the HP-41 9.95

0-931011-16-7 An Easy Course in Using the HP-16C 9.95

0-931011-18-3 An Easy Course in Using the HP-28S 9.95

0-931011-21-3 An Easy Course in Using the HP-27S 9.95

0-931011-24-8 An Easy Course in Using the HP-22S 9.95

0-931011-25-6 HP-28S Software Power Tools: Electrical Circuits 9.95
 

0-931011-26-4 An Easy Course in Using the HP-42S
 

0-931011-27-2 HP-28S Software Power Tools: Utilities
 

0-931011-31-0 An Easy Course in Using the HP 48
 

0-931011-33-7 HP 48 Graphics
 

I-IP48 Machine Language
 

0-93 1011-TBA

 

o{BooksforHewlettPackardfinanczalcalculato
 

0-931011-08-6 ‘AnEasy Course in Using the HP-12C
 

0-931011-12-4 The HP-12C Pocket Guide: Just In Case

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

0-931011-13-2 The HP Business Consultant (HP-18C) Training Guide

0-931011-19-1 An Easy Course in Using the HP 19Bn 19.95

0-931011-20-5 An Easy Course In Using the HP 17Bn 19.95

0-931011-22-1 The HP-19B Pocket Guide: Just In Case 6.95

0-931011-23-X The HP-17B Pocket Guide: Just In Case 6.95

0-931011-41-8 Busmess Solutions on Your HP Financial Calculator 9.95

S :BbOksforHewlett-Packardcomputers | :

0-931011-34-5 ”Lotusin Minutes on the HP 95LX 9.95
0-931011-35-3 The Answers You Need for the HP 951X 9.95

O931011426 MakmgConnectlons Data Commumcatlonsw/the HP Palmtop 9.95

e . _ Booksforteachers ‘ e

O931011140]ProblemSolvmg Sltuatlons A Teacher’s Resource Book 9.95
   For order information, contact: Grapevine Publications, Inc.

626 N.W. 4th Street P.O. Box 2449

Corvallis, Oregon 97339-2449 U.S.A.
800-338-4331 (503-754-0583) Fax: 503-754-6508
 

*Prices shown are as of2/6/93 and are subject to change without notice. Check with your

local bookseller or electronics /computer dealer—or contact Grapevine Publications, Inc.

 







 

An Easy Course in Using the HP 17Bu

For a clear, straightforward explanation ofyour HP 17Bii, this is

the book—a gold mine ofinstruction and practice with real-world

problems. Writtenin Grapevine’s friendly style, it’s yourcomplete

guide to real problem-solving on an industry-leading HP calcu-

lator. Never again will you struggle with hazy concepts ofinter-

est, mortgages, cash-flows or investments! You’ll see explanations

and examples of:

e Home lending and qualifying * Rent/buy/lease analysis

e Mortgages * Balloons and points ¢ ARM’s ¢ Leases

¢ Wraps and 2nds e Taxes ¢ Inflation ¢ Retirement

e Appraisal ¢ Depreciation * Business management

Discounting ¢ IRAs ¢ Savings ¢ NPV e IRR

Bonds ¢ Commercial property analysis ¢ FMRR

You get all this—with clear diagrams, easy reading and useful

examples—in the best self-study course you’ll ever take. So let

Grapevine transformyourHP calculatorfrom a complex machine

into a friendly and powerful tool!

ISBN 0-931011-20-5

51995

Grapevine Publications, Inc.
626 N.W. 4th St. P.O. Box 2449 II
Corvallis, OR 97339 U.S.A. 9 1780931"011207   
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